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õŊéĮÇ
è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË Çç ĹçĤÎ ķÇ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä ä ÌëĵÇ õßÎ éÏ ĮÇ êä ÌĿÛË Çà Û
êÜĹÛ
Ì óÇ Ü ĹçĤÎ ĸäõäÌ ĵÌ Į ÎëÛÈ Íà óÜÎ ÇĶ ÜÐòĤÉ Îä èĤË
ê ÑçĹÜ Çá óæį
Ï ıÏ Ëä Ý ßÞĹßä
Ï Ëà ä Ëà Ìç êŊíéÇ ĮË
ß ÏàßÉ Îà ß óĮÌ ÛÏ Çà Þ ÏĶ ä ËçŉÏ ïÇ Îë Çà êķÏ Þ êéË Ïä ÇëÜĹ
Ë

õÛū Ì ßéÏ ÇäóŚ Ï ñÇ éË èäÛş Ë ĵÏ ßÎ çÛŝ Ì óÏ įÇ Ëä äū ÌëĵÇ õŢ ŊéĮÇ ß ÍĿÛŠ Ì Çà א א
ßÞĹßäÓ
Ó Ï Ëà äşàË Ìç êŊíŝ éÇ ĮË êūÜĹÛ
Ì óÇ  בĹÛÓĵÏ Ŋõäş ÜĹÌ ĮäÛŭ Ë ÜÐòŝ ĤÓÉ Îä
äßŠË Çä Îà  הóÓĮÌ ÛÏ Çà Þŭ ÏĶ äçş Ë ŉÏ ïÇ Îë Çà êķŭ Ï  דêéÓ Ë Ïä ÇëÜĹË êş ÑçĹÜÇá óŭæį
Ï ıÏ Ëä ג
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õŊéĮÇ ß ÍĿÛÌ Çà - And these are the names. The appellations given to the books of the Torah generally reflect the themes within. For example, Bamidbar is not merely the first word of the fourth
book; it alludes to the thirty-eight years the children of Israel sojourned in the desert. Every event
recounted in the book of Bamidbar took place in the desert, so this choice of name is not merely
semantic. Similarly, Devarim is a repetition of “items” (i.e., mitzvos and events) previously discussed
in the Torah. Vayikra refers to the appointment between God and Moses in the Ohel Moed.
What is the significance of the name Shemos?
A name indicates individuality. The Torah wishes to emphasize that God concluded the covenant not with a nation but with an individual. The covenant was initially made with Abraham
alone. Although the community through its sins may lose its right to exist, God is willing to deal
with but one person. A name signifies uniqueness. The Ten Commandments were addressed
not in the plural but in the singular, to emphasize that God relates not only to the collective but
to the individual as well. That is why in Shemos, the names of Jacob’s children are repeated and
emphasized.
When I visited the Land of Israel, I was taken to a secular kibbutz, where the tour guide introduced me to a cow he called Rachel. Upon hearing this, I instinctively recoiled. When the guide
saw my reaction, he asked sarcastically if giving a cow a name was yet another prohibition imposed
by the rabbis.
Giving an animal a human name is in fact wrong because the individuality denoted by a name
belongs exclusively to humans. Every human death is a loss which cannot be replaced: Reuven is
not like Shimon. The Torah introduced the laws of mourning because even if someone of lowly
character dies, his death is still a loss, for every individual has been endowed with the divine image.
The preservation of life is a supreme value, even if it necessitates the breaking of the Sabbath. The
Torah therefore emphasizes the importance of bikur cholim (visiting the sick) and hachnosas orchim
(welcoming guests).
A dog may exhibit great friendship for his master, but a different dog can be substituted which
could display an identical friendship. A dog fundamentally has no name; it is merely part of a species. As devoted as a dog may be, there can be no aveilus for it.
That is why halachah is so insistent that the names recorded in a marriage document be written
with precision. Abraham was elevated to spiritual greatness by changing his name. Maimonides
says that the name Jacob reflected a certain destiny, while Israel reflected a different destiny. The
appellation of the book of Shemos signifies that the Exodus would have taken place even if only
one individual had been in Egypt.
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SHEMOS 1: SHEMOS

SHEMOS
1 And these are the names* of the sons of Israel who came to Egypt;* with Jacob,
each man and his household came: 2 Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah. 3 Issachar,
Zebulun, and Benjamin. 4 Dan and Naphtali, Gad and Asher. 5 Now all those

1

Rashi cites the phrase, He brings out and counts His heavenly Hosts (Is. 40:26). This phrase refers
to the position of the stars within each constellation. Each star is but part of a universe, yet each
star is numbered, named and accounted for individually by God. Each has its individual function.
Similarly, Knesses Yisrael is one system which is composed of individuals. (Boston, 1980)

ßéÏ ÇäóÏ ñÇ éË èäÛË ĵÏ ßÎ - who came to Egypt. The Torah should more properly have used the past
tense, ĹÛĵÏ óĮÍ ÛÉ , who came, and not the word èäÛË ĵÏ ßÎ , which more literally would be translated as who
are coming. The Children of Jacob were long gone. This phrase refers to events that transpired two
hundred and ten years before the Shemos narrative.
The Midrash noted this anomaly and interpreted the intent of the phrase, ßéÏ ÇäóÏ ñÇ éË èäÛË ĵÏ ßÎ , ke’ilu
ba’u hayom, as if Bnei Yisrael had come that very day. The term èäÛË ĵÏ ßÎ suggests that the people of
Egypt did not consider the Israelite nation as part of their state, society and culture; they looked
upon them as if they had just entered Egypt.
How long must one remain in a country to be considered a citizen? The words of Pharaoh to
his advisors suggest that he considered Bnei Yisrael as having just arrived. Indeed, the name for the
Israelites, Ivri, means completely separated—being on one bank of the river while everyone else is
on the other. Even though Bnei Yisrael came many years earlier, Egypt still viewed them as strangers.
This belief in the otherness of the Jew repeats itself through history. Jews lived in Germany even
before the Dark Ages. During the Middle Ages, the Jews supported Germany from within; they
were an integral part of society. Yet, many centuries after they arrived, these Jews were wiped out in
the Holocaust. They were charged with being strangers, not counted among society.
The essence of anti-Semitic doctrine throughout history always depicted the Jew as a stranger.
They charge that we are strangers, ivrim. We never assimilate ourselves into any community; we
are outsiders.
There is another implication to the use of the present tense. Chazal say: Because of four qualities, Bnei Yisrael were redeemed from Egypt: they did not change their names, they did not change their
language, they did not change their clothing, and they did not change their God (Shemos Rabbah 1). The
Midrash states beautifully: Reuben descended [to Egypt], Reuben came up [from Egypt] (Tanchuma
Balak 25). The Jew was conscious of his identity. When the Jews left, they spoke Lashon HaKodesh
as fluently as they had when they came to Egypt.
There are certain ideals to which a Jew is committed that can never be forfeited. There is a
special relationship between God and Jew as well as a relationship between God and mankind in
general. In certain areas of human endeavor, such as healing and helping each other, the Jew is part
of the relationship between God and man, and we participate and are part of society. But whenever
society tries to terminate our individual identity, to tell us how to live and to be like the rest of
society, we are very stubborn.
Pharaoh charged that the Jew was uninterested in the welfare of the land. Pharaoh was wrong,
for ßéÏ ÇäóÏ ñÇ éË èäÛË ĵÏ ßÎ has two meanings: we have a special, eternal identity, but nevertheless, we participate in society. When he said that Jews must abandon their identity and join a society whose ideals
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êĮÏ ïÇ Îë êäĤË ÜÇ ĮÎ ÜÐòĤÉ ÎäÞÇ ÛľÏ óÇ Îä äòÌ ïÇ Îë ÛõÏ ĮÏ ïÇ Îë çľÏ
Ì Çà
çæÏ Çà îìŊä
Ì õäéĹ
Ë à è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË ĵÇ ß ÏàßÉ ķÎ îìŊä
Ë ÛÉ
ĹĮäïË Çë çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëÜĹÇ á ÛĹßßÎ ÛóÏ ķÏ çÐæ Çà äßŊâ
ÛÞÏ âÉ Îç ÛÞÏ âÉ Îç Ĺïä ËòõĹÇ ĹÛä ËÝìĹ
Ç ĹÞ ÏĿ ÎäõÇ ÛË Çà
ÛľÏ ÇçéÎ èòÏ Çà â êŊß ÇŁéË ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ õÛäÎ ËçéÇ õÇ ÛË Çà
îìŊä
Ì õóÎ Ìá ÇĶ èÌļòÎ éÇ Û ÏçķÇ è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË çĤÎ ÛŉÏ ÞÇ âÎ
ê ÏÝìÏ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëĵÇ ÛŀÏ ĤÎ ÛßÏ ĸäŀÌ ĤÎ Çç óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ã
ÛéÏ ÇçķË êŊß Çç èľÎ âÎ õÇ Ëë ĹÜßÏ ä Û Ïë ÏŁéË êäïäË ËņõÎ Çà
îÛÎ êĹïìŊŉ
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Ë ÛË ÜÇ éÎ êäËëŊã ÇçĮË êŊßä ÌçĤÉ ĹÛäËŁéĹ
Î Ûä ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ
õäÜÌ ä ÌàóÇ Ëò ŊëÜĹÇ êŊß ÇëâÏ ÇçïÏ ĵÇ êŊßÛŊŁ
Ì ĤÎ Çç çäÞË ĵÇ
ììÌ éÇ ĤÎ óÎ õ Ïä Çà èŊõäńË õ Ïä ßÐíóÇ ïÎ Çç ÛóÏ ñŊÛ
Ï
êäïË ÇòŉÎ ê Ìæ Çà ê ÎÝìÏ ê Ìľ êŊß Çç ê ÎŁĤÎ éÇ ķË ÛéÏ æĹÇ Üä
çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëĵÇ èÞÏ òÊ êéË äÛÌ óÏ ñÇ éË Çç õòÎ ĤÉ Îà
ĹäĮÇ òÎ ĵÇ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëĵÇ õ Ïä äÛÌ óÏ ñÇ éË Ĺâ ÏçïÇ ÛÎ Çà Ýä
Û ÏäĮÇ òÏ Û ÏëâÏ ÇçïÏ ĵÇ êŊßä ÌļâÎ õ Ïä ĹóóÏ éÇ ÛÎ Çà Þä


















ßŭ ÏäßÏ îşìŊä
Ì Çà ĮïŚÍ Ïë èäūĤË ÜÇ ĮË ÜÐ şòĤÓÉ ÎäÔēóÓÍ Íä äŭÛÌ ñÐÇ Óä ĮïŤÍ ÍëÔçľÏ
ÛĹßÓ ßÎ óŊķŭ ßÎ çÐæş Çà àäâÏŝ ÛÔç
Í æÏ Çà îŢ ìŊä
Ì õéŬÏ Ïļ Îà  וè ËäóÓ Ï ñÇ éË ÜÇ
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differ from those that Jacob brought with him to Egypt, the Jews removed themselves from society,
as if they had just entered Egypt.
The Midrash (Yalkut Shimoni 176) tells us that many Jews in Egypt had scrolls (probably consisting of Genesis), and every Shabbos, they would read these scrolls. The redemption did not start
with Moses. The Jewish belief in the promise of redemption was nurtured by their reading of these
scrolls. These scrolls helped maintain their unique identity—the Israelites considered themselves
as if they had just entered Egypt. (Aton Holzer Summary)
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descended from Jacob were seventy souls, and Joseph, [who] was in Egypt. 6 Now Joseph
died, as well as all his brothers and all that generation. 7 The children of Israel were
fruitful and swarmed and increased and became very very strong, and the land became
filled with them. 8 A new king arose over Egypt, who did not know about Joseph.* 9 He
said to his people, “Behold, the people of the children of Israel are more numerous and
stronger than we are. 10 Get ready, let us deal shrewdly with them, lest they increase, and
a war befall us, and they join our enemies and depart from the land.” 11 So they appointed
over them tax collectors to afflict them with their burdens, and they built store cities for
Pharaoh, namely Pithom and Raamses. 12 But as much as they would afflict them, so
did they multiply and so did they gain strength, and they were disgusted because of the
children of Israel. 13 So the Egyptians enslaved the children of Israel with back breaking
labor.* 14 And they embittered their lives with hard labor, with clay and with bricks and

îìŊäÔõ
Ì
ÛÍ íÞÎ ÏäÔÛĕ óĮÍ ÛÉ è ËäóÏ ñÇ éÔç
Ë ĤÎ ĮÞÏ âÔē
Ï ÍçéÍ èòÏ Ïļ Îà - A new king arose over Egypt, who did not know
about Joseph. In a sense, Pharaoh indeed did not know what Joseph did for Egypt. Earlier, we read
that Joseph settled his father and his brothers...as Pharaoh had maintained (Gen. 47:11). Pharaoh instructed that the family be fed no matter how long the family remained. Now a new king appears
who did not honor the agreement, who did not appreciate what Joseph did. In Vayigash, we find:
And take your father and your households…for the best of all the land of Egypt is yours (Gen. 45:18,20).
Pharaoh wanted the entire family to come because he appreciated Joseph and recognized him as a
genius who foresaw the future. He believed that if one brother was a genius, then the entire family
may exhibit the same quality.
In Parashas Vayechi, we learn of a multitude of Egyptians who went to bury Jacob. It is remarkable to note the extent to which Egyptians mourned Jacob. The place of mourning was called
Avel Mitzrayim (Gen. 50:11)—Egyptian mourning. Egypt was in despair because they sensed that
Jacob’s death heralded the decline of Egypt as a world power. Chazal say that as long as Jacob
was in Egypt the Nile River used to rise to water the land, and with his death, it stopped rising.
Later, upon Joseph’s death, there was no one qualified to guide the destiny of the Egyptian nation.
The decline of Egypt was signaled by Pharaoh’s desire to let us deal shrewdly with them (verse 10),
which further precipitated Egypt’s decline. A similar decline took place in Germany in the wake of
German persecution of the Jews. (Boston, 1980)
ēóÍ ïÏ ĵÇ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä ä ÌëĵÔõ
Ç ÛÍ è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ĹÞÜË ĤÉ Îļ Îà - So the Egyptians enslaved the children of Israel with back
breaking labor. The enslavement of the Israelites took place in three stages. In the first stage, Pharaoh
demonized the nation, arguing that they constituted a potential fifth column that threatened Egypt
from within: lest they increase, and a war befall us, and they join our enemies (verse 10). The second
step was to enlist them into a sort of national service to build storage cities (see Rashi on verse 11)
so they could prove their loyalty to the Egyptian state. This phase evolved into servitude so abject
that women were forced to submit to the hard labor normally relegated to men, while men were
relegated to work that involved the fine manual dexterity typically performed by women. This role
reversal resulted in profound demoralization, the work so ill-suited to the slaves that there was no
sense of accomplishment. (R. Steven Weil)
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ĹÞŭ ÜÓÇ ĤÔó
Ï ĮÍ ÛÉ èõŝÏ ÞÐÏ Üū ĤÔç
É ľÏ õÛţÌ ßÞŚ Í ıÏ ĵÎ ßÞÐş Ï ÜĤÔç
É æÏ ÜĹÇ
õÐ ŚļóË ÜÇ ĤÓË ßÏ õÐÞş ÇĿ ÎäéÓÇ Îç è Ëäóŝ Î ñÇ éË ē ÍçūéÍ óŢ éÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà  טוēóÓÍ ïÏ ĵÇ èßş Í ÜÏ
Ï õäşëË İÌ ßÎ èŭĮÌ Çà ßóŝ Ï ïÇ ĮË õŢ âÎ ÛÓÎ ßÏ èŬĮÌ óĮÍ Ű ÛÉ
óéÛÐ
Í Šļ Îà  טזßÓĤĹń
êŭĵÔè
Ì ÛË èËäŚ ÏëÜÇ ÛÓÏ ßÔç
Ï ĤÎ êõä
ş Í ÛË óĹÇ õŊ ŝļóË ÜÇ ĤūË ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ êŢ æÍ ÞÇ ÍĿ ÎäĵÇ
Ï óäŬ Í ŉË Îà  יזß ÏäÓâÏ Ïà Ûàßş Ë õŭĵÔè
êÛ
Î ÛË Çà ŊõÐŝ Û êŉū Í éË ßÓÉ Îà ÛŢ Ĺß
êßä
ş Í ÌçÛÉ óŭĵÍ ķË óŤĮÍ ÛÓÉ ľÎ Ĺįŝ ĤÏ Û ūĕ Çà èäßĕ
ŝË ÛūÈ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ õŢ ÐÞ ÇĿ ÎäéÓÇ ßÎ
Ôē ÍçÓéÍ ÛóŬ Ï Çò Ëļ Îà  יחäëô èäÞÓ Ë Ïç ÇäßÔõ
Î ÛÍ êäşÏ ÍļâÎ ŉÇ Îà è ËäóŚ Ï ñÇ éË ē ÍçūéÍ
ßŚ ÍĺßÎ óūÜÏ ķÏ ßÎ êõä
ş Í įË ĤÉ ĤĹÎ ķŭ éÎ êßŝÍ Ïç óéÛÐ
Í ūļ Îà õÐÞŝ ÇĿ ÎäéÓÇ Îç èŢ ËäóŰ Î ñÇ éË
ßÐíŝ óÇ ńÔç
Î ÛÍ õŢ ÐÞ ÇĿ ÎäéÓÇ ßÎ êÏ óŬÇ éÛÐ
Î ŉ Îà  יטèäÞÓ Ë Ïç ÇäßÔõ
Î ÛÍ êäşÏ ÍļâÎ ŉÇ Îà
èóÍ ãŰÍ ĵÇ ß ÏŁßŝÌ õŊ ūäâÔäÓ
Ï ľË õÐ ŚļóË ÜÇ ĤÓË ßÏ õÐ şļóË ñÇ ŀË ßÎ èäŤĮË ÏŁæÎ Û ůĕ äūľË
õÐÞŚ ÇĿ ÎäéÓÇ Îç èäßĕ
ş Ë ÛÈ ÜãäŭÍ Ìļ Îà  כĹÞÓ Ïç Ïä Çà õÞşÍ ÍĿ ÎäéÓÇ ßÎ êŤßÍ ÌçÛÉ ÛŊÜů ŉÏ
õÐÞş ÇĿ ÎäéÓÇ ßÎ ĹÛŭ óÓÇ ÏäÔäÓľË äßŞË Çä Îà  כאÞÐÛÓ éÇ Ĺéş ñÇ ĤÓÎ Îļ Îà èŤĤÏ ßÏ ÜóůÍ Ëļ Îà

çľÏ õ Ïä Û Ïç ÇòâÎ ĵÇ Û ÏëâÏ ÇçńÏ çæÏ ÜĹÇ êäËëÜÇ ËçÜĹÇ Û ÏëäãË ĵÇ
óéÎ ÛÉ Îà àã ĹäĮÇ òÎ ĵÇ êŊßÜÇ Ĺâ ÏçïÇ ÛÎ ķÇ êŊß ÇëâÏ ÇçńÏ
èĹĮķÇ ÛõÏ ÏļÞĹß
Î Çä ÛõÏ ÏļâÎ Çç è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ÛľÏ ÇçéÎ
óéÎ ÛÉ Îà áã ßĤĹń
Ï ÛõÏ ÌäÇëŉË èĹĮ Çà ßóÏ ïÇ ĮË ÛÞÏ âÏ
çĤÎ ê Ïä ÇáâÇ õÍ Çà ÛõÏ ÏļÞĹß
Î Çä õ Ïä êÞÏ ÇçŊé ê Ïä ÇàßÇ ŉÍ ÞľÎ
èÛË Çà ĸäõÌ Ïä ê ÎçãÇ ÇòŉË ÛĹß óĵÎ èÛË ÛóÏ ĵÇ õÇ éÎ
êéË ÛõÏ ÏļâÎ Û ÏçäâË ÞĹÇ áä ĸ ÎŁéË ÇļòÎ õĹÇ ÛäßË ÛŉÏ óÎ ĵÇ
êßÍ ŀÇ ĤË çä ËĿéÎ ķÇ ÛéÏ Çľ ÛÞÏ ÜÏ ĤÉ Û Ïç Çà Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ
ÛóÏ ÇòĹ âä Û ÏļÎëĵÇ õ Ïä ÛéÏÏ ļòÎ Çà è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ÛľÏ ÇçéÎ
êäÞÌ ßéÏ êßÍ Çç óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ÛõÏ ÏļâÎ Çç è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ÛľÏ ÇçéÎ
Û ÏļÎëĵÇ õ Ïä êäŉË éÍÇ ļòÎ Çà êäÞÌ ßÏ ÛéÏ ÏĶõÇ ńË õ Ïä êäŉË ÞÇ ÜÎ ĤÉ
Û ÏļĮÎ ÇëæË Û Ïç äóÌ ÛÉ ßÐíóÇ ïÎ Çç ÛõÏ ÏļâÎ ÛóÏ éÏ ÛÉ Îà ãä
Û Ïç ÞĤÎ êĹŁÛË êéäÏ ËľâÉ äóÌ ÛÉ ÛõÏ ÏļÞĹß
Î Çä ÛõÏ ÏäóÇ ñÇ éË
Ïä Çä ÜäãŊÛ
Ì Çà æ êÞäÏ Ëçä Ëà ÛõÏ ÏļâÎ êßÍ õÇ Ïà Çç õ ÎĿĤÎ
Ç ÛõÏ ÏļâÎ Çç
ß ÏàßÉ Îà Ûæ ÛÞÏ âÉ Îç Ĺïä ËòõĹÇ ÛŀÏ ĤÎ ä ËÝìĹ
êäŉË ĵÏ êŊß Çç ÞÜÎ ĤÉ Îà Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ êéË ÛõÏ ÏļâÎ Û ÏçäâË ķÇ ÞľÎ
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ßÞÍ ıÏ ĵÎ ßÞÐÏ ÜĤÔç
É æÏ ÜĹÇ - with all kinds of labor in the fields. Egypt was an agricultural land; Egyptian
society was technically advanced past the stage of a pastoral society. The Jew, a shepherd, went to
Egypt and stayed there. In such cases the assimilation process usually is quick and effective: the
people with a less-developed economy assimilate with great speed into the more advanced economic community. The Jews should have abandoned their pastoral traits and adopted the way of
life of the agriculturist, the farming tradition. This is not what happened. The Jews continued to
tend their flocks, and remained attached to an old tradition they had brought from Canaan many
years before. The Egyptians tried to change the economy of the Israelites and make farmers out of
shepherds. And they embittered their lives with hard labor...with all kinds of labor in the fields. They did
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with all kinds of labor in the fields,* all their work that they worked with them with back
breaking labor. 15 Now the king of Egypt spoke to the Hebrew midwives, one who was
named Shifrah, and the second, who was named Puah. 16 And he said, “When you deliver
the Hebrew women, and you see on the birthstool, if it is a son, you shall put him to death,
but if it is a daughter, she may live.”* 17 The midwives, however, feared God; so they did
not do as the king of Egypt had spoken to them, but they enabled the boys to live. 18 So the
king of Egypt summoned the midwives and said to them, “Why have you done this thing,
that you have enabled the boys to live?” 19 And the midwives said to Pharaoh, “Because the
Hebrew women are not like the Egyptian women, for they are skilled as midwives; when the
midwife has not yet come to them, they have [already] given birth.” 20 God benefited the
midwives, and the people multiplied and became very strong. 21 Now it took place when the

not succeed. Reading about the conversation between Moses and Pharaoh, we get the impression
that the main occupation of the Hebrews was raising cattle and sheep. Moses said, “With our youth
and with our elders we will go, with our sons and with our daughters, with our flocks and with our cattle
we will go” (10:9). The cattle and sheep were the main components of the Hebrew economy.
Joseph’s instructions to his brothers before they were introduced to Pharaoh are noteworthy: I
will go up and tell Pharaoh, and I will say to him, “My brothers and my father’s household who were in the
land of Canaan have come to me. The men are shepherds, for they have been cattlemen; their flocks and
cattle—and everything they own—they have brought.” And it shall be, when Pharaoh summons you, and
says, “What is your occupation?” Then you are to say, “Your servants have been cattlemen from our youth
till now, both we and our forefathers,” so that you may be able to settle on the region of Goshen, since all
shepherds are abhorrent to Egyptians (Gen. 46:31-34). He told them to emphasize that they had been
and still were shepherds, and that they intended to continue with the pastoral economy they had
inherited from their ancestors. As shepherds, they would be assigned a special territory, Goshen,
and they would not intermingle with the Egyptians, who cultivated a more advanced economy and
disliked cattlemen and shepherds. (Festival of Freedom, pp. 126-127)

ß ÏäâÏ Ïà ÛàßË õĵÔè
Î ÛË Çà ŊõÐÛ êŉÍ éË ßÉ Îà ÛĹß êĵÔè
Ì ÛË - if it is a son, you shall put him to death, but if it is a
daughter, she may live. Why did Pharaoh relegate the task of killing the male infants to the Jewish
midwives? Why did he not order his own people to kill the Jewish males?
A tactic employed by our enemies to oppress the Jews through the generations has been to
discredit them—to argue that this nation does not deserve the world’s sympathy. During the
Holocaust, the Nazis forcibly took Jews to an elegant hotel in Warsaw, had them dress in festive
clothing, loaded the tables with delicacies, hired an orchestra, and forced the Jews to dance. All
the while a Nazi photographer took photos of them. Afterward, they were immediately sent to the
death camps. After the war it was discovered that the Nazis had planned to disseminate these pictures to demonstrate how Jews callously ignored the suffering of their brethren, even celebrating
while their coreligionists were being slaughtered.
This method was originated by Pharaoh. Pharaoh wanted to show the world that the Jews were
not worthy of sympathy—see how their own midwives, whose job was to bring children into the
world and alleviate the pain of the mothers, killed the children! He wanted to show that the world
would be better off without such people. (Aton Holzer Summary)

 שמות:שמות ב

ÔçæÏ Çç ßÐíŝ óÇ ńÎ àūñÎ Çä Îà  כבèäŉÓ Ë ĵÏ èşßÍ Ïç įĤŭÎ Îļ Îà èäßĕ
Ś Ë ÛÓÈ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ
ÔçæÏ Çà ĹßæäÑŝ ËçĮÇ ŉÎ ßŢ óÐÏ ÛŰ ÇäßÎ ÞŊĿŠ ËļßÎ êūĵÌ ßÔç
Î ľÏ óÐéÛ
Ś Ìç Ŋŀş ĤÎ
ÔõĵÔõ
Î ÛÍ âņş Î Ëļ Îà äŚ Ëà Ìç õäūĵÌ éË ĮäÛş Ë ē Íçŭ Ìļ Îà  פ ב אêĹ ÓļâÎ ŉÇ õşĵÎ ßÎ
ÛĹßŝ ÜŊãÔä
ū ľË ŢŊõÐÛ ÛóÍ ŉŬ Ì Îà êŚĵÌ Þ Íçŉū Ì Îà ßşİÏ ÛÓË ßÏ óßÎ ŉŭ Î Îà  בäÓ Ëà Ìç
Ŋëä
ś ïË ŅÇ ßÎ ÞŊí
š ßū ÏçæÓÇ ÏäÔÛĕ Çà  גèäâÓ Ë óÏ Çä ßŭĮĕ
Ï ĮÇ Ĺßş ÌëńÇ ñÇ ŉÓË Îà
èįÍ ŉŬ Ï Îà õïŚÍ ÏĺÜĹÎ óéş Ï âÓÌ ÜÎ ßóŭ Ï éÇ âÇ ŉÎ Îà ÛéÐÍ Ķŝ õÜÎ ŉū Ì ŢŊçÔâņÓ Î ŉÓ Ë Îà
Ç ĤÎ îĹłş ĵÎ èįÍ ŉŭ Ï Îà Þ ÍçļÍŝ ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ĸŢ ĵÏ
ÜŭŅÎ õÎ ŉÓ Ì Îà  דóÐÛÓ ÇäßÎ õŭïÎ įÔç
ßŢ ÐíóÇ ńÔõ
Î ĵÎ ÞóÍ ŉŬ Ì Îà  הŊ Óç ßşįÍ ĤÓÏ ÌļÔßéÎ ßĤŞÏ ÞÌ Çç òÐâŚ óÓÏ éÌ ŊõÐş âÛÉ
óÐÛŚ ÇäßÎ Þū ÎäÔçĤÎ õÐ şæ ÇçÐßÓ ßäŭ
Ï õÐÍ óĤÓÉ Îë Çà óÐÛŝ ÇäßÔç
Î ĤÎ ðÐâū óÇ Ëç

çľÏ óéäÏ éÌ Çç ĸäŀÌ ĤÎ çæÏ Çç ßÐíóÇ ńÎ Þä ËņïĹÎ Üæ
ĸäÌŁéÑ óÇ ŉË ÛóÏ ßÉ ÎëĵÇ äÛÌ ÞĹßä
Ï Ëç Þä Ëç ÇäõÇ ËäÞÇ ÛóÏ ĵÇ
õäÜÌ ķÇ éË ÛóÏ ÜÇ ÎĶ ç ÎáÛÉ Îà Û êĹé ÇļòÎ ŉÇ ÛŉÏ óÎ ĵÇ çæÏ Çà
ÛõÏ ŉÇ ÛË õÛäÎ ķË ĤÎ Çà Ü ä Ëà Ìç õĵÎ õ Ïä ÜäìÇëĹ
Ë ä Ëà Ìç
ÛĹß ÜãÎ äóÌ ÛÉ ĸäõÌ Ïä õ ÎáâÉ Îà óĵÏ õÞäÎ Ëçä Ëà
ÞŊí õ Îçä Ìæ Çä Û Ïç Çà Ý êäâË óÇ Îä ÛõÏ ÏçŉÇ ĸäŉÌ óÇ éÎ ãÇ ÛÎ Çà
ÛéŊÝ
Í ÞÇ ÛõĹÜ
Ï ŉÌ ĸä Ìç õÜäÎ ìÇëĹ
Ì ĸäõĹó
Ì éÏ ãÇ ÛÎ Çç
õ Ïä ĸĵÎ õÛäÎ ËĹĮÎ Çà ÛŉÏ ïÇ ËáÜĹÇ ÛóÏ éÏ âÌ ĵÇ ĸõÎ ńÏ âÎ Çà
ÛóÏ ßÉ Îë îäľÌ çĤÎ ÛóÏ ĤÉ ÎäĵÇ ĸõäÎ ËĹĮÎ Çà Û ÏäÜÇ óÎ
ßéÏ íÞäÎ éË Çç òäâË óÏ éÌ ĸäõÌ âÏ ÛÉ õÞÎ ŉÏ ĤÎ õÇ ÛË Çà Þ
äâÌ ìÇ éË Çç ßÐíóÇ ńÎ õĵÎ õõÎ âÏ ÇëĹ ß ĸä Ìç ÞÜÌ ĤÉ õÇ Ëä
îäľÌ çĤÎ êæÏ ÇĿßÎ éÇ ÛßÏ õÏ éäÏ ÌçĹí Çà ÛóÏ ßÉ Îë çĤÎ
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èäŉË ĵÏ èßÍ Ïç įĤÎ Îļ Îà - He made houses for them. These houses represent leadership. God turned
the leadership of Israel over to these midwives. The authority to lead and teach Bnei Yisrael was
transferred to them.
Chazal indicate that the midwives were Yocheved and Miriam (see Rashi). The Midrash tells
us of Amram, the Gadol HaDor, the leader of Bnei Yisrael. When Pharaoh issued the decree to kill
every Jewish baby boy, Amram divorced his wife Yocheved in despair, arguing that there is no use
to having children, since all the males would die anyway. Miriam rebuked Amram: Your prescription
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midwives feared God, that He made houses for them.* 22 And Pharaoh commanded all
his people, saying, “Every son who is born you shall cast into the Nile, and every daughter
you shall allow to live.”
1 A man of the house of Levi went and married a daughter of Levi.* 2 The woman
conceived and bore a son, and [when] she saw him that he was good, she hid him for
three months. 3 [When] she could no longer hide him, she took [for] him a reed basket,
smeared it with clay and pitch, placed* the child into it, and put [it] into the marsh at the
Nile’s edge. 4 His sister stood from afar, to know what would be done to him.* 5 Pharaoh’s
daughter went down to bathe, to the Nile, and her maidens were walking along the Nile,

2

is worse than Pharaoh’s. Pharaoh decreed that only the male infants must die—you are decreeing death to
both male and female [infants]! With the birth of Moses, Miriam prophesied that he would become
the redeemer of Israel.
When Moses was placed in the Nile, Amram became enraged with Miriam: My daughter, my
daughter, what happened with your prophecy? Why did you give me such advice? (Sotah 12b). In fact,
Amram was completely wrong, and Miriam’s optimistic approach was borne out. Immediately after
the splitting of the Red Sea, after Moses’ song, the Torah records Miriam’s song as well, confirming
the critical role she played in the Exodus from Egypt. When Bnei Yisrael left Egypt, their leader
was Moses. Earlier, when Moses was in Midian, their ruler was Miriam. She earned this position
because she was ready to sacrifice her life for the survival of Bnei Yisrael. (Aton Holzer Summary)

ä Ëà ÌçÔõĵÔõ
Î ÛÍ âņÎ Ëļ Îà ä Ëà Ìç õäĵÌ éË ĮäÛË ē Íç Ìļ Îà - A man of the house of Levi went and married a daughter
of Levi. Through use of the term ä Ëà Ìç õäĵÌ , the Torah is referring to those members of the tribe of
Levi who fought the historical struggle for Jewish identity and continuity in Egypt. The noun õäĵÌ
carries the connotation of responsibility. For example, in the phrase ßÜÎ ĹâãÇ ĵË êÐóßÉ ÛÎ õäĵÌ , Trust in the
Lord, House of Aaron (Ps. 115:10), the intent is to single out a national unit which bears a specific
responsibility. When the Torah tells us ä Ëà ÌçÔõĵÔõ
Î ÛÍ âņÎ Ëļ Îà ä Ëà Ìç õäĵÌ éË ĮäÛË ē Íç Ìļ Îà, the reference is to active opposition to the policies of Pharaoh. Without these Jews, the Exodus from Egypt could never have
taken place. (Divrei Hashkafah, pp. 53-54)
èįÍ ŉÏ Îà - and...placed. It is interesting to note that all the verbs used in describing the hiding
of Moses and his later being placed in the basket are in the feminine form: vateireh, vatitzpineihu,
yachla, vatikach, vatachmerah, vatasem—everything was done by Yocheved and Miriam. Amram
had no say in the matter; the leadership was taken away from him and given to the righteous midwives. èäŉË ĵÏ èßÍ Ïç įĤÎ Îļ Îà—God made Yocheved and Miriam the leaders; decision-making was taken from
Amram and turned over to these women. (Aton Holzer Summary)
Ŋç ßįÍ ĤÏ ÌļÔßéÎ ßĤÏ ÞÌ Çç òâóÏ éÌ ŊõÐâÛÉ ÜŅÎ õÎ ŉÌ Îà - His sister stood from afar, to know what would be done
to him. Amram and Yocheved had given up on the fate of their little child. Miriam, however, intuitively felt that a strange, awesome drama was unfolding before her eyes. She was not merely watching a floating reed basket; she was observing Jewish historical destiny. Would the promises made
to Abraham be fulfilled, or would, God forbid, the floating ark, filled with the fate and destiny of
an unborn nation, collapse? Miriam stood from afar, trying to foresee how her actions would lead
to the events that would ultimately result in redemption. (Boston, 1974)

 שמות:שמות ב

ĸõş Ï éÏ ÛÔõ
É ÛÍ âŭ ÎçĮÇ ŉË Îà îĹłŝ ßÎ ēŊõū ĵÇ ßŢ ÜÏ ŉÌ ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ÛóÍ ŉŬ Ì Îà
óĤşÎ ÎëÔß ÌŁßË Çà Þ ÍçļÍŝ ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ĹßÛū Ì óÇ ŉË Îà âŢ ŉÎ ïÇ ŉË Îà  וßÓÏ âÍ ņÏ ŉË Îà
ßÓ Íá èäóş Ë ÜÇ ĤË ßÓ Ï äÞŭ Ì Çç ÎļéË óéÛÐ
Í ŉŞ Îà àäçÏ ŝ ĤÏ çÐéū âÇ ŉÎ Îà ßŚæÐÍ ĵ
ēŢ Ïç äõÛ
Ë óŬ Ï òÏ Çà ēçÌ Š ÛÌ ßÓ Î ßÐś íóÇ ńÔõ
Î ĵÔç
Î ÛÍ ŊõÐ
š âÛÉ óéÛÐ
Í ŉū Îà ז
Þ ÍçÓ ÏļßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ēş Ïç òŭ ËëäõÌ Çà õÐ ŚļóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÓ Ï êéş Ë õòÍ ëäÍ ŝ éÌ ßūİÏ ÛË
Ûóş Ï ÇòŉË Îà ßéŝÏ ÇçĤÎ ßÓ Ï ēŢ ÍçŉŰÌ Îà äæŚË Ìç ßÐĤş óÇ ńÔõ
Î ĵÎ ĸŭ ÏçÔóéÛÐ
Í ŉÓ Îà ח
ÔõÛÍ ä ËæäçäË ť ßÌ ßÐíŠ óÇ ńÔõ
Î ĵÎ ĸū Ïç óéÛÐ
Í ŉů Îà  טÞ ÍçÓ ÏļßÎ èŭÛÔõ
Ì ÛÍ
âņů Î ŉË Îà ēóŚ Ì æÏ įÔõ
Ç ÛÍ êŉū Ì ÛÍ äşëË ÛÓÉ Îà äçË ŝ Ĺßòū Ë ËëäÓßÌ Çà ßŢ ÍĺßÎ Þ ÍçŬ ÍļßÎ
ÔõÜÎ Çç ĹŢ ßÛŰ Ì ÜË ŉÇ Îà Þ ÍçļÍŠ ßÎ çķū Î ÇÝ Ëļ Îà  יĹßòä
Ó Ì ËëŉÇ Îà Þ Íçş ÍļßÎ ßŤİÏ ÛÓË ßÏ
ÔêéË äŭľË óéÛÐ
Í ŉŞ Îà ßĮÐÍ ŝ é ŢŊéĮÇ ÛóŬ Ï ÇòŉË Îà êŚÜÌ Çç ĸş ÏçÔäßÇË äÓ Îà ßÐíŝ óÇ ńÎ
ßŢ ĮÐÍ é çķŬ Î ÇÝ Ëļ Îà èßŠÌ ßÏ èäéū Ë ÏļĵÎ äßū Ë Çä Îà  יאäôäçô Ĺßõä
Ó Ë ĮË éÇ è Ëäŀş Î ßÎ
äóŝ Ë ñÇ éË ĮäÛū Ë ÛŢ óÇ Îļ Îà èõĕ
Ś Ï ÜÇ ìË ĵÇ ÛóşÇ Îļ Îà àäâÏŝ ÛÔç
Í ÛÍ ÛūñÌ Ìļ Îà

ÛóÏ ĤÉ Îä ŊÝĵÇ ÛõĹÜ
Ï ŉÌ õ Ïä õ ÎáâÉ Îà ÛóÏ ßÉ Îë
õâÎ õÎ ïĹÇ à ĸõÎ ÜÇ ìÇëĹ
Ì ĸõÎ éÇ ÛÎ õ Ïä õãÎ ĮŊÛ
Ì Çà
õìÎ âÏ Çà äæÌ ĵÏ ÛéäÏ ÌçĹí ÛßÏ Çà Û ÏäÜÇ óÎ õ Ïä õ ÎáâÉ Îà
êäÞÌ ÛĹß äÛÌ ÞĹß
Ï Çä ä ÌëĵÇ éË õóÍ éÍ ÛÉ Îà äßŊç
Ë ĤÉ
çä ËáäÛÌ ßÎ ßÐíóÇ ńÎ õÜÎ Çç ĸäõÌ âÏ ÛÉ õóÍ éÍ ÛÉ Îà á
ÛõÏ ÏļÞĹß
Î Çä êéË ÛŉÏ Çò ËëäéÌ ÛõÏ ŉÇ ÛË ēä Ëç äóÌ ÇòÛË Çà
õĵÎ ĸ Ïç õóÍ éÍ ÛÉ Îà â Û ÏäÜÇ óÎ õ Ïä ēä Ëç òä ËëŊõ Çà
õ Ïä õóÎ ÇòĹ ÛŉÏ éÇ ÍçĹí õ Îç ÏáÛÉ Îà ä Ëçä ËáäÛÌ ßÐíóÇ ńÎ
ßÐíóÇ ńÎ õĵÎ ĸ Ïç õóÍ éÍ ÛÉ Îà ã Û ÏäÜÇ óÎ ķÇ ĸäŀÌ ÛË
Û ÏëÛÉ Îà ä Ëç äßäË Ëò ÇëŊÛ Çà êäÞÌ ßÏ Û ÏäÜÇ óÎ õ Ïä ä ËçäÜŊÛ
Ë
Û ÏäÜÇ óÎ õ Ïä ÛõÏ ŉÇ ÛË õÜäÎ ìÇëĹ
Ì ēóÏ ÇÝÛÎ õ Ïä êŉÌ ÛÍ
õÜÎ Çç ĸäõäÌ õË ÇäÛÎ Çà Û ÏäÜÇ óÎ ÛÜÏ óĹÇ ä ĸäŉÌ Çò ËëŊÛ Çà
ßĮÐÍ é ĸäéÌ ĮÇ õóÎ ÇòĹ óÜÏ Çç ĸ Ïç ß ÏàßÉ Îà ßÐíóÇ ńÎ
ß ÏàßÉ Îà Ûä ĸäŉÌ ÇçâÎ ĮÇ Û ÏļéÎ êéË äóÌ ÛÉ õóÍ éÍ ÛÉ Îà
õ Ïà Çç òïÎ ÇëĹ ßĮÐÍ é ÛÜÏ óĹÇ êĹŁÛË ßÏ Û ÏļéŊä
Î ĵÇ
äóË ñÇ éË óÜÎ ÇĶ Û ÏáâÉ Îà êŊß ÇëâÎ ÇçïÏ ĵÇ Û ÏáâÉ Îà äßŊâ
Ë ÛÉ
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Þ Íç ÍļßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ĹßÛÌ óÇ ŉË Îà - and she saw him, the child. According to Rashi, the added pronoun him suggests that Pharaoh’s daughter saw something other than just the child: she saw the Divine Presence
beside him. She was indeed Pharaoh’s daughter, although she was not influenced by him. She apparently had the rare ability to perceive signs of greatness at first glance. The earlier Pharaoh who
had appointed Joseph as prime minister had this same ability. When Pharaoh’s daughter opened
the box, she saw the Divine Presence alongside the baby—she sensed the great potential of Moses.
She immediately questioned her father’s motives: how could he condemn this type of child to death
and call him sub-human? She refused to comply with her father’s decree. (Divrei Hashkafah, pp. 55-56)
ß ÍæÐĵ óĤÎ ÎëÔß ÌŁßË Çà - and behold, he was a weeping lad. The Talmud (Sotah 12b) initially suggests
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and she saw the basket in the midst of the marsh, and she sent her maidservant, and she
took it. 6 She opened [it], and she saw him, the child,* and behold, he was a weeping
lad,* and she had compassion on him, and she said, “This is [one] of the children of the
Hebrews.” 7 His sister said to Pharaoh’s daughter,* “Shall I go and call for you a wet nurse
from the Hebrew women, so that she shall nurse the child for you?” 8 Pharaoh’s daughter
said to her, “Go!” So the girl went and called the child’s mother. 9 Pharaoh’s daughter
said to her, “Take this child and nurse him for me, and I will give [you] your wages.” So
the woman took the child and nursed him. 10 The child grew up, and she brought him to
Pharaoh’s daughter, and he became like her son. She named him Moses, and she said, “For
I drew him from the water.” 11 Now it came to pass in those days that Moses grew up*
and went out to his brothers and looked at their burdens,* and he saw an Egyptian man

that Moses’ voice had a deeper pitch than was typical for a baby, and Rabbi Nechemiah argues that,
if so, Moses would be a ba’al mum, someone with a blemish who would be disqualified for serving
as a levi in the Temple. According to Maimonides (Hilchos Klei Hamikdash 3:8), the levi is disqualified from singing in the Temple if his voice has aged or otherwise degraded, but he is still qualified
to open and close the gates of the Temple. The fact that Maimonides finds it necessary to explicitly
note that the levi is allowed to perform the gate function suggests that a levi with a damaged voice
is indeed considered a ba’al mum; otherwise, it would have been obvious that his inability to sing
would have no bearing on opening and closing the gates. Rabbi Nechemiah’s question regarding
Moses being a ba’al mum is therefore consistent with Maimonides’ wording. As a response to Rabbi
Nechemiah’s objection, Nachmanides indicates that Moses’ voice did not have a deeper pitch than
a baby’s; it was simply louder and more robust, like that of an older child. (Birkas Yitzchak, p. 87)
The wail of this child pierced the air on the river bank. This was not to be Moses’ only cry. Every
time Moses fell in supplication before God, the cry of a child was heard. Who other than a child
can fall completely in supplication before a father, to throw one’s burden upon him, to lift his eyes
to his father alone? The adult cannot pour out his soul with such absence of inhibition. The cry of
the child accompanied the teacher of Israel from the bank of the Nile through Sinai, from the tent
of meeting until the mountain bordering the Land of Israel. (Divrei Hagut Vaha’aracha, p. 160)

ßÐíóÇ ńÔõ
Î ĵÔç
Î ÛÍ ŊõÐâÛÉ óéÛÐ
Í ŉ Îà - His sister said to Pharaoh’s daughter. Miriam is responsible for the
emergence of Moses as a leader and redeemer of his people. If not for her, he would have never
been imbued with great passionate love for his poor brethren. She suggested to the princess that a
Hebrew wet-nurse be employed for the infant, preventing Moses from disappearing in anonymity
and ignorance. The destiny of mankind and of the covenantal people was shaped by the woman.
(Family Redeemed, pp. 118-119)

ßĮÐÍ é çķÎ ÇÝ Ëļ Îà - Moses grew up. The term çķÎ ÇÝ Ëļ Îà has the connotation of greatness. Moses’ greatness
is reflected in the simple fact that he no longer limited himself to his parochial concerns: he was
concerned about the welfare of his brothers. (Harrerei Kedem Vol. 2, p. 223)
èõĕ
Ï ÜÇ ìË ĵÇ ÛóÇ Îļ Îà àäâÏ ÛÔç
Í ÛÍ ÛñÌ Ìļ Îà - and went out to his brothers and looked at their burdens. Even
before he was chosen as Israel’s redeemer, Moses experienced something surprising, yet characteristic. The dear son of the house of Pharaoh leaves the palace and goes out to his brothers

 שמות:שמות ב

êäÛū Ì äūľË ÛóşÇ Îļ Îà ßÐæŝ Ïà ßŢ Ðľ êïŬÍ Ëļ Îà  יבàäÓâÏ ÛÓÍ éÌ äóş Ë ÜÇ ĤÔĮä
Ë ÛË ßŭľÍ éÎ
èŊ ūļĵÎ ÛŢ ñÌ Ìļ Îà  יגçŊâÓ ĵÎ Ĺßş ÌëéÇ ãËÇ ļÓ Îà äóŝ Ë ñÇ ŀË ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ēŢ Îļ Îà ĮäÛŚ Ë
íĮÏ ŝ óÓÏ Ïç óŢ éÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà èäŅŚ Ë Ëë èäóş Ë ÜÇ ĤË èäŭĮË ÏëÛÔäÓ
É ÌëĮÇ ßŤ ÌŁßË Çà äëË ŝ İÌ ßÎ
ãŢ ïÐÌ Į Çà óŬįÎ ĮäÛŰ Ë Çç Ĕŧ éÓÇ įÏ äéū Ë óéÛÐ
Í ũļ Îàũ  ידĔÓĤÍ óÌ ßşľÍ õÎ ßŀŭÏ Ïç
äóŚ Ë ñÇ ŀË ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ŉÏ ÇÝóş Î ßÏ óŭĮÍ ÛÓÉ ľÎ óéÐŝÌ Û ßŉū Ï ÛÎ äŢ ËëÝÌ Ű óÇ ßÏ ÇçÓßÎ ĹëäçÌ ŝ ĤÏ
ßŢ ÐíóÇ ńÎ íŬéÎ ĮÇ Ëļ Îà  טוóÓÜÏ ķÏ ßÎ íÞŊë
ŭ Î êşæÌ ÛÏ óéÛÐ
ŝÎ ļ Îà ßŢ ĮÐÍ é ÛóäŬ Ï Ëļ Îà
ßŢ ĮÐÍ é âóŬ Î ÜËļÇ Îà ßŚĮÐÍ éÔõÛÍ ÝÐóū ßÓÉ Îç Įņş Ì ÜÇäÎ Îà ßĺÍŝ ßÎ óūÜÏ ķÏ ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ

ÛæÏ Çç äÌëńÇ õÇ ÛË Çà Üä äßŊâ
Ë ÛÏ éÌ äÞĹß
Ë Çä óÜÎ ÇÝ Ëç äâÌ éÏ
ßÛÏ óÏ ñÇ éË õÏä ÛâÏ éĹÇ ÛóÏ ÜÇ ÎĶ õä Ìç äóÌ ÛÉ ÛÏáâÉ Îà ÛæÏ ÇçĹ
ÛßÏ Çà Û Ïë ÏäÇëõË ÛéŊä
Ï ĵÇ òïÎ ÇëĹ Ýä Û ÏçâÏ ĵÇ ĸäóÌ ŀÇ ãÎ Çà
ÛéÏ Çç ÛÜÏļÏ âÎ Çç óéÎ ÛÉ Îà êñÏ Ïë êäÛË ÞĹßÇä
Ï êäóË ÜÇ ÑĶ êäóÌ ŉÇ
ÜóÎ óÜÎ ÇÝ Ëç ē Ïä ÇàĮÎ êéÏ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Þä ēóÏ ÜÇ âÎ Çç äâÌ éÏ ŉÇ ÛÎ
ÛéÏ Çľ óéÎ ÛÏ ŉÇ ÛÎ ä ËçãÇ ÇòéË ÇçßÎ Û Ïë ÏçĤÉ ê ÏļÞÎ Çà
óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ßĮÐÍ é çäâË ÞĹÇ ßÛÏ óÏ ñÇ éË õ Ïä ÛŉÏ ÇçãÎ ÇòÞË
Ç ĵÇ
ßÐíóÇ ńÎ íéÎ ĮĹ
Ç àã ÛéÏ ÏĶõÇ ńË íÞÎ ÇäõÇ ÛË ÛãÏ ĮĹò
ßĮÐÍ é õÏä çãÎ ÇòéË Çç ÛĤÏ ÜĹÇ êäÞÌ ßÏ ÛéÏ ÏĶõÇ ńË õÏä
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to better get to know them. Although Moses was reared in Pharaoh’s home he had feelings of
brotherhood with the enslaved Hebrews.
Not only did he witness their pain: the words èõĕ
Ï ÜÇ ìË ĵÇ ÛóÇ Îļ Îà mean that he experienced the difficulty of the enslavement along with them. The one whose destiny was to become the redeemer of
Israel quickly helped and identified with his downtrodden brethren. When Maimonides lists those
who will not merit the world-to-come, he includes those who withdraw from the community: even
though he committed no sin but separates himself from the Congregation of Israel, and does not do mitzvos
among them, and does not identify with its travails and does not participate in their fasts (Hilchos Teshuvah
2:11). If the Jew feels no sense of solidarity with his Jewish brothers, no feelings of a joint fate and
destiny, he has no share in the world-to-come. It is insufficient for this sense of identification to be
solely in the intellectual realm. This solidarity must include identifying with the nation’s pain and
suffering, as well as the rejoicing and good times. (Ha’adam Ve’olamo, pp. 76-78)

äóË ñÇ ŀË ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ē Îļ Îà ĮäÛË êäÛÌ ä Ëľ ÛóÇ Îļ Îà ßÐæ Ïà ßÐľ êïÍ Ëļ Îà àäâÏ ÛÍ éÌ äóË ÜÇ ĤÔĮä
Ë ÛË ß ÍľéÎ äóË ñÇ éË ĮäÛË ÛóÇ Îļ Îà - and he saw an
Egyptian man striking a Hebrew man of his brothers. He turned this way and that way, and he saw that there
was no man; so he struck the Egyptian. Many Jews were assimilated in Egypt, a state of affairs which repeated itself in subsequent exiles. These Jews thought that there were liberals among the Egyptians,
representatives of Egyptian culture who saw themselves first as human beings. They therefore felt
that the Jewish nation should first and foremost be like everyone else; be progressive and assimilate
among the Egyptians. Yet here Moses witnesses a liberal, acculturated Egyptian, an ĮäÛË with a fine
personality, striking someone who no longer identifies with his own religion, himself remaining only
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striking a Hebrew man of his brothers. 12 He turned this way and that way, and he saw
that there was no man; so he struck the Egyptian* and hid him in the sand. 13 He went
out on the second day, and behold, two Hebrew men were quarreling, and he said to
the wicked one, “Why are you going to strike your friend?” 14 And he retorted, “Who
made you a man, a prince, and a judge over us? Do you plan to slay me* as you have
slain the Egyptian?” Moses became frightened and said, “Indeed, the matter has become
known!”* 15 Pharaoh heard of this incident, and he sought to slay Moses; so Moses

an ĮäÛË . Though the Jew may be an àäâÏ ÛÍ éÌ äóË ÜÇ ĤÔĮä
Ë ÛË , identifying with his Egyptian “brothers,” when the
Egyptian taskmaster smites, he does not differentiate between the Jew who observes the Torah and
one who is acting as àäâÏ ÛÍ éÌ , as if he is himself an Egyptian. Moses saw that as far as the Egyptian was
concerned, ĮäÛË êäÛÌ äľË : when it comes to the Jews, the Egyptian maintained no sense of human kinship. Therefore, äóË ñÇ ŀË ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ē Îļ Îà, Moses smote the Egyptian. No longer was there any pretense of a common humanity—he was not an ĮäÛË but only a äóË ñÇ éË , an Egyptian. (Divrei Harav, p. 271)
There is a distinct difference between Abraham and Moses. Abraham, upon discovering the
moral law and severing himself from society, discovers also the God of morality. His anarchic outcry against a ruthless state leads him to a free, lonely God, without suddenly encountering a transcendent deity. Moses discovered the moral law when he went out to his brethren and defended
a helpless slave against the brutal attack of an Egyptian master. Yet this morality did not disclose
to him new historical horizons. We are not aware of any personal metamorphosis in Moses due to
his bitter experience with his mother civilization. In spite of that episode, he remained the elegant
courtier. As the daughters of Jethro tell their father, An Egyptian man rescued us from the hand[s] of
the shepherds (verse 19)—Moses did not renounce his affiliation with Egyptian society. Not until
he was well engrossed in his mission, which resulted from the majestic scene of the burning bush,
did our redeemer realize the change which had come upon him. (The Emergence of Ethical Man, p. 182)

óéÐÌ Û ßŉÏ ÛÎ ä Ëë ÌÝóÇ ßÏ ÇçßÎ - Do you plan to slay me? Rashi understands this phrase as, “Are you going
to kill me by saying (i.e. by speaking)?” Based on this understanding, he suggests that the Egyptian
was killed by Moses through his uttering God’s explicit Name. Why did Moses choose to kill the
Egyptian in this way? Maimonides (Hilchos Melachim 10:6), based on a Gemara in Sanhedrin 58b,
indicates that an idolater who strikes a Jew is worthy of death. However, this injunction is not
one of the seven Noahide laws. Non-Jewish courts can only prosecute crimes that are limited to
these seven laws, while Jewish courts do not have jurisdiction over non-Jews. Therefore, a death
sentence in such a case cannot be actively carried out. However, because speaking is not a physical act as such, uttering the Divine Name is not an act of killing. Moses could legally effect a death
sentence on the Egyptian through making such an utterance. (Iggerot Hagrid, pp. 272-274)
óÜÏ ķÏ ßÎ íÞŊë
Î ê ÌæÛÏ óéÛÐ
Î ļ Îà ßĮÐÍ é ÛóäÏ Ëļ Îà - Moses became frightened and said, “Indeed, the matter has
become known!” According to the Midrashic interpretation, the incident of the two feuding Jews depressed Moses to such a degree that he gave up hope that the redemption would ever come: Moses
became frightened—When he saw that among Israel there were wicked informers, he said: Perhaps now
they are unworthy of redemption. Rashi quotes this Midrash and continues: [Moses said:] “Indeed, the
matter has become known”—The matter I was wondering about is now known: what sin did Israel, alone

 שמות:שמות ב

óÓÌÛĵÇ ßÔç
Î ĤÎ ÜĮŭÍ Ìļ Îà êş ÏäÞÇ éÔð
Ë óÍ ÛÓ Í ĵÇ ÜĮŭÍ Ìļ Îà ßÐíŝ óÇ ïÎ äū ÌëńÇ éË
ß ÏëçÍ Š ÞÇ ŉË Îà ß ÏëÛÐÜū ŉÏ Îà õŊ ŚëĵÏ íÜūÎ ĮÍ êş ÏäÞÇ éË êŭßÐÌ æ ÇçĹ טז
êßä
Ó Í ÜË ÛÉ êÛÐñŭ õŊ şòĮÇ ßÎ Çç èäãŝË ßÏ óūÇ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ ßŢ ÏëÛĿÍ Ű éÎ ŉÇ Îà
ÇòĮşÇ Îļ Îà êĤŝÏ ĮŊ
Ë ūļ Îà ßŢ ĮÐÍ é èòŬÏ Ïļ Îà èĹĮŚ óÓÉ ÝÇÏ ä Ó Îà èäĤÐş Ë óßÓ Ï ĹÛÐÜÏļŭ Îà יז
óéÛÐ
Í Şļ Îà êŚßä
Í ÜË ÛÉ çÛĹí
ş Ì óÔç
Ç ÛÍ ß ÏëÛÐÜŞ ŉÏ Îà  יחèÓ ÏëÛÐñÔõÛÍ
äóŝ Ë ñÇ éË ĮäÛū Ë êÏ óÇ éÛÐ
ŞÎ ŉ Îà  יטèŊ ÓļßÎ ÛÐĵş êŉŭ Í óÇ ßÎ éÓ Ë ĤĹ
Î ķŤ éÎ
ÔõÛÍ ÇòĮşÇ Îļ Îà ĹëçÏ ŝ ßŢ ÏçÞÏ ß ŬĕķÔè
Ï ÎÝ Çà èäĤÐŚ Ë óßÓ Ï Þū ÎļéË Ĺëş ÏçäŅË ßË
êŉū Í ÜÎÇ áĤÉ ßŢ Íĺ ßŀŬÏ Ïç Ŋ ŚļÛÎ Çà àäõÐş Ï ëĵÔç
Ç ÛÍ óéÛÐ
Í ŭļ Îà  כêÛÐŅÓ ßÎ
ßĮÐ
ş Í é çÛŊ
Í ŭļ Îà  כאèâÓÍ Ïç çæÛÐ
Î ŭä Çà Ŋ şç êŭÛÍ óÇ Ëò ĮäÛŝ Ë ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ
ßÓĮÐÍ é Çç Ŋŉş ÜË ßóÐŭ Ï ńñÔõ
Ë ÛÍ êŉŤ Ì Ëļ Îà ĮäÛŚ Ë ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ õÜūÍ ĮÍ Ïç
óéŝÎ ÛÏ äūľË èÐĮŚ óÓÇ ÌĶ Ŋéş ĮÔõ
Ç ÛÍ Ûóŭ Ï Çò Ëļ Îà êĵÌŝ Þ Íçŉū Ì Îà כב

ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ ĵÇ ÜäõäÌ Ëà ßÐíóÇ ńÎ èÞÏ òÊ êéË ßĮÐÍ é òóÎ ĤÉ Îà
ê ÏäÞÇ éË ÞÇ ÛĵÏ óÎ ÇçĹ áã ÛóäÏ ĵÌ çĤÎ ÜäõäÌ Ëà ê ÏäÞÇ éË ÞÇ
õ Ïä ßÛÏ ÏçéĹ
Ç ßÛÏ ÏçÞĹÇ ßÛÏ õÏ ÛÏ Çà ê ÏëĵÇ íÜÎ ĮÇ
ŊõÛÉ Îà áä êßĹÜ
Í ÛÉ ÞÎ Û ÏëĤÏ ßÛÏ òÏ ĮÇ ÛÎ Çç Û ÏļãÎ ßÏ óÇ
äòÌ ĮÇ ÛÎ Çà êĹŁ ËòóÏ ïĹÇ ßĮÐÍ é èòÏ Çà êĹëĹÞóÏ ãĹ
Ç ÛÏļĤÎ óÏ
êßĹÜ
Í ÛÉ çÛĹí
Ì óÇ õ Ïà Çç ßÛÏ õÏ ÛÉ Îà âä êßÌ ÇëĤÎ õ Ïä
êäÞÌ ÛéŊä
Ï äõäÌ éÌ Çç êäõäË âŊÛ
Ë êäÞÌ ßéÏ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà
Þ ÎļéË Û ÏëÜÇáÏ ĮÌ ßÛÏ óÏ ñÇ éË ÛóÏ ÜÇ ÎĶ ÛóÏ éÏ ÛÉ Îà ãä
õ Ïä äòÌ ĮÇ ÛÎ Çà Û Ïë Ïç Û ÏçÞÇ Û ÏçÞÇ éË îÛÎ Çà ÛÏļĤÎ óÏ
ê ÎëÞÇ ßéÏ Çç ÛĹß êÛÏ Çà ĸäõÌ ÏëÜÇ Ëç óéÎ ÛÉ Îà æ Û ÏëĤÏ
ÛéÏ âÇ Îç çĹæ Ìä Çà ĸä Ìç êóÎ Çò ÛóÏ ÜÇ ÎĶ õ Ïä êäŉË ÇòÜÎ ĮÇ
õ Ïä ÜßäÎ Ëà ÛóÏ ÜÇ ÎĶ èĤË ÜõäÎ éË Çç ßĮÐÍ é äÜÌ ñĹ
Ç Ûæ
óĵÎ õÞäÎ Ìçä Ëà Üæ ßĮÐÍ é Çç ĸäŉÌ óÎ ÜÇ ßóÐÏ ńñË
ó ÏļķÎ óéÎ ÛÏ äóÌ ÛÉ èÐĮóÇ ÌĶ ĸäéÌ ĮÇ õ Ïä ÛóÏ ÇòĹ
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among the seventy nations, commit so as to be worthy of hard labor? But now I see that they were deserving
of it. Moses was afraid, Rashi explains, because he believed there was no hope for the slaves; they
had stooped so low, they had sunk so deeply in the abyss of degradation and inhumanity that they
would never be deserving of freedom and redemption. Moses began to believe that the Egyptians
were to some extent right; the Jew is a slave because he does not deserve to be a master. Indeed, the
matter has become known—their destiny is known.
Moses was wrestling with a tremendous problem: Why were the Jews enslaved in such a cruel
and ruthless way? Why were the Jews less deserving than any other nation? Now Moses thought
he understood: the Jews were informers! They displayed no devotion to one another; they lacked
commitment. After all, Moses had killed an Egyptian in order to defend a Hebrew—no one else
would have done it. He could do it only because he was a member of the royal family. And the
Jews went and informed the authorities! Such a people did not deserve salvation and the help
of God.
Moses’ attitude may seem strange, but it apparently was overpowering; the experience cast a
fierce spell upon him. Moses left Egypt with no hope and a broken spirit. The dark night of slavery, he believed, would continue forever. Moses thought that the centuries-long slavery had left
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fled from before Pharaoh.* He stayed in the land of Midian, and he sat down by a well.*
16 Now the chief of Midian had seven daughters, and they came and drew [water], and
they filled the troughs to water their father’s flocks. 17 But the shepherds came and drove
them away; so Moses arose and rescued them and watered their flocks. 18 They came to
their father Reuel, and he said, “Why have you come so quickly today?” 19 They replied,
“An Egyptian man rescued us* from the hand[s] of the shepherds, and he also drew
[water] for us and watered the flocks.” 20 He said to his daughters, “So where is he? Why
have you left the man? Invite him, and let him eat bread.” 21 Moses consented to stay with
the man, and he gave his daughter Zipporah to Moses. 22 She bore a son, and he named

its mark; it had corrupted the people. They had lost their dignity, thereby forfeiting their claim
and their right to be a covenantal community. There is no hope for such a people. The Torah
conceals Moses’ thoughts and tells us only that Moses fled from before Pharaoh, but he really ran
from his own brethren as well. He fled Egypt discouraged, disenchanted, and in despair. (Vision
and Leadership, pp. 73-74)

ßÐíóÇ ïÎ ä ÌëńÇ éË ßĮÐÍ é âóÎ ÜËļÇ Îà - so Moses fled from before Pharaoh. The Torah recorded four incidents
about Moses’ early years: his birth, his encounter with the Egyptian, the subsequent persecution
and flight from Egypt, and his joining with Yisro. What occurred between the time that Moses fled
Egypt and his giving birth to Gershom sixty years later? We must learn to decipher a story from
missing information. We have to read and interpret not only the text but the time gap.
By not telling us what took place, the Torah has in fact conveyed important information in a
clear, unequivocal manner. During this time gap, God covered His face: hester panim—hiding His
face. He turned His back on Israel. This was the tragic historical experience which the Jew underwent in that period. We find in Deuteronomy 31:17: And My fury will rage against them on that day,
and I will abandon them and hide My face from them, and they will be consumed, and many evils and
troubles will befall them, and they will say on that day, “Is it not because our God is no longer among us,
that these evils have befallen us?” This is exactly what happened at that time. (Boston, Undated)
óÛÌ ĵÇ ßÔç
Î ĤÎ ÜĮÍ Ìļ Îà ê ÏäÞÇ éÔð
Ë óÍ ÛÍ ĵÇ ÜĮÍ Ìļ Îà - He stayed in the land of Midian, and he sat down by a well.
The repeated use of the term ÜĮÍ Ìļ Îà suggests that Moses attempted to completely sever his relationship with Israel and remain in Midian as a permanent resident, not just a temporary sojourner (see
Rashi on Gen. 37:1). (Boston, 1979)
Ĺë ÏçäŅË ßË äóË ñÇ éË ĮäÛË - An Egyptian man rescued us. When God later refused Moses’ request
that he be allowed to pass over the Jordan River to Israel, Moses argued that at the very least he
should be buried there. Since he carried Joseph’s casket in the desert for forty long years to be
buried in Israel, why should God not afford him the same privilege? God’s answer was: “Joseph
acknowledged his land and you did not acknowledge the land” (Devarim Rabbah 2). In captivity,
Joseph’s very identity was tied to the land of Israel, as he proclaimed: For I was stolen from the land
of the Hebrews (Gen. 40:15). In contrast, when Jethro’s daughters mistakenly identified Moses as an
Egyptian, Moses did not correct them. As a result of this omission, he did not merit burial in the
Land of Israel. (Derashot Harav, p. 198)

 שמות:שמות ב

Û ÏļéŊä
Î ĵÇ ß ÏàßÉ Îà Ýæ ßÛÏ óÏ ÇæĹë íóÎ ÛÎ ĵÇ äõäË ÌàßÉ
è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ÛľÏ ÇçéÎ õäéĹ
Ë êĹŁÛË ßÏ Û ÏļÛäÎ ËĶìÎ
äĮÌ Çò ß ÏàßÉ ķÎ Û ÏëâÏ ÇçńÏ êéË çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëÜÇ Ĺâ ÏëõÇ ÛË Çà
Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ Ïç êŊßŉÇ ÇçÜÍ Çò õ Ïä õòäÎ ÌçìĹ
Ç ĹòäĤË ÇáĹ êŊßä ÌçĤÉ
êŊßŉÇ ÇçÜÍ Çò Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ ĤäÎ éË ĮĹ
Ç Þæ Û ÏëâÏ ÇçńÏ êéË
òâÏ ñÇ Ëä èĤË ķÇ èßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ èĤË ķÇ ĸäéÏÌ ļòÎ õ Ïä Ïä Çä óäæË ÞĹÇ

èäĵËť óÎ ßÓ Ï èäéŰË ÏļÜÎ űäßË Çä Îà  פ כגßÓ ÏļóË æÇ Ïë ðóÍ Ûş Í ĵÇ äõäË äËŝ ßÏ óū ÌĶ
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ß ÏļóË Çæ Ïë ðóÍ ÛÍ ĵÇ äõäË ËäßÏ ó ÌĶ - I was a stranger in a foreign land. After the Torah tells us that Zipporah
gave birth to Gershom, there is a pesuchah in the Torah scroll, a blank space followed by a new
paragraph or section. The pesuchah signifies that a new reality is about to emerge. The bondage in
Egypt had been a time of hester panim, the hiding of God’s face, a period when man feels completely
alienated from God. During hester panim, man becomes like any other living organism, like a brute
in the field or forest. He is no longer under the unique, individual protection of the Almighty.
During the time of hester panim, the Jews’ suffering becomes routine. Survivors of the Nazi concentration camps relate that after a time, they began to think their lives had to be like this, that it was
useless to complain, ridiculous to cry, pointless to scream. Hester panim is a time of silence. But
after many days (verse 23), they began to groan, and God heard their cry, and God remembered His
covenant with Abraham, with Isaac, and with Jacob (2:24). (Vision and Leadership, p. 71)
èßÌ ßÏ èäĵË óÎ ßÏ èäéË ÏļÜÎ äßË Çä Îà - Now it came to pass in those many days. Our Torah has a method of telling a story through silence. The story of complete forgetfulness and extreme despair is related by not
saying anything. The detail behind those days of despair, of hester panim, was not recorded. People
who suffer greatly can lose track of the concept of time: days, nights, and hours become monotonous
and boring. Time becomes abstract and we cease to feel it; sometimes it goes quickly and sometimes
slowly. A slave and one who experiences fear or danger have no appreciation of time. It becomes a
collection of minutes, hours or days. Those many days were many days of silence marked by the same
humiliation and ridicule. The days in German concentration camps were similar: they accumulated
without any significance. The Jews who endured Egyptian slavery and the Jews who suffered the
Holocaust had this harrowing experience of time in common. (Boston, 1979)
The idea of the covenant inherently denotes two separate stages: a great promise and vision,
and a realization of that promise in a distant future. Promise lies at the threshold of the historical
interval, fulfillment at the end. The two are separated by an interim period, after which the covenant finds its conclusion.
What is the characteristic of the interim, of the long “between?” The apparent deterioration of
the covenant.
The covenant is a revolutionary force that collides with the existing order. There is a perennial
conflict between the historical-covenant motivation and historical immediacy. The concrete historical
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him Gershom, for he said, “I was a stranger in a foreign land.”* 23 Now it came to pass
in those many days* that the king of Egypt died,* and the children of Israel sighed from
the labor,* and they cried out, and their cry ascended to God* from the labor. 24 God
heard their cry, and God remembered His covenant with Abraham, with Isaac, and with

situation contradicts the great promise and stamps it as absurd and illogical. The covenant appears
to oppose historical regularity and continuity. The paradoxical nature of the promise, its logic of the
absurd, comes to the surface during the interim. The vision of the great fulfillment recedes into the
shadow of absurdity, and concrete historical forces triumph over a prophecy and a testament.
The antithesis is inherent in the covenant itself; the self-negation of the covenant must precede
its fulfillment. We may characterize the covenant in almost Hegelian terms by speaking of a historical triad: thesis—promise and the formation of the God-man confederacy; antithesis—the interim,
at which the covenant negates and drives itself ad absurdum; synthesis—the release of historical
tension and fulfillment. At the very moment at which the great message is about to lose its meaning, the fulfillment matures.
The emigration of Jacob’s family to Egypt and its subsequent enslavement marked the full
reversal of the covenant. All promises seemed to be refuted and the fellowship of man and God
dissolved. At this point a new person emerges in the historical arena: Moses. With his coming, the
drama of realization begins. (The Emergence of Ethical Man, p. 182)

è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ē ÍçéÍ õéÏ Ïļ Îà - the king of Egypt died. The new Pharaoh’s succession portended an even worse
time for the Jewish slaves. Nachmanides explains that often, when Jews confront hostility, they are
inclined to attribute it to a particular ruler or leader. They interpret the hostility as coincidental and
hope for the leader to be deposed. There were Jews in Nazi Germany who suffered from this thinking. When Hitler rose to power, they assumed that his anti-Semitism would ultimately wane. They
were dreadfully and tragically mistaken. So too, in Egypt, Jews thought that a change in government
would result in a new and progressive ruler. Instead, the new Pharaoh was much worse. The death
of an Egyptian Pharaoh meant building an enormous new tomb to house his corpse, a task that the
Jewish slaves now had to perform. Their lives became ever more unbearable. (Darosh Darash Yosef, p. 124)
ßÞÐÏ ÜĤÉ ßÔê
Ï éË çÛÌ óÏ įÇ ËäÔä ÌëÜÇ Ĺâ ÇëÛÏ Ìļ Îà è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ē ÍçéÍ õéÏ Ïļ Îà - the king of Egypt died, and the children of Israel
sighed from the labor. The implication is that before Pharaoh died, the children of Israel did not cry.
It appears they thought that once Pharaoh died things would improve. They therefore felt there
was no need to trust in God. However, once Pharaoh died and Israel saw that the slavery continued
without letup, they immediately threw themselves upon God. (Haggadat Hagrid, p. 53)
èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ßÔç
Ï ÛÍ èõÏ ĤÏ ÇàĮÎ çĤÎ ŉÎ Îà - and their cry ascended to God. At this point in their slavery experience, Israel had no intention of formulating prayer as such. This initial stage of prayer was little
more than a poorly articulated, instinctive cry. According to Nachmanides, God Himself “lifted”
their groaning, allowing their cry to rise up before Him. (Before Hashem, p. 160)
Suffering is not pain. Though colloquially the two words are used as synonyms, they signify two
different experiences. Pain is a natural sensation, a physiological reaction of the organism to any
kind of abnormality or tissue pathology. It is, as Aristotle already knew, a built-in mechanical signal
that warns man whenever his physical existence is menaced from within; it is an integral part of
the body’s security system. Pain, as instinctual reaction, is immediate and non-reflective. As such,
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it is not restricted to humans: the beast is also exposed to and acquainted with pain. Suffering or
distress, in contradistinction to pain, is not a sensation but an experience, a spiritual reality known
only to humans (the animal does not suffer). This spiritual reality is encountered by man whenever
he stands to lose either his sense of existential security (as in the case of an incurable disease) or his
existential dignity (as in the case of public humiliation). Whenever a merciless reality clashes with
the human existential awareness, man suffers and finds himself in distress.
The animal is exposed to pain; so is the slave. When the slave meets with pain he reacts like the
animal, uttering a sharp shrill sound. However, the howl of the beast, like the shriek of the slave,
lasts but a moment in the darkness and the hush of the night. In a split second all is silent again.
There is no aftermath to the pain sensation of the animal or the slave; there follows no complaint,
no request, no protest, no question of why and what. The slave does not know suffering—lacking,
as he does, the very existential need awareness, which generates suffering.
Moses, by defending the helpless Jew, restored sensitivity to the dull slaves. Suddenly they realized that all that pain, anguish, humiliation, and cruelty is evil. This realization brought in its wake
not only sharp pain, but a sense of suffering as well. With suffering came loud protest, the cry... The
dead silence of non-existence was gone; the voice of human existence was now heard. It is in this
second stage, with the awakening of the need-awareness, that prayer makes its entry.
This level of intermediate prayer is not yet tefillah, but tze’akah, a human outcry. There is not yet
a clear understanding of what one is crying for. Tze’akah is primordial prayer, the voice restored,
the word still lacking. (Redemption, Prayer and Talmud Torah, pp. 56-59)

ÜÐòĤÉ ÎäÔõÛÍ Çà òâÏ ñÇ ËäÔõÛÍ èßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÔõ
Î ÛÍ ŊõäóË ĵÔõ
Ç ÛÍ èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ óÐľ Çá Ëļ Îà èõÏ òÏ ÛÉ ÎëÔõÛÍ èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ íéÎ ĮÇ Ëļ Îà - God heard
their cry, and God remembered His covenant with Abraham, with Isaac, and with Jacob. God sees and
remembers everything. He is concerned simultaneously with the universe as a whole, as well as
with each person individually, in spite of one’s relative insignificance. The word èõÏ òÏ ÛÉ Îë, formulated
in the plural and thus suggesting the groaning of many people, denotes that God responds to the
cries of each individual. The word ŊõäóË ĵÇ , on the other hand, formulated in the singular and thus
suggesting a single covenant, indicates that God upholds the covenant with the Jewish people as
a single whole, as a communal entity. In Egypt, God was concerned with the people as a whole,
since if He would not redeem the nation, the covenantal community would never arise. He was
also concerned with the pain of each individual Jew. God’s attention thus embraces the collective
as well as the individual. (Noraot HaRav, Volume 15, pp. 32-33)
èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ íÞÎ Ìļ Îà - and God knew. The word íÞÎ Ìļ Îà has multiple meanings. In our context, it conveys the
idea that God shared, that He became involved, that He participated in the suffering of His people.
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Jacob.* 25 And God saw the children of Israel, and God knew.*
1 Moses was pasturing the flocks of Jethro,* his father in law, the chief of Midian,
and he led the flocks far away into the desert,* and he came to the mountain of

3

This is the concept of Shechinta begalusa, the Divine Presence in exile. Until now, the people were
strangers to Him; there was no involvement, only complete estrangement and alienation. Yet after yamim rabbim, many dark, silent years, God became involved in the destiny of His people. That is why
this section is presented as a new paragraph; it represents a new situation. (Vision and Leadership, p. 71)
Genuine geulah, genuine redemption, always comes suddenly, unexpectedly, at a time when
people are ready to give up hope. Sometimes historical situations keep deteriorating; people pray
and cry, begging for mercy—but there is no answer to their prayer, only silence. At that moment,
when the crisis reaches its maximum and threatens the very existence of the community, when
people begin to give up, the geulah suddenly comes and takes them out of the land of affliction. It
comes in the middle of the night and knocks on the door when no one expects it, when everybody
is skeptical about it, when everybody laughs off the possibility of redemption. This is what happened in Egypt: the children of Israel sighed from the labor, and they cried out, and their cry ascended to
God from the labor (verse 23). God did not answer at that moment, and the people had no knowledge that God saw…and God knew. When the crisis reached its climax and the Jewish people were
on the verge of complete assimilation and disappearance, Moses came. (Festival of Freedom, p. 59)

ŊóõÇ Ëä êÛÐñÔõÛÍ ßĤÐÍ ó ß ÏäßÏ ßĮÐÍ éĹ - Moses was pasturing the flocks of Jethro. From the previous
verse, it is clear that God was ready to bring about the redemption. Moses however was not yet
ready for his mission, so God waited. That God functions primarily through man is a basic Jewish
concept. Redemption is always achieved through an agent. In the Messianic era, the redemption
will similarly come through the agency of an endowed human being. When Rabbi Hillel (not Hillel
the Tanna) expressed the view that there will not be a human Messiah, but that God Himself will
bring about the Messianic era, Rabbi Joseph denounced this view, declaring it to border on heresy
(Sanhedrin 99a). The belief that redemption is always achieved through a human agent apparently
is an article of faith. (Reflections, Vol. 1, pp. 184-185)
God was ready to act, but there was no Moses. There were two reasons for Moses’ absence.
First, the potential leader whom providence had selected for this historic role was humble; he did
not believe that he could be more than a shepherd. Moreover, he had fled Egypt and had parted
from his brethren with the intention of never returning; he had no thought of renewing the kinship
or the friendship or the common destiny that bound him to his brothers. And he led the flocks far
away into the desert—he wanted to get farther and farther away, away from thoughts about Egypt,
away from his brethren and their suffering. (Vision and Leadership, p. 74)
óĵÏ ÞÇ ŀË ßÎ óâÎ ÛÎ êÛÐŅßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ÝßÎ Çë Ëļ Îà - and he led the flocks far away into the desert. God’s revelation at
times of crisis, from the depths of despair and distress, is a basic principle of Judaism. Sometimes
God does not reveal Himself to the contented soul; He reveals Himself to the mute soul, battered
by weariness and exertion. Sometimes God reveals Himself to one who grieves for the ruin of His
Temple and the destruction of its altars, while avoiding one who dedicates His Temple and stands
at the side of his offering; sometimes He does not reveal Himself to the rational individual, but
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to one who is confused about life, who is bankrupt and has lost track of his world. From time to
time, man’s salvation comes out of distress. Even the choicest members of the Jewish people first
encountered their Lord at a time of raging fear, helplessness, and distraction, when they were not
anticipating such an encounter but were thoroughly surprised by it. Jacob comes close to his God
in a nocturnal dream, while sleeping on the cold stones of the place (Gen. 28:11). Moses encounters
a burning bush at a time when he is pasturing Jethro’s flock, entirely devoted to this simple everyday occupation (verses 1-2). Ezekiel sees visions of God in exile, on the river Kebar, at a time when
the appearance of the present, full of quaking and horror, contradicts the vision of a glorious future
(Ezek. 1:1). (From There Shall You Seek, p. 33)

ßÜÏ óÐÌ â èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ßÏ óßÔç
Î ÛÍ ÛÐÜ Ïļ Îà - and he came to the mountain of God, to Horeb. The phrase in the
beginning of the verse, ßĤÐÍ ó ß ÏäßÏ ßĮÐÍ éĹ, is in the grammatical form known as a participle. If it were to be
simply translated as and Moses shepherded; that is, in past tense, the phrase would then read ßĤÏ óÏ ßĮÐÍ éĹ.
The grammatical construction of the phrase provides information about Moses’ occupation during
those many silent years of hester panim. Moses was a ro’eh tzon, a shepherd for a period of many years.
In contrast, the next phrase, óĵÏ ÞÇ ŀË ßÎ óâÎ ÛÎ êÛÐŅßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ÝßÎ Çë Ëļ Îà, does seem to be in past tense. The Torah
seems to be describing a specific incident: at this point in the narrative, Moses led his sheep to the
desert. However, Rashi indicates that this phrase should not be interpreted this way, but should be
a continuation of the participle construction. Rashi explains that as a shepherd, Moses regularly led
his sheep to the desert rather than stay in Midian so the sheep would not graze in others’ fields. In
the desert there are no property rights and anyone’s animals are allowed to graze there.
If the first two phrases of the verse are interpreted as participles, the third phrase and final
phrase must similarly be interpreted to remain consistent. ßÜÏ óÐÌ â èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ßÏ óßÔç
Î ÛÍ ÛÜÏļ Îà: over many years, as
Moses led his flocks of sheep, he alone would regularly visit Mount Horeb. The word êÛÐŅ suggests a
large number of sheep (see Gen. 32:6), and Moses was certainly not the only shepherd of this flock.
He had assistants. Yet, whenever he came into the desert he would leave the sheep in the charge of
his assistants and go to the mountain of God.
What was the purpose of this lonely journey? What did Moses do at this mountain? He prayed
for his people, for his brothers, whom he left when he fled from Egypt. Moses had lost faith in his
brothers; they were not worthy of freedom. Moses likely prayed that his brothers should rise spiritually and psychologically, develop a sense of dignity, no longer to be informers who spy on their
own brethren. Yet, as it was a time of hester panim, Moses received no answer until now. (Boston, 1979)
àä ÏçÛÌ ß ÏŊß Çä ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ ÛóÏ Ìļ Îà - An angel of the Lord appeared to him. When the Torah speaks of the revelation of a malach, an angel, it sometimes uses the term èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ , while at other times the Torah
uses the substitute ß ÏŊß Çä ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ . The name èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ represents that God is the ba’al hakochos, the source of
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God, to Horeb.* 2 An angel of the Lord appeared to him* in a flame of fire from within
the thorn bush,* and behold, the thorn bush was burning with fire, but the thorn bush

the unlimited dynamics of the cosmos and the natural law that prevails everywhere. The opening
parashah of the Torah, which describes the creation of the world, begins èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ÛóÏ ĵÏ õäĮÛ
Ë óÌ ĵÇ —èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ
is the Creator, the Architect, the Engineer, the all-powerful God. A èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ is sent to exercise
power, to intervene in the cosmic order.
In our context, a ß ÏŊß Çä ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ appears in the fire of the burning bush, but it would seem that ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ
èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ would be appropriate here. The entire purpose of the rendezvous between Moses and the
malach was the announcement that God would intervene in the cosmic process in order to take the
people out of Egypt. Why was a ß ÏŊß Çä ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ used instead?
The purpose of the malach was to give a message to Moses. God wanted to reassure Moses
regarding the people’s worthiness of freedom. You gave up on them; I did not. When you encountered the two feuding Jews and became the target of informers, you gave up and ran away and
assimilated yourself into the Midianite community. But I have not given up. That was the main
message that God wanted Moses to receive.
For such a message, God did not send a èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ . A èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ comes with lightning and thunder, with plagues like blood and frogs, lice and pestilence. Here, God wished to give a message of
hope and consolation to the people through Moses. At the same time, He reprimanded Moses for
his skeptical approach to the people, for his losing faith in them. At the burning bush, God proclaims that He will protect His people because they are worthy of protection. Moses, said God, you
are making a mistake. You gave up on them, but you are wrong. The ß ÏŊß Çä ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ protects them; their
identity will be preserved and they will not be assimilated into Egyptian society. The silent period,
the period of anonymity when the Jew could not complain, would come to an end, and the Jew
would emerge victorious. An angel of the Lord [ß ÏŊß Çä ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ ] appeared to him in a flame of fire from within
the thorn bush—they will survive because of the ß ÏŊß Çä ēÛÎ ÇçéÎ . (Vision and Leadership, pp. 78-81)

ß ÍëłÇ ßÎ åŊŉéË ĮÛÔõ
Ì ĵÎ ÎçĵÇ - in a flame of fire from within the thorn bush. Rashi (verse 2) cites and
abridges the Midrash: Why did God appear from the midst of a bush and not some other tree?
God chose to give His revelation in a primitive plant: Because “I am with him in distress” (Ps. 91:15).
I share their travail; I am with them in times of crisis. When Israel experiences life as if it were a
thorny bush, when Israel lives a degraded, foul life, I am with her; I share her pain. In our text, we
see God as the ß ÍëìÇ ä ËëæÐÇ Į, He who dwelt in the bush, as Moses later referred to Him in his blessing to the
tribe of Joseph: through the contentment of the One Who dwells in the thorn bush, ß ÍëìÇ ä ËëæÐÇ Į êŊñóĹÇ ,
let the blessing come upon the head of Joseph (Deut. 33:16). The fact that God dwelt in a thorn bush
becomes an attribute of the Almighty, and He exhibits ratzon in the sense of love.
Even when a man finds himself in the depths of disaster and tragedy, even when he has lost
everything and is completely lonely, stripped of everything that he had, God does not desert him.
All individuals experience darkness at some point, finding themselves in the whirlwind of unexpected troubles. Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind (Job 38:1). God resides even in that
whirlwind. When Job finally stopped inquiring as to the metaphysics of evil, the Lord gave Job twice
as much as he had before (Job 42:10). This is ß ÍëìÇ ä ËëæÐÇ Į, God who resides in the thorn bush.
God’s presence is the Shechinah, and it is with man not only during physical distress but in
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spiritual distress as well. Even when a person has been involved in sin, God never deserts him. He
is in the thorn bush even though it is coarse, even though it bears no fruit and has no beauty, and
even though all it can cause is pain. God is right there in the middle. (Vision and Leadership, pp. 81-86)

çľÏ ÛÑ ĹŁ ÍëäÛÌ ß ÍëłÇ ßÎ Çà ĮÛÌ ĵÏ óĤÐÌ ĵ ß ÍëłÇ ßÎ ß ÌŁßË Çà ÛóÇ Îļ Îà ß ÍëłÇ ßÎ ēŊŉéË ĮÛÔõ
Ì ĵÎ ÎçĵÇ - in a flame of fire from within
the thorn bush, and behold, the thorn bush was burning with fire, but the thorn bush was not being consumed. Rashi interprets the phrase ĮÛÔõ
Ì ĵÎ ÎçĵÇ as b’lev eish. The bush was shaped like a circle with a fire
in the center, and fire did not spread to the periphery. The word lev is used here in the same sense
as in the phrase lev hashamayim: lev means the center. So when Moses asked ß ÍëłÇ ßÎ óĤÎ ÜËäÇ Ûĕ ĤĹķ
Î éÎ , he was
not asking, “Why is the bush not consumed?” but, “Why does the fire not spread to the periphery?”
The fire was confined to one dimensionless point in the center. Moses asked: what type of fire is
limited to a point and does not spread?
This bush symbolizes the morality of Judaism. Many times the Ribbono shel Olam approaches
man from infinity. From this transcendence God communicates with man, addresses Himself to
man. God can also descend from infinity, from a transcendent world, and contract Himself. This
movement is known as midas hatzimtzum. And this is the lesson He wanted Moses to teach Bnei
Yisrael, which is why He revealed Himself as a dimensionless point. (Boston, 1979)
Cosmic man finds God (if ready for Him) in the vastness and boundlessness of the cosmic
drama, in the heavenly galaxies billions of light years away. Home-bound, origin-minded man
finds God in the limitedness and narrowness of finitude, in the smallness of the modest home into
which man was born and to which he willy-nilly returns. He discovers God in the origin, in the
source, in the center of the burning bush. Either infinity cannot contain God, or God, if He so wills
it, addresses man from the dimensionlessness of a point—for what is the center of a bush, if not a
point? And out of that point, God spoke to Moses. (Majesty and Humility, p. 31)
Moses had lost faith in his brothers in the aftermath of the fight between Dathan and Abiram.
Through the appearance of the burning bush, whose fire in the center did not spread, God imparted the message that while the Jews in Egyptian slavery externally appeared cold, in their hearts
they hid a fire. Though these Hebrews were èäŅË Ëë, fighting (2:13), deep inside there was a ðŊñä Ëë, a
spark of holiness. (Boston, 1974)
Û ÏŁÔßóÏ ìÑ ÛÏ - Let me turn now. Rashi comments on these two words: I will step aside from here to
come close to there. What did Rashi add by that sentence? Rashi explains that Moses was not referring to moving his physical location. He was stepping aside from a worldview and embracing a new
philosophy of life, into a different frame of reference. “Let me step aside from certain categories in
which I used to think, and adopt other categories, other concepts, other ideas.” Similarly, at the
Akeidah, Abraham told Eliezer and Yishmael: Stay here with the donkey, and I and the lad will go yonder
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was not being consumed.* 3 So Moses said, “Let me turn now* and see this great spectacle*
why does the thorn bush not burn up?” 4 The Lord saw that he had turned to see,* and God

(Gen. 22:5). Abraham was not referring to geographical distance; he was referring to a differing
worldview. You remain with your philosophy, the philosophy of the donkey: materialism, practicality, mercantilism, pragmatism, everyday logic. But there is another worldview—the covenantal logic.
This is exactly what Moses said. Û ÏŁÔßóÏ ìÑ ÛÏ —let me get away from the pragmatic logic of Jethro’s estate
manager. Let me adopt another set of rules, another philosophy, another worldview. Let me examine
this great sight. He instinctively felt that something unusual was transpiring in front of him.
God tested Moses to see how he would respond to this sight. Most people would not have responded. Great events have happened in our time: the Second World War, the Holocaust, the State
of Israel, and the drama has not yet come to a close. Yet we don’t respond appropriately. We are not
impressed. We lack sensitivity. (Boston, 1974)

ß ÍĺßÎ çÐÞ ÏĶßÎ ßÛÍ óÇ ŀÎ ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ßÛÍ óÇ ÛÍ Çà Û ÏŁÔßóÏ ìÑ ÛÏ ßĮÐÍ é óéÛÐ
Í ļ Îà - So Moses said, “Let me turn now and see
this great spectacle.” Apparently, Moses was intrigued not by the miraculous nature of the event, but
by its greatness. It is not always necessary for an event to be miraculous in order to be great, and
not every miraculous event is a great event. A unique event might not have any real significance.
A “great” event, on the other hand, is an event that changes a person or ushers in a new era; it is
great in its results, regardless of whether it was supernatural. Moses recognized that this was not
just a strange fire, a phenomenon that had to be investigated. He immediately attributed great significance to it—it was a çÞ ÏĶßÎ ßÛÍ óÇ ŀÎ . Moses felt this intuitively, before God revealed anything to him;
his accelerated heartbeat told him that something great was happening. (Vision and Leadership, p. 88)
õŊÛóÇ Ëç óìÏ äľË ß ÏŊß Çä ÛóÇ Îļ Îà - The Lord saw that he had turned to see. When God sees how Moses responded to the sight of the bush, He removes the angel and He appears to Moses. God now resides
in the bush, not the angel. Once Moses reacted to the bush appropriately, the Jews came under
the supervision and protection not of an angel, but of God Himself. Nachmanides explains that, in
contrast to other nations, Jewish historical destiny is guided directly by the Almighty. (Boston, 1974)
Earlier, the name èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ was used. Now it came to pass in those many days…they cried out, and
their cry ascended to God [èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ] from the labor. And God [èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ] heard their cry…And God [èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ] saw
the children of Israel, and God [èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ] knew (2:23-25). The name ß à ß ä, the Tetragrammaton, does
not appear in that previous chapter. When God suffered with them, when He shared in their distress, He was èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ . But they still had to wait for redemption; ß à ß ä was not there yet. Only when
Moses said, ßÛÍ óÇ ÛÍ Çà Û ÏŁÔßóÏ ìÑ ÛÏ , Let me turn now and see, do we read ß ÏŊß Çä ÛóÇ Îļ Îà, The Lord saw. Now the
Tetragrammaton appears. The time of the redemption has arrived.
èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ refers to God who requires that a Jew have faith, patience, and perseverance. It is very
hard to wait. And yet the Jew waits and waits. Every day, he says the Ani Ma’amin—I believe in the
coming of the Messiah, and even though he may tarry I will wait for him every day. The Jew who
communicates with èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ , then, is greater than the Jew who communicates with ß à ß ä, the fulfiller
of promises. When God bestows grace upon the people, it is not so difficult to be a Jew. During the
long, lonely night of exile, ß à ß ä did not reveal Himself; nevertheless, the Jew did not lose his faith
in èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ . The Jew who waits is great indeed.
When Moses said, Let me turn now and see, ß à ß ä appeared; the time to fulfill promises was at
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óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ßĮÐÍ é ßĮÐÍ é óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Û ÏëłÏ ÛÎ ŊĶéË Ïä Çä ĸäÌç
äóË ĮÇ ÛæÏ ÇçßÎ ÜóÎ ÇòõË Û Ïç óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ß Û ÏëÛÉ ÛßÏ
èäÛË òÏ ŉÇ ÛÎ ķÇ ÛóÏ õÇ ÛÎ äóÌ ÛÉ ē Ïç ÇÝóË çĤÎ éÌ ē ÏëäìÌ
ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ Û ÏëÛÉ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà à ÛĹß ĮäķË òÎ óõÎ ÛÏ äßŊĿ
Ë ĤÎ
òâÏ ñÇ ËäÞÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ èßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ ÞÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ ēĹÜÛÏ ÞÇ
äóÌ ÛÉ äßŊń
Ë ÛÎ Çç ßĮÐÍ é êĹŁĮË ÜÌ ÇæĹ ÜÐòĤÉ ÎäÞÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ Ìà
óéÎ ÛÉ Îà á Ïä ÇäÞÎ ÛóÏ òÏ Çä õäñÌ ĵÇ Û ÏçľÏ ŉÎ ìÇ ÛË ÇçéË çäâË ÞÏ
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óéÛÐ
Í şļ Îà  הäËëÓ ÌŁßË óéÛÐ
Í ŭļ Îà ßşĮÐÍ é ßŭĮÐÍ é óéÛÐ
Í Ťļ Îà ßëÍ Š łÇ ßÎ ēŊŉū éË
óŬĮÍ ÛÉ èŊòŠ ŀÏ ßÎ äū Ëľ ĔäçÍ ŝ ÇÝóÎ çūĤÎ éÌ ĔŢ äçÍ Ű ĤÏ ÇëÔçÓĮÎ è ŚĕßÉ Üóū Î ÇòŉÔç
Ë ÛÎ
Ì ßŢ ŉÏ ÛÎ
äūßĕ
Ì ÛÈ äŢ æÐË ëÛÓ Ï óéÛÐ
Í Šļ Îà  וÛĹßÓ ĮÞÐÍ şòÔõéÎ ÞÇ ÛÎ àäçÏ ŝ ĤÏ ÞūéŊí
óŉŬ Ì ìÇ Îļ Îà ÜÐ ŚòĤÓÉ Îä äūßĕÛÓ
Ì Ìà òşâÏ ñÇ Ëä äŭßĕ
Ì ÛÈ èŤßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ äůßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ĔäÜËŝ ÛÏ
Ó Ë ÛÓÈ ßÔç
Ï ÛÍ ãäĵş Ë ßÓÎ éÌ Ûóŝ Ì Ïä äū Ëľ àäëÏ ŝ ńÏ ßŢ ĮÐÍ é
ßŝ ÏàÐß Çä óéÛÐ
Í ūļ Îà  זèäßĕ
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hand. The redemption began not on the first night of Pesach, when the actual Exodus took place,
but when Moses was confronted by God, even before he was convinced to accept his calling.
(Vision and Leadership, p. 86-88)

ßĮÐÍ é ßĮÐÍ é óéÛÐ
Í ļ Îà - and He said, “Moses, Moses!” God calls out to Moses by repeating his
name: Moses, Moses. This phenomenon is seen elsewhere in the Bible. God summoned, Abraham,
Abraham (Gen. 22:11), called out, Jacob, Jacob (Gen. 46:2). He called, Samuel, Samuel (I Sam. 3:10).
(Samuel was the only one who did not immediately respond “Here I am,” because he did not realize who was calling him.)
But there is a difference between Moses, Moses and the other name repetitions. In all the other
instances, there is a pesik, a line indicating a pause between the names—Abraham, pesik, Abraham;
Jacob, pesik, Jacob. In the case of Moses, however, there is no pause. When God addressed Himself
to Abraham, He called to Abraham, and He paused. When Abraham did not answer, He said
Abraham a second time. God waited, perhaps for a fraction of a second. The same is true of Jacob.
But when He called out to Moses, there was no pause; He said Moses, Moses in one breath, as it
were. Moses, Moses is an expression of urgency. In the case of Moses, God was, so to speak, desperate. He tells Moses that if he accepts the mission, if he accepts the task of redeemer, everything will
be all right; if not, everything will be wasted. (Vision and Leadership, pp. 89-90)
Ĕä Íç ÇÝóÎ çĤÎ éÌ Ĕä ÍçĤÏ ÇëÔçĮÎ - Take your shoes off your feet. The shoe is the symbol of vulgarity and
uncouthness, of superficiality, of raw power: upon Edom I cast my shoe (Ps. 60:10). To understand
holiness, to gain sensitivity, a person must “remove his shoes.” (Droshos Un Ksovim, p. 201)
ÜÐòĤÉ Îä äßĕÛ
Ì Ìà òâÏ ñÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ èßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ĔäÜË ÛÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ä ËæÐëÛÏ - I am the God of your father, the God of
Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.” I made the community leave the land of Canaan
and settle in Egypt—äæÐË ëÛÏ , I caused the Egyptians to oppress and enslave the very Jews whom I want
to liberate now. äæÐË ëÛÏ , I am the same, ready to free them from the bondage and to make them return
to the promised land from which I exiled them; and I am now charging you with the mission of
taking them out of this land and returning them to the promised land. Moses, I know that you
can’t solve this historical enigma. I am the God of Jacob: The chain of events which was initiated by
Jacob’s coming to Egypt and now is about to culminate in the redemption and the nation’s departure from there is incomprehensible. It is a mystery, Moses, a mystery you will never understand. I
am the God of Abraham. I reached a covenant, but one with a stipulation: your seed will be strangers
in a land that is not theirs, and they will enslave them and oppress them, for four hundred years (Gen.
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called to him from within the thorn bush, and He said, “Moses, Moses!”* And he said,
“Here I am!” 5 And He said, “Do not draw near here. Take your shoes off your feet,*
because the place upon which you stand is holy soil.” 6 And He said, “I am the God
of your father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.”* And
Moses hid his face because he was afraid to look toward God.* 7 And the Lord said, “I

15:13), I know you want to ask why it was necessary. If You called Abraham Your friend (Is. 41:8),
why was it necessary for his children to spend hundreds of years in misery and agony? Do not ask
this question. (Boston, Undated)

àä ÏëńÏ ßĮÐÍ é óŉÌ ìÇ Îļ Îà èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ßÔç
Ï ÛÍ ãäĵË ßÎ éÌ ÛóÌ Ïä ä Ëľ - And Moses hid his face because he was afraid to look
toward God. Chazal differ regarding whether Moses’ refusal to see the Shechinah was praiseworthy
or not (Berachos 7a). According to R. Yehoshua ben Korcha, Moses should not have turned away,
while R. Yonasan maintains that it was Moses’ fear of looking at the Shechinah which merited his
becoming the greatest of the prophets. Initially, it is difficult to fathom R. Yonasan’s opinion. Why
was Moses’ hiding his face considered such an exalted act?
The fire of the bush was burning. The infinite light called to him. The Master of the Universe
waited, yet Moses’ face remained hidden.
The Master of the Universe was ready to reveal himself to Moses in His true absolute entirety.
Moses had the opportunity to experience all that was hidden, to understand with clarity the ways
of God, His justice, and how He leads creation. All questions would be answered, every teiku (open
question) resolved. Instead, Moses hid his face. He did not want all questions answered and all
mysteries to disappear.
Moses trembled in the face of complete knowledge. What frightened him?
Moses was afraid that had he not turned away he would lose the attribute of chesed, the feeling
of empathy and love regarding his fellow. He was afraid to delve too deeply into God’s attribute of
justice, because if he were to understand this attribute completely, he would recognize that in truth
there was no evil in the world. He would know that the pain man experiences is only for his good.
He would see clearly the deeds of the [Mighty] Rock are perfect, for all His ways are just (Deut. 32:4).
The name èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ (justice) would transform to the name ß à ß ä (mercy). Moses would then perceive
the world in the same way that God looked at the world on the sixth day of creation: And God saw
everything that He made and behold it was very good (Gen. 1:31)—and Chazal say very good refers to
death (Bereishis Rabbah 9). Were Moses to see the world in its entirety, death, sickness, poverty, suffering and loneliness would all appear good, with purpose and significance.
If he had this knowledge, Moses could not perform chesed with a poor person, because he
would understand why poverty was appropriate for the person. He could not have mercy on sick
people, because he would have complete understanding of why God inflicts sickness and the objective of such pain. Under such conditions, he would have no understanding or sympathy with
the sinner, and could not entreat God on their behalf. He would see with clarity the righteousness
of God’s judgment. Moses would not be able to pray on behalf of the people because he would
perceive that the very request was absurd.
Mercy and love have their basis in man’s lack of understanding, in his intellectual limits, in his
childlike simplicity. The Torah commands, he shall provide for his cure (21:19): it is incumbent upon
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è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË ÜÇ äķË äŀË ĤÎ ÞĹĵĤÇ ĮË õ Ïä äéÎ ÞÏ òÊ ä Ëç ÇÝ Û Ïç ÇÝéË ÏäÇä
êŊßäâÌ ÇçïÇ éÎ èÞÏ òÊ êéË äéÎ ÞÏ òÊ ĤäÎ éË ĮÇ êŊßŉÇ ÇçÜÍ Çò õ Ïä Çà
äõäË Ìç ÇĶõÇ ÛË Çà â êŊßäÜäÌ Ìľ õ Ïä äéÎ ÞÏ òÊ ä Ìç ÇÝ äóÌ ÛÉ
êéË êŊßõĹò
Ç łÏ ÛÎ ÇçĹ äÛÌ óÏ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ÛÞäÏ éË êŊßõĹÜÏá
Ç ĮÌ Çç
ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ Çç Û ÏäõÇ ïĹÎ ÛÜÏ ãÏ ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ Çç ÛäßË ßÎ ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ
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ÔõÛÍ Çà è ËäóŚ Ï ñÇ éË ĵÇ óūĮÍ ÛÉ äŀş Ë ĤÎ äŭ ËëĤÔõ
Ê ÛÍ äõäË ÛŤ Ë óÏ ßÐÛŭ óÏ
àäÓÜÐÏ ÛæÇ éÔõ
Î ÛÍ äŉË ĤÇ Þş Î Ïä äŭ Ëľ àäįÏ ŝ ÇÝÐ Óë äū ÌëńÇ éË äŢ ŉË ĤÇ éŰÎ ĮÏ èõŬ Ï òÏ ĤÓÉ ñÎ
ðóÍ Ûū Ï ßÔê
Ï éË Ŋõĕ
š ĤÓÉ ßÎ Çç ÓĹ è ËäóŠ Î ñÇ éË Þū ÎļéË Ŋ ūçäŅË ßÎ Çç Þóŧ Ì ÛÓÌ Ïà ח
Üş ÏçâÏ õŭÜÏáÎ ðóŤÍ ÛÔç
Í ÛÍ ßÜÏŝ âÏ óĹÇ ßŢ ÜŊã
Ï ðóŬÍ ÛÔç
Í ÛÍ Ûà
ś ßË ßÎ
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us to heal the sick. Do not ask, “Why should I cure someone whom God smites with sickness?” For
man, sickness is something evil, and evil must be fought. Chesed is bestowed on man with a heavy
price—lack of understanding.
Moses had the choice to pursue knowledge and lose chesed, or remain without knowledge and
merit chesed. He chose the latter. So great was his love for Israel that he sacrificed the most sublime
of human strivings, the knowledge of God. (Beit Yosef Shaul, p. 97-98)

èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ßÔç
Ï ÛÍ ãäĵË ßÎ éÌ ÛóÌ Ïä ä Ëľ - because he was afraid to look toward God . The more he approaches
God, the more man negates his finite human status. Finitude is swallowed up by infinity and perishes in its labyrinth. Man’s selfhood and self-confidence are annulled in confrontation with the
greatness of God and His majesty. (Worship of the Heart, p. 149)
è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË ĵÇ óĮÍ ÛÉ äŀË ĤÎ äËëĤÔõ
Ê ÛÍ äõäË ÛË óÏ ßÐÛóÏ - I have surely seen the affliction of My people who are in
Egypt. The Midrash Tanchuma (Shemos 20) explains the duplicative phrase äõäË ÛË óÏ ßÐÛóÏ : “You (Moses) see
one sight, but I see two sights.” After the incident of the two Israelites fighting, Moses saw a people
whom he considered not worthy of redemption. The encounter with the burning bush was a revelation to Moses. In the center of the bush there was a fire burning. The bush reflects the Jews’ commitment, a fire that had not been extinguished over hundreds of years in exile. Yet this commitment
was internal, invisible. Moses could not understand: ß ÍëłÇ ßÎ óĤÎ ÜËäÔÛĕ
Ç
ĤĹķ
Î éÎ —if the interior was on fire,
why was the exterior cold? God saw “two sights.” When one penetrates into the depths of the Jew,
one recognizes that the Jew quests for freedom and quests for His God. (Noraos Harav, Vol. 8, pp. 77-78)
àäÜÐÏ ÛæÇ éÔõ
Î ÛÍ äŉË ĤÇ ÞÎ Ïä ä Ëľ - for I know their pains. The term da’as implies more than cognitive
awareness; it implies intimacy, closeness of association, sympathy with the other fellow. God saw
the Israelites and became intimate with their suffering. The term denotes passional knowledge, the
I’s sympathy with the Thou. Da’as implies intimacy; hence the sexual act in Hebrew uses the term
da’as (see Gen. 4:1). (The Emergence of Ethical Man, p. 119)
ŊçäŅË ßÎ Çç ÞóÌ ÛÌ Ïà - I have descended to rescue them. Holiness in Judaism can be broadly defined as
maintaining separation. When God intervenes supernaturally, His holiness is diminished because
His separateness is diminished. Since the redemption from Egypt required God’s supernatural intervention, His involvement constituted a “descent,” as it were, in His holiness, His separateness.
For this reason, God labels the Exodus from Egypt as a descent.
God intervenes in nature and perform miracles when He has no choice; when He, so to speak,
cannot accomplish His objectives through natural means. If God had not miraculously intervened
in Egypt when He did, the Jewish people would have assimilated entirely, and the chosen people
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have surely seen the affliction of My people who are in Egypt,* and I have heard
their cry because of their slave drivers, for I know their pains.* 8 I have descended
to rescue them* from the hand[s] of the Egyptians* and to bring them up from
that land, to a good and spacious land,* to a land flowing with milk and honey,

would have disappeared. Yet, as is evident from the following Midrash, such miraculous intervention is far from His preferred course of action: The Exodus [from Egypt] is analogous to a kohen whose
terumah falls into a graveyard. He says, “What can I do? To defile myself is impossible, and to abandon
the terumah is impossible! It is better for me to defile myself once, return, and purify myself so that I not
lose my terumah.” So were our forefathers the terumah of the Holy One Blessed be He, as it says: “Holy
is Israel to God.” The Holy One Blessed be He said: How can I [defile myself] to redeem them? [Yet, on the
other hand,] to abandon them is impossible! It is preferable for me to descend and save them, as it says: “And
I will descend to save them from the hands of Egypt” (Shemos Rabbah 16). (Derashot Harav, pp 155-156)

è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË Þ ÎļéË - from the hand[s] of the Egyptians. There are actually two exoduses. One is from
the Eretz Mitzrayim, the land of Mitzrayim; the other is from the people of Mitzrayim, from their
culture, their ideas, their philosophy, their way of life, their mores.
The Exodus from Eretz Mitzrayim took place on the fifteenth night of Nisan and was complete.
But the Exodus from Mitzrayim itself is a long process. What took place in one night was only the
liberation from Eretz Mitzrayim. Leaving Mitzrayim fully is a long road which the Jew has been
traveling for 3,500 years without yet arriving at his destination. The messianic redemption is a
continuation of the redemption from Egypt.
When Moses received the assignment to appear before Pharaoh and take the Jews out of Egypt,
God said, I have surely seen the affliction of My people who are in Egypt, and I have heard their cry because of their slave drivers, for I know their pains; I have descended to rescue them from the hand[s] of
the Egyptians [è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË Þ ÎļéË ] (verses 7-8). My purpose is not just to save them me’Eretz Mitzrayim. My
purpose, the final goal, the ultimate end of geulah, is è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË Þ ÎļéË , from the whole spiritual complex
which is called Mitzrayim, from its philosophy, from its world perspective. God appointed Moses
to be not only the redeemer as far as the Exodus from Eretz Mitzrayim is concerned, but also the
redeemer for the second Exodus: miMitzrayim.
Moses had a tough assignment. Had God given him the task of taking the Jews out me’Eretz
Mitzrayim, he would not have argued at all; he would have accepted the assignment immediately,
without any discussion. But there was a long debate between God and Moses—Chazal say the
debate lasted seven days (Shemos Rabbah 3:14). Moses said: I cannot accept the assignment to take
Israel miMitzrayim. You are insisting that I liberate the Jews not only physically but also spiritually,
that I raise them to greater heights, to the highest level of a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.
That I cannot do. (Festival of Freedom, pp. 107-109)
ßÜŊã
Ï ðóÍ ÛÔç
Í ÛÍ - to a good…land. Although the land of Egypt was blessed with agricultural
abundance (see Gen. 13:10), it could never be described as ßÜŊã
Ï . The adjective ßÜŊã
Ï means good in
the moral sense; it does not relate to abundance. In this context, God is telling Moses that the Land
of Israel is suitable for its specific role: allowing the nation of Israel to fulfill its historical destiny.
(Boston, 1974; see commentary on Gen. 1:4)
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äÛÌ ŉÏ âË Çà äÛÌ ÏëĤÉ Îë Çľ óõÎ ÛÉ Îç ĮÜÏ ÞĹÇ Ü ÏçâÉ ÛÞÏ ÜÇ ĤÏ
Ï Ëà äÛÌ ÏĹâË Çà äÛÌ ÏĺóË ïĹÇ äÛÌ óŊé
Ï ÛÈ Íà
êĤÎ ÇæĹ ã äÛÌ ìĹÜä
ä Ìç ÇĶ îÛÎ Çà äéÏ ÞÏ òÊ õ ÎçĤÏ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä ä ÌëĵÇ õ ÎçäÜÌ Çò ÛßÏ
êŊß Çç êä ËòâÉ ķÏ äÛÌ óÏ ñÇ éË äķË ÛòÏ âŊķ
É õ Ïä äéÎ ÞÏ òÊ
òäńÌ ÛÎ Çà ßÐíóÇ ńÎ õ Ïà Çç ē ÏŁâË ÇĿĮÎ ÛÉ Îà ÛõäÏ ÛË êĤÎ ÇæĹ ä
óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Ûä è ËäóÏ ñÇ ŀË éË çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä ä ÌëÜÇ äŀË ĤÎ õ Ïä
õ Ïà Çç çä ÌáÛÌ äóÌ ÛÉ Û ÏëÛÉ êéÏ Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ ßĮÐÍ é
çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä ä ÌëĵÇ õ Ïä òäńÌ ÛÎ äóÌ ÛÉ Îà ßÐíóÇ ńÎ
ēķÏ ĤÇ ìÎ ÜÇ äóË éäÇ éÌ äßÌ Çä äóÌ ÛÉ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Üä è ËäóÏ ñÇ ŀË éË








äĺË ŝ óË ńÇ ßÎ Çà äŢ óÐË éÛÓÈ ßÏ Çà äŉŝË âūË ßÎ Çà äŢ ËëĤÓÉ ÎëľÓÇ ßÎ èŊ ŬòéÔç
Ç ÛÍ ĮŚÜÏ ÞĹÇ
ßÛūÏ ĵÏ çÛş Ì óÏ įÇ ËäÔäÓ ÌëĵÇ õòŭ Î ĤÓÉ ñÎ ßŤ ÌŁßË ßŉŞÏ ĤÎ Çà  טäìĹÜÇä
Ó Ë ßÎ Çà äşĹË âÓË ßÎ Çà
èäŭñË âÉ Óĕ è Ëäóş Î ñÇ éË óŭĮÍ ÛÉ ðâÎ ĿÎ ŝ ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ äŢ õäË ÛŰ Ë óÔè
Ï ÎÝ Çà äŚ ÏçÛÌ
ÔõÛÍ ÛŤñŊß
Ì Çà ßÐĤŚ óÇ ńÔç
Î ÛÍ şĔâÓÉ ÏçĮÇ ÛÓ Í Çà ßæÏŝ Çç ßŉū Ï ĤÎ Çà  יèõÐÓ Ï Û
ÔçÛÍ ßŢ ĮÐÍ é óéÛÐ
Í Ŭļ Îà  יאè ËäóÓ Ï ñÇ ŀË éË çÛş Ì óÏ įÇ ËäÔäÓ ÌëÜÇ äŀŭ Ë ĤÎ
ÔõÛÍ ÛäŤñŊÛ
Ë äŭ Ëæ Çà ßÐĤŚ óÇ ńÔç
Î ÛÍ ēş ÌçÛÌ äŭľË ä ËæÐ ŝëÛÏ äéū Ë èäßĕ
ŝË ÛūÈ ßÏ
ēŀŝÏ ĤË ßū ÍäßÇ ÛÔä
Ó Í ľË óŢ éÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà  יבè ËäóÓ Ï ñÇ ŀË éË çÛş Ì óÏ įÇ Ëä äŭ ÌëĵÇ
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ä ËëĤÉ Îë ÇľßÎ èŊòéÔç
Ç ÛÍ - to the place of the Canaanites. God pointedly does not refer to the land as
“the land of the Canaanites” but rather, “the place of the Canaanites.” The Canaanites were temporary residents. The land did not belong to the Canaanites: the chosen land belongs only to the
chosen people. God later warns the People of Israel: Like the practice of the land of Canaan, to which I
am bringing you, you shall not do...For the people of the land who preceded you, did all of these abominations, and the land became defiled...And let the land not vomit you out for having defiled it, as it vomited
out the nation that preceded (Lev. 18:3, 27-28). The Israelites are in place of (èŊòéÇ ĵË ) the Canaanite, in
order to purge the land which the Canaanites defiled. (Boston, 1974)
ðâÎ ÎĿßÔõ
Î ÛÍ äõäË ÛË óÔè
Ï ÎÝ Çà - and I have also seen the oppression. The word ðâÎ ÎĿ suggests that immediate action was imperative. The children of Israel were originally decreed to spend 400 years in
Egypt, yet they were there but half the time. God accelerated the redemption because if God had
not miraculously intervened in Egypt when He did, the Jewish people would have assimilated entirely, and the chosen people would have disappeared. (R. Ari Kahn Haggadah Commentary)
ßæÏ Çç - go. This term does not merely mean “go” but has the connotation of “go with me” (see,
for example, Song 7:12: ßÞÍ ıÏ ßÎ ÛñÌ Ìë äÞŊÞ
Ë ßæÏ Çç, Come, my beloved, let us go out to the field). Here, God asked
Moses for an unqualified commitment that excludes all private commitments. Moses must now be
exclusively dedicated to his people. (Boston, 1974)
ßÐíóÇ ńÔç
Î ÛÍ ĔâÉ ÏçĮÇ ÛÍ Çà ßæÏ Çç - So now go, and I will send you to Pharaoh. Reflect for a moment on
the paradoxical implications of this nondescript phrase. The Creator of worlds, the Master of the
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to the place of the Canaanites,* the Hittites, the Amorites, the Perizzites, the Hivvites,
and the Jebusites. 9 And now, behold, the cry of the children of Israel has come to Me,
and I have also seen the oppression* that the Egyptians are oppressing them. 10 So now
go,* and I will send you to Pharaoh,* and take My people, the children of Israel, out of
Egypt.”* 11 But Moses said to God, “Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh, and that I
should take the children of Israel out of Egypt?” 12 And He said, “For I will be with you,*

Universe, the Infinite, appoints flesh and blood, temporal man, who is today alive but tomorrow in
the grave (Berachos 28b) as His agent, shaliach. How can weak, finite man possibly act as the agent
of the Infinite Creator of worlds? Although there is no sound resolution to this question, the imperative for man to accept the assignment remains.
When one acts as an agent on behalf of another, a well-known Talmudic dictum applies: an
agent is likened to the sender (Mishnah Berachos 5:5). Since man, the agent, was created in His image—and thereby likened to the sender—he is compelled to accept the assignment despite his
feeble capabilities and temporal nature.
Just like Moses, all of us have been appointed as God’s agents, sent to fulfill His assignments.
Every Jew was sent to earth as an agent of the Creator. When a Jew sins, he violates not only the
will of God but also the terms of his assignment. In halachah, a person’s role as agent disappears the
moment the sender wishes to terminate the agent’s status. A person exists on earth only as long as
he pursues his mission.
To better direct our individual talents and strengths towards carrying out our assignments, we
were predestined to live in a specific time and place. If God appoints an agent, the agent must
have been endowed with the ability to act in this capacity. The time, place, and circumstances in
which each individual appears on earth were designated to allow him the best conditions to fulfill
his assignment. (Derashot Harav, pp. 47-50)

è ËäóÏ ñÇ ŀË éË çÛÌ óÏ įÇ ËäÔä ÌëÜÇ äŀË ĤÔõ
Î ÛÍ ÛñŊß
Ì Çà - and take My people, the children of Israel, out of Egypt. Had
we not been in Egypt, had we not felt the pain caused by the whip, we would not understand the
divine law of not oppressing the stranger or the law of loving one’s neighbor. In the Egyptian bondage, a community of pain came into existence. The Israelites suffer not as individuals, a multitude
of persons incidentally subject to the same destiny, but as an entity, a people linked together by
awareness of solidarity. I want you to take out of Egypt, çÛÌ óÏ įÇ ËäÔä ÌëÜÇ , so many individuals, as well as
äŀË ĤÎ , My people, as a special entity. (Festival of Freedom, pp. 133-134)
ēŀÏ ĤË ß ÍäßÇ ÛÔä
Í Ëľ óéÛÐ
Í ļ Îà - And He said, “For I will be with you.” Here we encounter the paradoxical
idea of a sender who appoints an agent, yet also accompanies him on his mission. God in effect
said: “Moses, you are making a mistake. This is not a conventional assignment. I will not leave
you alone to carry out the shelichus. I will not retreat into transcendence while you are left on your
own, with the entire burden of freeing the nation resting on your shoulders. In this assignment, I,
the sender, will not leave your side, not even for a moment. And this is the sign for you that it was I
Who sent you. When you take the people out of Egypt, you will worship God on this mountain. The full
realization that I have accompanied will strike you, Moses, when much later, at Mount Sinai, the
Jews will proclaim: We will do and we will listen (24:7). You will wonder how a people can change so
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ēõĹò
Ï ńÏ ÛÎ ĵÇ ēŉÏ âÇ ÎçĮÇ Û ÏëÛÉ äóÌ ÛÉ ÛõÏ ÛÏ ē Ïç êäÞÌ Çà
çĤÎ Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ êĹâ ÇçïÇ ŉË è ËäóÎ ñÇ ŀË éË ÛŀÏ ĤÎ õ Ïä
Ï
ÛßÏ Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ ßĮÐÍ é óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Ýä êäÞÌ ßÏ ÛóĹã
êŊß Çç óéäÎ ÛÌ Çà çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä ä ÌëĵÇ õ Ïà Çç äõÌ ÛÏ Û ÏëÛÉ
êĹóéÇ Ìä Çà êŊæõÇ Ïà Çç ä ËëâÎ ÇĿĮÎ êŊæõÇ ßÎ ÜÇ ÛÎ ÞÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ
Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Þä êŊß Çç óéäÎ ÛÌ ßéÏ ĸäéÌ ĮÇ ßéÏ ä Ëç
ê ÎëÞÇ ľË óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ß ÍäßÇ ÛÍ óĮÍ ÛÉ ß ÍäßÇ ÛÍ ßĮÐÍ é Çç
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èŢ ĤÏ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ ŬĔÛäÉ ñŊß
Ó Ë ĵÇ ĔäŉŚ Ë âÇ ÎçĮÇ äæÐş Ë ëÛÓ Ï äŭ Ëľ õŊÛŝ ßÏ ūĔ ÇĿÔß Íá Çà
ßÓ ÍĺßÎ óŭßÏ ßÏ çşĤÎ èäßĕ
ŝË ÛūÈ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ êŢ ĹÞÜÇ ĤÎ ŉÓ Î è Ëäóŝ Î ñÇ ŀË éË
äū ÌëĵÔç
Ç ÛÍ Ûš ÜÏ äūæÐË ëÛÓ Ï ßŁÌ Ű ßË èäßĕ
ŠË ÛÓÈ ßÔç
Ï ÛÍ ßĮÐÍ ť é óéÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà יג
èŚ Íæä ÌçÛÉ ä ËëūâÎ ÏçĮÇ èşæäÍ õŊ
Ì ÜÓ ÛÉ äŭßĕ
Ì ÛÈ èßŝÍ Ïç äŉū Ë óÇ éÎ ÛÓ Ï Çà çś ÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä
óéÛÐ
Í Ŭļ Îà  ידèÓßÍ ÌçÛÉ óéÐş Î Û ßŭéÏ Ŋéŝ İÔß
Ç éÎ äū ËçÔĹóéÇ ÛÓ Ï Çà
ßÐľŬ óéÛÐ
Í Šļ Îà ßŚ ÍäßÇ ÛÓ Í óūĮÍ ÛÉ ßş ÍäßÇ ÛÓ Í ßĮÐÍ ŝ éÔçÛÍ èŢ äßĕ
Ë ÛÈ
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completely, how a nation of lowly slaves can be transformed into a kingdom of priests and a holy nation (19:6). No human leader can accomplish such a metamorphosis; it can only be accomplished
through My active participation. Therefore, Moses, you cannot argue that the assignment is too difficult for you. If the sender accompanies you, then even you, the heavy of mouth, the stutterer, can
lead this people. On the other hand, were I not to accompany you, even Aaron, to whom I gave the
gift of oratory, would not be up to the task: And I will be with your mouth and with his mouth... (4:15).
Without My continuing, guiding Presence, neither of you could accomplish what is required. No
mission is too difficult to accept, for I will be with you.” (Derashot Harav, pp. 55-56)

ĔäŉË âÇ ÎçĮÇ ä ËæÐëÛÏ ä Ëľ it was I Who sent you. Moses introduces a new motif into the God-man fellowship, namely, that of shelichus, agency. The role of agent was assigned for the first time to Moses.
The apostolic idea is denotative of a new aspect in the covenant. The covenant not only involves
God in the human historical occurrence of His chosen people but draws man into the historical divine performance. God wanders with His chosen friend or friends, and shares in their destiny. Man
coordinates his activities with divine planning and co-participates in the realization of the great
promise. There is no division of duties within the contractual bounds. There is a cooperative effort
on both parts: divine and human. Man joins God in carrying out the historical task. God worked
through Moses to introduce man into the sphere of historical creativeness. Let man himself attempt
to realize the covenant. Let this realization occur within the bounds of human activity.
Why did God merge His task with the human? God acts not only under a dynamic aspect but
under a pedagogical one as well. He delegates power and responsibility to man in order to raise
him to a new level of personalistic existence. In the interim period between covenantal promise and
fulfillment, the conflict between the natural human order and the charismatic historic order asserts
itself. Under the impact of antithetic natural inevitability, the covenant is brought to a critical point;
its fulfillment becomes almost impossible. The realization of the promise spells the great historical
synthesis in the dialectical process, the reconciliation of the natural and historical orders. The logic
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and this is the sign for you that it was I Who sent you.* When you take the people out
of Egypt, you will worship God on this mountain.”* 13 And Moses said to God, “Behold
I come to the children of Israel, and I say to them, ‘The God of your fathers has sent
me to you,’ and they say to me, ‘What is His name?’ what shall I say to them?” 14 God
said to Moses, “Ehyeh asher ehyeh (I am that I am),”* and He said, “So shall you say

of the absurd that characterized the antithetic period of self-negation, when all seemed hopeless,
becomes the logic of the reasonable during the synthesis performance. Man himself is chosen to
carry out the task of harmonization of those two orders. (The Emergence of Ethical Man, pp. 186-187)

ß ÍĺßÎ óßÏ ßÏ çĤÎ èäßĕ
Ë ÛÈ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ êĹÞÜÇ ĤÎ ŉÎ è ËäóÎ ñÇ ŀË éË èĤÏ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ ĔÛäÉ ñŊß
Ë ĵÇ ĔäŉË âÇ ÎçĮÇ äæÐË ëÛÏ äľË õŊÛßÏ Ĕ ÇĿÔß Íá Çà - and
this is the sign for you that it was I Who sent you. When you take the people out of Egypt, you will worship God on this mountain. Moses asked the Almighty: Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh, and that
I should take the children of Israel out of Egypt? (verse 11). How did this reply answer Moses’ query?
The Almighty was stating: Know, Moses, that the purpose of the Exodus is not political and social
freedom. I did not choose you to be a diplomat or a king. If political freedom were the objective,
there are indeed better candidates than yourself; I would not have chosen you to lead the nation.
Rather, the purpose of the Exodus is to create a holy nation, a Torah nation, based on what they will
later hear upon this mountain. The goal of the Exodus is the later revelation at Sinai, to create a sacred people, the transformation of a subjugated people into kingdom of priests and a holy nation. For
this purpose, I do not need a political leader but a rebbe, a teacher and mentor who will lead and
guide the people. For this role, you are in fact the best candidate. (Yeshiva University Haggadah, 1984)
ß ÍäßÇ ÛÍ óĮÍ ÛÉ ß ÍäßÇ ÛÍ - I am that I am. Immediate ontological awareness concedes that there is no
reality without God. The metaphysics of the book of redemption [the Book of Exodus] is expressed
in the phrase I am that I am. I necessarily exist, and wherever you find being, you will discern the
illumination of My sole existence. Wherever someone or something “is” in the finite third person,
the “I am” of the infinite “I” reveals itself. The Deity is the pure existent that brings everything into
existence and encompasses everything. God’s link to the world is not grasped only in the definition
of cause and effect; it is embodied in the continuous profusion of the bestowal of being. The relative
creature is hewn out of the rock of the absolute. There is no existence without God, and there is no
reality without reliance on Him. God therefore draws after Him the creature who yearns for complete existence, who senses the emptiness of his world and the dependence of his concrete being.
If there is a world, if anything at all is real – and no one who has not been ensnared by vain
sophistries has any doubt about this—then there is a God Who is the foundation and origin of
everything that exists. If there is a self, if man exists—and this, too, all human beings know with
certainty—then there is a living personal God Who fills the consciousness of the self. It is impossible to think, to speak, to discuss the reality of the world and the reality of man without living and
sensing the source of being: I am that I am.
The religious sensibility does not offer decisive proofs, draw inferences, or make deductions.
It senses and experiences God in its innermost ontological consciousness. Without Him, there is
no reality. Taste and see how good is the Lord; happy is the man who takes refuge in Him! (Ps. 34:9). Just
as someone who sees a tree does not deduce indirectly that there are roots under the ground—for
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êŊæõÇ Ïà Çç äËŁâÎ ÇĿĮÎ ß ÍäßÇ ÛÍ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëÜÇ Ëç óéäÎ ŉÌ űóéÛÐ
Í űļ Îà  טוèÓæäÍ ÌçÛÉ äËëŭâÎ ÏçĮÇ ßş ÍäßÇ ÛÓ Í çÛŝ Ì óÏ įÇ Ëä äū ÌëÜÇ Ëç óŢ éÛÐ
Î õ
äÌëÜÇ Ëç óéäÎ ŉÌ ê ÎëÞÇ Ëľ ßĮÐÍ é Çç Ïä Çä ÞŊí óéÎ ÛÉ Îà àã
ßŧ ÏàÐß Çä çś ÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äū ÌëĵÔç
Ç ÛÍ óš éÛÐ
Î õ ßÐľū ßĮÐÍ Š éÔçÛÍ èäßĕ
ťË ÛÈ ÞŊíŰ
ĸäßÌ ÏçÛÈ êŊæõÇ ßÎ ÜÇ ÛÎ ÞÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ Ïä Çä çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä
Ì Ìà òŤâÏ ñÇ Ëä äŭßĕ
Ì ÛÈ èßťÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ äßĕ
ŰÌ ÛÈ èæäÍŠ õÐÌ ÜÓ ÛÉ äūßĕ
Ì ÛÈ
ÜÐòĤÉ ÎäķÇ ĸäßÌ ÏçÛ Ìà òâÏ ñÇ ËäķÇ ĸäßÌ ÏçÛÈ èßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ ķÇ ÜÐ şòĤÓÉ Îä äŭßĕÛÓ
çæÏ Çç äËëóÏ ÇæķÏ êäÞÌ Çà è ÏĿĤÎ Çç äéË ĮÇ êäķÌ êŊæõÇ Ïà Çç äËŁâÎ ÇĿĮÎ äôäéâ óÐķÓ óÐÞŭ Çç äóş Ë æÇ Ëá ßŭ Íá Çà èçÐÏ ŝ í Çç äé
ū Ë İÔß
Ç Íá èŚ Íæä ÌçÛÉ äËëūâÎ ÏçĮÇ
çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÜÌ ìÏ õ Ïä ĮŊë ÇæõË Çà çäÌĺÛË áã óÞÏ Çà óķÏ
ßŧ ÏàÐß Çä èŢ ßÍ ÌçÛÉ ŉŬ Ï óÇ éÎ ÛÓ Ï Çà çÛŠ Ì óÏ įÇ Ëä äū Ìë Çò ËáÔõÛÍ ŉŧÏ ïÇ ìÎ ÛÓ Ï Çà ēū Ìç טז
ä Ëç ä Ìç ÇÝõÇ ÛË êŊæõÇ ßÎ ÜÇ ÛÎ ÞÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ Ïä Çä êŊß Çç óéäÎ õÌ Çà
Ì ÛÈ äçÎ ŝ ÛÌ ßūÛÏ óÇ Ëë èŢ æäÍ õÐÌ ÜÓ ÛÉ äŬßĕ
Ì ÛÈ
óľÎ ÞÇ éË óéäÏ éÌ Çç ÜÐòĤÉ Îä Çà òâÏ ñÇ Ëä èßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ ķÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ ÜÐ şòĤÓÉ Îä Çà òŭâÏ ñÇ Ëä èŤßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ äůßĕ
è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË ĵÇ êŊæ Çç ÞÜÎ ĤÉ õÇ ÛË ķÇ õ Ïä Çà êŊæõÇ Ïä Û ÏëóäÇ ËæķÇ è ËäóÓ Ï ñÇ éË ĵÇ èş Íæ Ïç äĹį
ŭ ĤÓÏ ßÔõ
Í ÛÍ Çà èæÍŝ õÇ ÛÍ äŢ ŉË ÞÇ òŰÎ ńÏ ÞÐ ŬòńÏ óÐéÛ
Ś Ìç
äÛÌ óÏ ñÇ éË ÞĹĵĤÇ İË éË êŊæõÇ Ïä òäłÌ ÛÎ õäóË éÏ ÛÉ Îà áä äŢ ËëĤÓÉ Îë ÇľÓßÎ ðóŬÍ ÛÔç
Í ÛÍ èś Ëäóś Î ñÇ éË äū ËëĤÓÊ éÌ èš æÍ õÇ ÛÍ ßū ÍçĤÉ ÛÓ Î óéÐŠÎ ÛÓ Ïà יז
äÛÌ ÏĺóË ïĹÇ äÛÌ óŊé
Ï ÛÈ Íà äÛÌ ŉÏ âË Çà äÛÌ ÏëĤÉ Îë Çľ íóÎ ÛÉ Îç
õŭÜÏáÎ ðóŤÍ ÛÔç
Í ÛÍ äŚìĹÜÇä
Ë ßÎ Çà äşĹË âÓË ßÎ Çà äĺËŝ óË ńÇ ßÎ Çà äŢ óÐË éÛÓÈ ßÏ Çà äŉŝË âūË ßÎ Çà
ĮÜÏ ÞĹÇ Ü ÏçâÉ ÛÞÏ ÜÇ ĤÏ ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ Çç äÛÌ ìĹÜä
Ï Ëà äÛÌ ÏĹâË Çà
Ç Ëä äëÌ Ű Çò Ëá Çà ßű ŉÏ ÛÎ õÛ
ŪÏ ÜĹÏ ĔŚ ÍçÐò Çç ĹĤş éÓÇ ĮÏ Çà  יחĮÓÜÏ ÞĹÇ Üş ÏçâÏ
çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÜÌ ìÏ Çà ŉÇ ÛÎ äõäÌ õÌ Çà ēóÏ éäÇ éÌ Çç êĹçĵÇ òäÎ Ëà âä çÛť Ì óÏ į
ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ Ïä Çä ĸä Ìç êĹóéäÇ õÌ Çà è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ÛľÏ ÇçéÎ õ Ïà Çç è
Ţ ä ËļóË ÜÇ ĤÓË ßÏ äŬßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ßŧ ÏàÐß Çä àŢ ä ÏçÛÌ èŉŬ Í óÇ éÎ ÛÓÉ Îà è ËäóŠ Î ñÇ éË ē ÍçūéÔç
Í ÛÍ
ē ÎçßÉ éÎ êĤÎ ľÇ çäÌá Ìë êĤÎ ÇæĹ Û Ïë ÏçĤÉ äóÌ ÇòõÇ ÛË äÛÌ ÞĹßä
Ï ÞË
èŢ äéË Ïä õĮÐÍ ŬçĮÇ ēóÍ ķū Í ÛŁÔß
Ï ŧ æÏ ÇçÓ Ìë ßŉŠÏ ĤÎ Çà ĹëäçÌ ŝ ĤÏ ßóū Ï Çò Ëë
Û ÏëßÏ ÏçÛÈ Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ âĵÎ ÞÎ ÇëĹ ÛóÏ ĵÇ ÞÇ éÎ ĵÇ êäéŊä
Ë ÛõÏ ÏçŉÇ
Ì ÛÈ ßŭ ÏàÐßäÓ Îç ßşâÏ ĵÇáÇ Ëë Çà óĵÏŝ ÞÇ ŀË ĵÎ
ÛľÏ ÇçéÎ êŊæõÇ Ïä òŊĵĮÇ Ëä Û Ïç äóÌ ÛÉ ä Ìç ÇĶ äéÎ ÞÏ ÇòĹ ãä ÔÛ Óĕ äľËũ äŉË ĤÇ Þŝ Î Ïä äū ËëÛÓÉ Îà  יטĹëäÓßĕ
îä ËņŉÎ ĸä ÌçäâÌ ķÇ èÞÏ òÊ êéË Û Ïç Çà ç ÏáäéÌ Çç è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ßòÓ Ï ÏáâÉ Þŭ ÏäĵÇ Û şĕ Çà ē ŚĕßÓÉ Îç è Ëäóş Î ñÇ éË ē ÍçŭéÍ èŤæÍ õÇ ÛÍ êŉ
ŭ Ì Ëä
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in the very perception of the trunk there is knowledge of the roots—so too man has no need to
draw conclusions about God, for he knows God directly through the world. The words of Isaiah
(40:26), Lift high your eyes and see: Who created these? or the rabbinic statement that there cannot be
an illuminated castle without an owner or leader (Bereishis Rabbah 39:1) are not meant to refer to
abstract logical proofs or complicated demonstrations. On the contrary, they refer to the immediate
awareness that overcomes man who sees God in the innermost essence of the world, as well as in
its surroundings. (From There Shall You Seek, p. 12, 62)

è ÏçÐí Çç äéË İÔß
Ç Íá - This is My name forever. The Master of the Universe obscures Himself. He
conceals Himself behind a cloud. His actions are hidden. He does not act demonstrably, nor does
He seek recognition. The word è ÏçÐí Çç, spelled without a vav, has an alternate meaning: obscure. I am
unobtrusive. Wherever you find [a reference to] God’s greatness, there you will also find [a reference to]
His modesty (Megillah 31a). God does not seek public acknowledgment.
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to the children of Israel, ‘Ehyeh (I will be) has sent me to you.’” 15 And God said further
to Moses, “So shall you say to the children of Israel, ‘The Lord God of your forefathers,
the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, has sent me to you.’ This
is My name forever,* and this is how I should be mentioned in every generation. 16 Go
and assemble the elders of Israel, and say to them, ‘The Lord God of your forefathers
has appeared to me, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, saying, “I have surely
remembered you and what is being done to you in Egypt.” ’ 17 And I said, ‘I will bring
you up out of the affliction of Egypt, to the land of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the
Amorites, the Perizzites, the Hivvites, and the Jebusites, to a land flowing with milk
and honey.’ 18 And they will hearken to your voice, and you shall come, you and the
elders of Israel, to the king of Egypt,* and you shall say to him, ‘The Lord God of the
Hebrews has happened upon us, and now, let us go for a three days’ journey in the
desert and offer up sacrifices to the Lord, our God.’ 19 However, I know that the king
of Egypt will not permit you to go, except through a mighty hand. 20 And I will stretch

Man is naturally inclined to strive for recognition, for honor. He wishes his efforts and actions
to be appreciated by as many of his peers and with as much fanfare as possible. This instinct is
relentless; it results in the authorship of books, erection of monuments, even in the affixing of memorial tablets. Rich or poor, great or small, everyone wishes to be remembered; some wish to be
remembered in history, others by a simple Kaddish recitation.
Yet the greatest individuals in Jewish history reflect precisely the opposite tendency: a predisposition towards obscurity. Take, as one example, an august institution from thousands of years ago,
the 120-member Anshei Knesses Hagedolah, the Men of the Great Assembly. This group of rabbis preserved the remnant of Israel through the first exile. They instituted the form of contemporary prayer
as well as the standard formula for berachos. They instituted the laws of muktzeh and associated rabbinical prohibitions to safeguard the Sabbath. Their impact on our everyday lives is immeasurable.
Who exactly were the representatives of this noble body? How many of its members are identifiable, if only by name? Ezra, Nehemiah, Mordecai, Zerubavel, and Shimon Hatzaddik—those are
all we know. The Gemara states that there were prophets among this group. Who were they? We
don’t know. Why did they not include their names in the Oral Law through which they made their
greatest impact? Because they reflected the obscurity of God Himself as He hid behind a cloud on
Mount Sinai. If the Master of the Universe hides from the very world that He leads, so too must the
masters of our tradition.
Although the desire to bequeath a lasting legacy is compelling, the Torah calls for obscurity. This
requirement that God exacts is indeed formidable. Yet, ultimately, there will be no permanent legacy
in this world for man—we believe in permanence only in the World to Come. (Derashot Harav, pp. 27-28)

è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ē ÍçéÔç
Í ÛÍ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä ä Ìë Çò Ëá Çà ßŉÏ ÛÎ õÛ
Ï ÜĹÏ - and you shall come, you and the elders of Israel, to the
king of Egypt. The verb õÛ
Ï ÜĹÏ is not a prediction, but rather a command; Moses and the elders of
Israel were commanded to confront Pharaoh together. God did not promise that the elders would
listen to Moses, and in fact the elders did not fulfill their obligation out of fear (see Rashi on 5:1
s.v. ĹÛĵÏ óâÎ ÛÎ Çà). (Moriah, 1970)

 שמות:שמות ד

õ Ïä äâÌ éÇ ÛÍ Çà äŉË óÇ ÜÑ ÇĶ õâÎ éÇ õ Ïä êŊń â ÎĿĮÎ ÛÉ Ïà æ
êŊßä ÌëäĵÌ ÞĵÌ ĤÇ ÛÎ äķË äõË ÏàĮÇ óË ńÇ çÐæĵÇ äÛÌ óÏ ñÇ éË
ÛŀÏ ĤÎ õ Ïä êŉÌ ÛÍ Çà Ûæ êŊæõÇ Ïä â ÎĿĮÎ Çä ê Ìľ óõÎ ÜĹÏ
äóÌ ÛÉ äßäÌ Ëà äÛÌ óÏ ñÇ éË äÌëäĤÌ ĵÇ êäéË âÉ óÎ Çç êäÞÌ ßÏ
çÛÎ ĮÇ õË Çà Üæ êä ËëòäÏ óÌ êĹæßÏ õÇ Û Ïç êĹæßÏ õÇ
êä ËëéÏ ĸõäÎ ĵÌ õÜäÎ óË ÇņéĹ
Ë ĸŉÏ ÜÇ ĵÎ ĮÇ éË ÛõÏ ŉÇ ÛË
çĤÎ êĹàĮÎ õĹÇ êäĮĹÜ
Ë ÇçĹ ÜßÎ ÞÇ ķË êäËëéĹ
Ï îìÎ ÇæķË
è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË õ Ïä êĹŁ ËòŊóõĹÇ êŊæäõÌ ÏëĵÇ çĤÎ Çà êŊæä ÌëĵÇ
ä Ëç êĹëéÇ ßÌ Çä Û Ïç ÛßÏ Çà óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ßĮÐÍ é ÜäõÌ ÛÉ Îà Û
ē Ïç ä Ìç ÇĶõÇ ÛË Û Ïç êĹóéäÇ Ìä äóÌ ÛÉ äËŁéË êĹçĵÇ òÎ Çä Û Ïç Çà
óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ēÞäÏ ĵË êäÞÌ ßéÏ Ïä Çä ĸä Ìç óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Ü Ïä Çä
äßË éÏ óĹÇ ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ Çç äßäË éË óÇ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Ý ÛóÏ ãĹâ
Ç
äßŊé
Ë ÞÏ òÊ êéË ßĮÐÍ é òóÎ ĤÉ Îà ä ÌĹâË Çç ß ÏàßÉ Îà ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ Çç
ÞŊâÛÌ Çà ēÞÏ Çä ãäĮŊÛ
Ë
ßĮÐÍ é Çç Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Þ
ß ÏàßÉ Îà ĸäĵÌ îòÌ õÇ ÛÎ Çà ĸäÞÌ Çä ãäĮŊÛ
Ì Çà ĸäÜÌ Çë ÎáĵÇ
äóÌ ÛÉ êĹëéÇ ßäÌ ķË çäÞË ĵÇ ß ĸäÞäÌ ĵË ÛóÏ ãĹâ
Ç Çç
ĸäßÌ ÏçÛÈ êŊßõÇ ßÎ ÜÇ ÛÎ ÞÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ Ïä Çä ē Ïç ä Ëç ÇĶõÇ ÛË
ÜÐòĤÉ ÎäķÇ ĸäßÌ ÏçÛ Ìà òâÏ ñÇ ËäķÇ ĸäßÌ ÏçÛÈ èßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ ķÇ
ēńÏ ãÇ ĤË ĵÇ ēÞÏ Çä êĤÎ Çľ çäĤÌ ÛÏ ÞŊí ĸä Ìç Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ Îà à
ĸäÞÌ Çä ÛßÏ Çà ĸòÎ ńÇ ÛÎ Çà ĸäńÌ ãÇ ĤË ĵÇ ĸäÞÌ Çä çäĤÌ ÛÏ Çà
ēńÏ ãÇ ĤË Çç ēÞÏ Çä ÜäõÌ ÛÏ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà á Û ÏĶ ÇçõÎ Çæ ÛóÏ ÇàâÎ
ÛßÏ Çà ĸäńÌ ãÇ ĤË éÌ ĸòÎ ïÇ ÛÎ Çà ĸäńÌ ãÇ ĤË Çç ĸäÞÌ Çä ÜäõÌ ÛÉ Îà
êĹëéÇ ßÌ Çä Û Ïç èÛË äßäÌ Ëà â ĸäóÌ įÇ ÜË Çľ õ ÎàßÉ õÜÎ õÏ
êĹëéÇ ßäÌ Ëà ßÛÏ éÏ ÞÇ òÎ ÛõÏ ÛÏ çòÎ Çç êĹçĵÇ òÎ Çä Û Ïç Çà ē Ïç
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äõÐŝÏ Û ÇçïÇ Ëë ŢçÐæĵÇ è Ëäóŝ Î ñÇ éÔõ
Ë ÛÍ äõä
ū Ë ľÌ ßË Çà äŢ ÞË ÏäÔõÛÍ äŉŬ Ë âÇ ÎçÓĮÏ Çà כ
äŉŤ Ë õÓÎ Ïë Çà  כאèÓ ÍæõÇ ÛÍ âŭ ÎĿĮÎ Çä êşæÔä
Ì óÌ âÉ ÛÓ Î Çà ŊĵŚ óÇ ËòĵÇ ßşįÍ ĤÇ ÛÍ óŭĮÍ ÛÉ
Û ŭĕ êĹæŝ ÌçõÓ Ì äūľË ßŢ ÏäßÏ Çà è ËäóŚ Ï ñÇ éË äū ÌëäĤÌ ĵÇ ßş ÍĺßÔè
Î ĤÓÏ ßÏ êŭâÔõ
Ì ÛÍ
ĸõäŝÏ ĵÌ õóū Î ÏĶéĹ
Ë ĸŢ ŉÏ ÇëæÍ İÇ éË ßŬİÏ ÛË ßçÏ Ű ÛÓÉ ĮÏ Çà  כבèòäÓ Ï óÌ Ĺæş ÇçõÓ Ì
ÔçĤÎ Çà èŢ æäÍ ÌëĵÔç
Ç ĤÎ èŉŠÍ éÇ įÎ Çà õ ŚĕéÏ įĹ
Ç ÜşßÏ Ïá äŭ ÌçæĹÇ îìŤÍ æÔä
Í ÌçľÇ
Ë ÛÍ èŉş Í ÇçŅÎ Ëë Çà èæäÍŝ õÐÌ ūëĵÇ
óéÛÐ
Í ŝļ Îà ßŢ ĮÐÍ é êĤŬÎ Îļ Îà  ד אè ËäóÓ Ï ñÇ éÔõ
ÔÛ Óĕ Ĺóŝ éÛÐ
Ç Óä äūľË äŚ ËçÐòĵÇ ĹĤş éÇ ĮÇ Ëä Û ŭĕ Çà äçË ŝ Ĺëäéū Ë ÛÓÉ ÎäÔÛĕ êŢ ßÌ Çà
Í ůļ Îà  בßÓ ÏàÐß Çä Ĕäş ÍçÛÌ ßŭÛÏ óÇ Ëë
ĔÞŚ Í ÏäÜÇ ßū ÍĺÔßéÎ ßş ÏàÐß Çä àäŤ ÏçÛÌ óéÛÐ
Ĺßŭ Ìæ ËçĮÇ Îļ Îà ßñÏ óÇ Ûŝ Î ĹßūæäÌ ËçĮÇ ßÎ óŢ éÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà  גßÓĻÍ éÎ óéÛÐ
Í şļ Îà
ßŢ ÏàÐß Çä óéÛÐ
Í Ŭļ Îà  דàäÓ ÏëńÏ éË ßşĮÐÍ é ìÏëŭ ÏļàÎ ĮŚâÏ Ïë Çç äßū Ë Çä Îà ßñÏ óÇ Ûş Î
ŊĵÔò
ŝ ÍáâÓÉ Îļ Îà ŢŊÞ Ïä âŬ ÎçĮÇ Ëļ Îà ŊÜŚ Ïë ÇáĵË áÐâş ÛÓÈ Íà Ĕŝ ÞÓÇ Ïä âŢ ÎçĮÇ ßĮÐÍ ŝ éÔçÛÍ
ĔäŤ ÍçÛÌ ßŭÛÏ óÇ ËëÔäÓ Ëľ ĹëäéŝË ÛÓÉ Îä êĤūÎ éÎ Çç  הŊńÓ æÎ ĵÇ ßşĻÍ éÎ Çç äßŭ Ë Çä Îà
äŭßĕÛÓ
Ì Ìà òşâÏ ñÇ Ëä äŭßĕ
Ì ÛÈ èŤßÏ óÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ äůßĕ
Ì ÛÈ èõÐŚ Ï ÜÛÉ äūßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ßş ÏàÐß Çä
Í űļ Îà  וÜÐ ÓòĤÓÉ Îä
ĔòäŝÍ âÌ ĵÇ ĔŢ ÞÓÇ Ïä ÛŬ ÏëÔÛÜÓÌ ßÏ ÞŊíŠ Ŋçť ßŰ ÏàÐß Çä űóéÛÐ
Ý ÍçÓİÏ ľÎ õĤÎ óÐŭ Î ñéÇ ŊÞş Ïä ßŭ ÌŁßË Çà ĸÛŝ Ï ñŊ
Ë ūļ Îà Ŋ ŚòäâÌ ĵÇ ŊÞş Ïä ÛŭÜÏļÌ Îà
Ŋ ŚòäâÔç
Ì ÛÍ ŊÞş Ïä ÜĮŭÍ Ïļ Îà ĔòäŝÍ âÔç
Ì ÛÍ ĔŢ ÞÓÇ Ïä ÜŬĮÌ ßÏ óéÛÐ
Í Šļ Îà ז
Û ūĕÔèÛË ßŢ ÏäßÏ Çà  חŊóÓ įÏ ÜÇ ľË ßÜşÏ ĮÔß
Ï ÌŁßË Çà Ŋòäŝ âÓÌ éÌ ĸŢ ÛÏ ñŊ
Ë Óļ Îà
ĹëäéŝË ÛÓÈ ßÍ Çà êŊĮÛ
Ś óÓË ßÏ õÐÛū ßÏ çÐ şò Çç Ĺíŝ éÇ ĮÇ Ëä Û ūĕ Çà ēçÏ ŝ Ĺëäéū Ë ÛÓÉ Îä
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SHEMOS 4: SHEMOS

forth My hand and smite the Egyptians with all My miracles that I will wreak in their
midst, and afterwards he will send you out. 21 And I will put this people’s favor in the
eyes of the Egyptians, and it will come to pass that when you go, you will not go empty
handed.* 22 Each woman shall borrow from her neighbor and from the dweller in her
house silver and gold objects and garments, and you shall put [them] on your sons and on
your daughters, and you shall empty out Egypt.”
1 Moses answered and said, “Behold they will not believe me,* and they will not
heed my voice, but they will say, ‘The Lord has not appeared to you.’ ” 2 And the
Lord said to him, “What is this in your hand?” And he said, “A staff.” 3 And He said,
“Cast it to the ground,” and he cast it to the ground, and it became a serpent, and Moses
fled from before it. 4 And the Lord said to Moses, “Stretch forth your hand and take hold
of its tail.” So Moses stretched forth his hand and grasped it, and it became a staff in
his hand. 5 “In order that they believe that the Lord, the God of their forefathers, has
appeared to you, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.” 6 And
the Lord said further to him, “Now put your hand into your bosom,” and he put his
hand into his bosom, and he took it out, and behold, his hand was leprous like snow.
7 And he said, “Put your hand back into your bosom,” and he put his hand back into his
bosom, and [when] he took it out of his bosom, it had become again like [the rest of] his
flesh. 8 “And it will come to pass, that if they do not believe you, and they do not heed
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èòäÏ óÌ Ĺæ ÇçõÌ Ûĕ êĹæ ÌçõÌ ä Ëľ ß ÏäßÏ Çà è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË äÌëäĤÌ ĵÇ ß ÍĺßÔè
Î ĤÏ ßÏ êâÔõ
Ì ÛÍ äŉË õÎ Ïë Çà - And I will put this people’s favor
in the eyes of the Egyptians, and it will come to pass that when you go, you will not go empty handed. God
reveals this detail to Moses well before the liberation has even commenced, because this promise was
an integral part of the Israelites’ liberation from slavery. A slave has no rights of acquisition—everything that the slave owns belongs to the master (see Pesachim 88b). The fact that the Egyptians would
allow the Israelites to acquire their own possessions clearly demonstrates their newly freed status.
Furthermore, the freeing of slaves is often a degrading experience for the slave, since he is penniless
when he leaves his master. Gifts are given only to one who is respected. Not only will the Israelites
be freed from slavery, but they will be respected by the Egyptians. (Siach Hagrid Haggadah, p. 47)
ä Ëç ĹëäéË ÛÉ ÎäÔÛĕ êßÌ Çà óéÛÐ
Í ļ Îà ßĮÐÍ é êĤÎ Îļ Îà - Moses answered and said, “Behold they will not believe me.”
Moses remembered the circumstances that forced him to leave Egypt. Moses therefore repeatedly
argued that the people would not believe him because they did not have sufficient belief to be
redeemed. God replied that indeed, when Moses left Egypt the Israelite nation had little faith.
However, in the years since he had left the people, Miriam had acted as leader; under her inspired
leadership they were a different people. (Aton Holzer Summary; see commentary on 2:1)

 שמות:שמות ד

êĹëéÇ ßÌ Çä Û Ïç èÛË äßäÌ Ëà ã ßÛÏ óÏ õÇ ÜÎ ÛõÏ ÛÏ çòÎ Çç
ē ÏŁéË êĹçĵÇ òÎ Çä Û Ïç Çà êä ÌĿÛË ßÏ Û ÏļõÎ ÛÏ êäóÌ õÇ Ëç îÛÎ
ÛŉÏ ĮÇ ĵÎäÍ Çç ÞŊĮõÌ Çà ÛóÏ ßÉ ÎëÜÇ ÞË Û ÏļŀÎ éË ÜłÎ õË Çà
ÛéÏ ÞÇ Ëç êŊßä Ëà ÛóÏ ßÉ Îë êéË ÜłÎ õË äķË Û ÏļéÎ êŊßä Ëà
Ïä Çä ĹíÜÏ ĵÇ Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ ßĮÐÍ é óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ä ÛŉÏ ĮÇ ĵÎäÍ ĵÇ
îÛÎ ä ËĿéÎ ŉÇ éË îÛÎ Û ÏëÛÉ çĹĿéË ķÇ óÜÎ ÇÝ Û Ïç
ēķÏ ÜÇ ĤÎ èĤË ÛŉÏ Çç ÍĿéÎ ķÇ êķÎ ĤË éÌ îÛÎ äßÐË àéÞÏ òÏ ķÇ éË
Û ÏëÛÉ êĮä
Ï Ëç òäŀË ĤÎ Çà ç ÏçéÇ éÎ óä Ëņ Îä äóÌ ÛÉ
ŊÛ ÛĮÏ ÏëÛÉ Îç ÛéĹń
Ï ä ËàĮÎ êéÏ ĸä Ìç Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Ûä
ŊÛ ÛâÏ ÇòïË ŊÛ ÛĮÏ óÇ âÌ ŊÛ ÛéÏ ÇçÛË ä ËàĮÎ êéÏ
äóË éäÇ éĹ
Ì çä ÌáÛÈ êĤÎ ÇæĹ Üä Ïä Çä Û ÏëÛÉ Û ÏçßÉ ÛóäÏ ËĹĤÎ
çä ÌĿéÎ õÇ äķË ē ÏŁïË ÌĿÛÎ Çà ēéĹń
Ï
èĤË ÛßÌ Çä
óĮÎ æÏ ķÇ êéÏ Þ ÎäĵÇ êĤÎ Çľ â ÎçĮÇ Ïä Çä ĹíÜÏ ĵÇ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Ýä
ßĮÐÍ éĵÇ Ïä ÇäÞÎ Û Ïá ÇÝĹó îäòÌ õĹ
Ç Þä â ÏçĮÇ õË ķÇ
äéÎ ÞÏ òÊ ä Ìç ÇĶ äÛÌ Ïà Ìç ēĹâÛÏ êÐóßÉ ÛÎ Û ÏçßÉ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà
òïÌ Ïë ÛĹß ÛßÏ îÛÎ Çà ÛĹß ç ÌĿéÎ Çä Û Ïç ÏĿéÎ äóÌ ÛÉ












äëÌ Ű ĮÇ Ëç èű ÎĶ ĹëäéŪË ÛÓÉ Îä Û ūĕÔèÛË ßäÏŪ ßÏ Çà  טêŊóÓ âÉ ÛÓ Î ßÏ õÐÛŭ ßÏ çÐ şò Çç
äūéäÌ ŀÌ éË ŉŢ Ï âÇ òÓÎ Ïç Çà ĔçÐÍ ŝ ò Çç êŢ ĹíéÇ ĮÇ Ëä Û Ŭĕ Çà ß ÍĿÛŠ Ì ßÏ õŊõÐť ÛßÓ Ï
ÔêéË âņū Î ŉË óūĮÍ ÛÉ èŢ ËäŀŰÎ ßÎ Ĺ ŬäßÏ Çà ßŚĮÏ ĵÎļÏ ßÎ ŉş Ï æÇ ïÓÎ ĮÏ Çà óÐÛŝ ÇäßÎ
äūĵË ßš ÏàÐß ÇäÔçÛÍ ßūĮÐÍ é óéÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà  יõĮÓÍ ĵÎļÏ ĵÎ èÞş Ï Çç Ĺ ŭäßÏ Çà óÐÛŝ ÇäßÎ
èÐĮŝ ÇçİË éË èū ÎĶ Ţ çŊéŉÇ éË èŬ ÎĶ äæÐË ŠëÛÏ èäóť Ë ÜÏ ķÇ ĮäÛŰ Ë Ûĕ
ű śä ÏëÐÞÛÉ
êŊĮş Ïç ÞŭÜÎ æĹÇ ßŤńÔÞ
Í ÜÎ æÇ äůľË ĔķŚ Í ÜÇ ĤÔç
Î ÛÍ şĔóÇ ĵÍ ķÎ áŭÛÏ éÌ èŤ ÎĶ
ÔäéÓ Ë ŊÛţ èś ÞÏ ÛÓÏ Ïç ßš ńÍ èūįÏ äéū Ë àäçÏ Š ÛÌ ßť ÏàÐß Çä óéÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà  יאä ËæÐ ÓëÛÏ
ßÓ ÏàÐß Çä äæÐş Ë ëÛÓ Ï Û ŭĕßÉ óŚ ÌĹĤË ŊÛū âÎ ņş Ì ïË ŊÛŭ Įóŝ Ì âÌ ŊÛū èĿÌ ŝ ÛË èĹįū Ïä
óŭĮÍ ÛÉ Ĕäõä
ş Ë óŊÌ ßÓ Çà ĔäńÔè
ŝË ĤË ßū ÍäßÇ ÛÍ äŢ ËæÐëÛÓ Ï Çà ēŚ Ìç ßŉş Ï ĤÎ Çà יב
âÓ ÏçĮÇ ŉÔÞ
Ë ÎäĵÇ Ûş ÏëÔâ ÎçĮÇ äŚ ÏëÐÞÛÉ äūĵË óéÛÐ
Í şļ Îà  יגóÓĵÌ ÞÎ ŉÇ
ĔŢ äâËŰ ÛÏ êÐóŬ ßÉ ÛÓ Î ÛĕŰ ßÉ óŢ éÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà ßĮÐÍ Š éĵÇ ßť ÏàÐß Çä îÛÔó
Ű Î âÓÎ Ëļ Îà יד
ÛūñÐÌ ä ÛŢ ĹßÔß ÌŁßË èŬ ÎÝ Çà ÛĹßŚ óşĵÌ ÞÎ Çä óŭĵÌ ÞÔäÓ
Î ľË äŉË ĤÇ ÞŞ Î Ïä äàŝË ÌĿßÎ
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. ולקחת ממימי היאור
     
           
          

           

       .‘    והיו המים וגו
    
       
            

                 
    .‘ גם מתמול וגו
    
  
   
 
 
            




ä ËæÐëÛÏ êŊĮ Ïç ÞÜÎ ÇæĹ ßńÔÞ
Í ÜÎ æÇ ä Ëľ - for I am heavy of mouth and heavy of tongue. God specifically
wanted a person who was heavy of speech to confront Pharaoh. When Moses spoke to Pharaoh,
Pharaoh responded derisively (see 5:2), a response which God specifically wanted to elicit.
(Beshaim Omram, p. 41)

ē Ìç ßŉÏ ĤÎ Çà - So now, go! After God told Moses that it was within His power to ultimately cure
Moses of his speech impediment, God told Moses to go now, as he is now, with the speech impediment, and speak to Pharaoh. (Beshaim Omram, p. 41)
â ÏçĮÇ ŉÔÞ
Ë ÎäĵÇ Û ÏëÔâ ÎçĮÇ ä ÏëÐÞÛÉ äĵË - I beseech You, O Lord, send now [Your message] with whom You
would send. The entire redemption of the Jewish people hinged on one immutable condition: that
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the voice of the first sign, they will believe the voice of the last sign. 9 And it will come
to pass, if they do not believe either of these two signs, and they do not heed your voice,
you shall take of the water of the Nile and spill it upon the dry land, and the water that
you take from the Nile will become blood on the dry land.” 10 Moses said to the Lord, “I
beseech You, O Lord. I am not a man of words, neither from yesterday nor from the day
before yesterday, nor from the time You have spoken to Your servant, for I am heavy of
mouth and heavy of tongue.”* 11 But the Lord said to him, “Who gave man a mouth,
or who makes [one] dumb or deaf or seeing or blind? Is it not I, the Lord? 12 So now,
go!* I will be with your mouth, and I will instruct you what you shall speak. ” 13 But he
said, “I beseech You, O Lord, send now [Your message] with whom You would send.”*
14 And the Lord’s wrath was kindled against Moses, and He said, “Is there not Aaron your
brother, the Levite?* I know that he will surely speak,* and behold, he is coming forth
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Moses accept the mandate as the nation’s leader and become the instrument of its redemption.
Years before, he had fled to Midian to distance himself from them and their sufferings. Now he
had to transform himself into a shaliach, a messenger of God. He had to change his opinion of the
Israelites in order to become the instrument of their redemption. This is why God spent seven
days convincing Moses to accept the mission. The divine mandate was not only that Moses must
convince Pharaoh to let the Israelites leave, but that Moses rejoin his people. Only then could he
begin his task as their redeemer. (Darosh Darash Yosef, p. 126)
Rashi identifies the person whom You would send as Aaron. Moses suggested that Aaron should
assume the mantle of leadership in his place. However, according to the Pirkei DeRabi Eliezer
(chapter 39), these words hint to the following exchange: Moses said, “Master of the Universe, send
[the message] to that person whom in the future you are destined to send [that is, Elijah].” God
replied, “I never said that I am sending you to Israel. I am sending you to Pharaoh. That person
to whom you refer will be the one I send to Israel, as it is written, Behold I am sending you [Israel]
Elijah the prophet before the great and awesome day of God (Mal. 3:23).” According to the Pirkei DeRabi
Eliezer, Moses questioned his role in the redemption from Egypt, since ultimately the nation would
be destined to experience other bitter exiles. Moses suggested that Elijah, the harbinger of the
Messiah, should be sent in his place, so the permanent and complete redemption of Israel could
happen immediately. (Imrei Baruch, Vol. 2, pp. 4-5)

ä Ëà ÌĿßÎ ĔäâË ÛÏ êÐóßÉ ÛÎ ÛĕßÉ - “Is there not Aaron your brother, the Levite?” Because Moses repeatedly refused the mission of redeeming Israel, God was angered and appointed Aaron to accompany Moses.
To this point, Aaron was simply a levi. Later, however, he would be given the title of priesthood.

 שמות:שמות ד

ç ÌĿéÎ õĹ
Ç àã ĸäĵÌ ËçÜÇ äķÌ âÇ Íä Çà ē ÏŁ ËáâÈ Íä Çà ēõĹé
Ï ķÏ òÎ Çç
ĸäéĹï
Ì ĵÇ Û ÏļéÎ ÏĶõÇ ńË õ Ïä ä ËĹĮÎ õĹ
Ç ĸäŀÌ ĤË
îä ËĿÛÎ Çà ĸäéĹń
Ì èĤË Çà ēéĹń
Ï èĤË äßÌ Çä äóË éä
Ç éĹ
Ì
ē Ïç ÛĹß ç ÌĿéä
Î Ëà áã êĹÞĵÇ ĤÇ õÎ äķË õ Ïä êŊæõÇ Ïä
ŉÇ ÛÎ Çà êéÏ ÇÝóÇ õÑ éÇ Ëç ē Ïç äßÌ Çä ÛĹß äßäÌ Ëà ÛŀÏ ĤÎ Çç
ÜłÎ ŉË êäÞÌ ßÏ ÛóÏ ãÇ âÑ õ Ïä Çà áä ÜóÏ Çç ĸä Ìç äßÌ ŉÇ
ç ÎáÛÉ Îà âä Û ÏļõÎ ÛÏ õ Ïä ĸäĵÌ ÞĵÌ ĤÇ õÎ ķÇ ēÞäÏ ĵË
ĸä Ìç óéÎ ÛÉ Îà äßĹé
Ë âÉ óõÍ Íä õ Ïà Çç ÜõÏ Çà ßĮÐÍ é
è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ÜÇ äķË äâÎ ÛÎ õ Ïà Çç ÜĹõäÛÌ Çà êĤÎ ľÇ çä ÌáäÛÌ
ŊóõÇ Ëä óéÎ ÛÉ Îà êäéÏË ļòÎ êĤÎ Çľ ÞĤÎ ßÎ ä ÌáâÈ ÛÍ Çà
ßĮÐÍ é Çç Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ãä è ÏçĮÇ Ëç çä ÌáÛÈ ßĮÐÍ é Çç
çľÏ ĹõäéË äóÌ ÛÉ è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË Çç ÜĹŉ çä ÌáÛÈ ê ÏäÞÇ éË ĵÇ
õ Ïä ßĮÐÍ é óÜÎ ÞĹÇ æ ē ÏçãÇ ÇòéË Çç ŊíÜÇ ķË Û ÏļóÎ ÜÇ ÑĶ
ÛóÏ éÏ âÉ çĤÎ êĹŁÜË ÇľóÇ ÛÎ Çà äßŊë
Ë ĵÇ õ Ïä Çà ĸäõÌ ŉÇ ÛË
õ Ïä ßĮÐÍ é ÜäìÇëĹ
Ë è ËäóÏ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ Çç ÜõÏ Çà
Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ êéË êäłËë
Ë ĸäÜÌ ĹÞäÜË ĤÉ õÇ ÛË ķÇ ÛóÏ ãĹâ
Ç
ēæÏ ßÏ éÇ ĵË ßĮÐÍ é Çç Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Ûæ ĸäÞäÌ ĵË
äõäË ËàĮÎ ķÇ Û ÏļõÎ ïŊé
Ç çľÏ ä ÌáâÉ è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË Çç ÜĹŉéË Çç
îäòÌ õÇ ÛÎ Û ÏëÛÉ Îà ßÐíóÇ ńÎ èÞÏ òÊ êĹŁÞË ĵÇ ĤÇ õÎ Çà ēÞäÏ ÜË
óéä
Î õÌ Çà Üæ ÛŀÏ ĤÎ õ Ïä â ÎĿĮÎ Çä Û Ïç Çà ĸäĵÌ Ëç õ Ïä
äóË æĹÜ
Ç
äóË ĵÇ Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ ê ÎëÞÇ ľË ßÐíóÇ ńÎ õ Ïà Çç
äóË ĵÇ õ Ïä â ÎĿĮÎ ē Ïç õäóË éÏ ÛÉ Îà Ýæ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä
ĸäõĹâ
Ì ÏĿĮÎ Çç ŉÇ ÛÎ ÜäóË ìÏ èÛË Çà äéÎ ÞÏ òÊ â ÎçïÇ Ëä Çà


















ŉŭ Ï éÇ įÎ Çà àäçÏ ŝ ÛÌ ŉū Ï óÇ ĵÎ ÞË Çà  טוŊĵÓ ËçĵÇ âŭéÎ įÏ Çà şĔÛÉ óÓ Ï Çà ĔõÛ
ŝÍ óÏ Çò Ëç
ĹßäńÔè
ŝË ĤË Çà ĔŢ äńÔè
ŰË ĤË ßŬ ÍäßÇ ÛÍ äæÐËŠ ëÛÓ Ï Çà àäïŚ Ë ĵÇ èäóş Ë ÜÏ ķÇ ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ
şĔ Çç ÛĹßÔó
ŭ ĵÍ ÞË Çà  טזêĹįÓ ĤÉ ŉÓ Î óŭĮÍ ÛÉ õÛş Ì èæÍŝ õÇ ÛÍ äõä
ū Ë óŊÌ ßÓ Çà
Ŋ ŭĿÔß ÍäßÇ ŉÓ Ë ßŉş Ï ÛÎ Çà ßïŝÍ Çç ūĔ ÇĿÔß ÍäßÓÇ Ëä ÛŢ Ĺß ßÏäßŬ Ï Çà èŚĤÏ ßÔç
Ï ÛÍ
óŭĮÍ ÛÉ ĔÞŚ Í ÏäĵÇ âņū Î ŉË ßş ÍĺßÎ ßŭĻÍ ŀÎ ßÔõ
Î ÛÍ Çà  יזèäßĕÛÓ
Ó Ë Ìç
ÜĮūÏ Ïļ Îà ßĮÐÍ ť é ē ÍçļÌŰ Îà  יחäôô  פõÐõÐÓ ÛßÔõ
Ó Ï ÛÍ ŊĵÔß
ş įÍ ĤÉ ŉÓ Î
ÔçÛÍ ßŢ ÜĹ
Ï ĮŰ ÛÏ Çà ÛŁÔß
Ï Š æÏ ÇçÛÓ Ì ŢŊç óéÛÐ
Í Ŭļ Îà Ŋ ŠëõÐÇ âÓ óõūÍ ÍäÔçÛÍ
óéÛÐ
Í ůļ Îà èäŚ ËļâÎ èÞŊí
ū Ï ßÓ Î ßÛş Í óÇ ÛÍ Çà è Ëäóŝ Î ñÇ éË ĵÔó
Ç ĮÍ ÛÉ äūâÎ ÛÎ
ßŢ ĮÐÍ éÔçÛÍ ßŬ ÏàÐß Çä óéÛÐ
Í Űļ Îà  יטèŊ ÓçĮÏ Çç ēŭ Ìç ßşĮÐÍ é Çç ŊóŤ õÇ Ëä
èäĮË ŝ ÏëÛūÉ ßÔç
Ï ľÏ ĹŢ õéÔä
ŰÌ Ëľ è ËäóŚ Ï ñÇ éË ÜūĮÑ ēş Ìç êäÏŝ ÞÇ éË ĵÇ
Ŋŉū ĮÇ ÛÔõ
Ë ÛÍ ßĮÐÍ ť é âņŰÎ Ëļ Îà  כĔÓĮÍ ïÇ ÎëÔõÛÍ èäĮş Ë ÇòÜÎ éÇ ßÓ Î
è ËäóŚ Ï ñÇ éË ßñÏ óÇ Ûū Î ÜĮşÏ Ïļ Îà óÐéŝ âÉ ßÔçÓ
Ó Î ĤÎ èŢ ÜÌ ËľóÇ Îļ Îà àäëÏ Š ĵÔõ
Ï ÛÍ Çà
óéÛÐ
Í ūļ Îà  כאŊÞÓ ÏäĵÇ èäßĕ
ş Ë ÛÈ ßÓ Ï ßŭĻÌ éÔõ
Î ÛÍ ßŤĮÐÍ é âņŭ Î Ëļ Îà
ÔçľÏ ßÛŠ Ì óÇ ßéÏ Çäóŝ Î ñÇ éË ÜĹĮū Ïç ĔŢ ŉÇ æÇ ÍçĵÇ ßś ĮÐÍ éÔçÛÍ ßš ÏàÐß Çä
ßÐĤŚ óÇ ïÎ äū ÌëïÇ Ëç èõä
ş Ï įË ĤÓÉ Îà ĔÞŝ Í ÏäÜÇ äŉË éūÇ įÔó
Î ĮÍ ÛÉ èŢ äõË ïÐÇ ŀÓ ßÎ
ŉş Ï óÇ éÎ ÛÓ Ï Çà  כבèÓĤÏ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ âş ÎĿĮÎ Çä Û ŭĕ Çà Ŋĵŝ ËçÔõÛÍ òū ÌĺâÎ ÛÉ äŢ ËëÛÓÉ Îà
óūéÐÎ Û Ó Ïà  כגçÛÓ Ì óÏ įÇ Ëä äóÐş Ë æÜÇ äŭ ËëĵÇ ßŝ ÏàÐß Çä óūéÎ ÛÏ ßÐľţ ßÐĤŚ óÇ ńÔç
Î ÛÍ
ßŢ ÌŁßË ŊâŚ ÇĿĮÎ Çç êÛş Ì éÏ ŉÇ Îà ä ËëÞŝ Ì ÜÇ ĤūÎ Îä Çà äŢ ËëĵÔõ
Ç ÛÍ âŬ ÎĿĮÎ ĔäçÍ Š ÛÌ
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  .וראך ושמח בלבו
   
  
     
        .  ודבר הוא לך
             
 
  .  יהיה לך לפה
 .     וישב אל יתר חתנו.לאלהים




Had Moses become the Kohen Gadol, he would have crossed the Jordan with the Israelites, settled
the land and built the Temple, a Temple that would never have been destroyed. (Aton Holzer Summary)

óĵÌ ÞÎ Çä óĵÌ ÞÔä
Î Ëľ äŉË ĤÇ ÞÎ Ïä ä Ëà ÌĿßÎ ĔäâË ÛÏ êÐóßÉ ÛÎ ÛĕßÉ - “Is there not Aaron your brother, the Levite? I know that
he will surely speak.” With this statement, Moses’ and Aaron’s roles were now split. Moses was still
to speak directly to Pharaoh without Aaron as intermediary (see 5:22), while Aaron would be the
one to speak to the people. (Beshaim Omram, p. 42)
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toward you, and when he sees you, he will rejoice in his heart. 15 You shall speak to him,
and you shall put the words into his mouth, and I will be with your mouth and with his
mouth, and I will instruct you [both] what you shall do. 16 And he will speak for you
to the people, and it will be that he will be your speaker, and you will be his leader.
17 And you shall take this staff in your hand, with which you shall perform the signs.”
18 Moses went and returned to Jether, his father in law, and he said to him, “Let me go
now and return to my brothers who are in Egypt, and let me see whether they are still
alive.” So Jethro said to Moses, “Go in peace.” 19 The Lord said to Moses in Midian,
“Go, return to Egypt, for all the people who sought your life have died.” 20 So Moses
took his wife and his sons, mounted them upon the donkey, and he returned to the land
of Egypt, and Moses took the staff of God in his hand. 21 The Lord said to Moses, “When
you go to return to Egypt, see all the signs that I have placed in your hand and perform
them before Pharaoh, but I will strengthen his heart, and he will not send out the people.
22 And you shall say to Pharaoh, ‘So said the Lord, “My firstborn son is Israel.” ’* 23 So
I say to you, ‘Send out My son so that he will worship Me, but if you refuse to send him
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çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äóÐË æÜÇ ä ËëĵÇ - My firstborn son is Israel. This phrase implies that God had other children.
Every nation is a child of God, for every human being was created in the divine image. At the moment that God revealed Himself to the Jewish people and gave us the Torah, we were chosen as
the am segulah, a treasured nation; but God did not abandon the rest of the world. We are God’s
firstborn—and a critical task of a firstborn child is to be a role model and an effective teacher for
the other children. This is accomplished not only through learning, but by setting an example in
our daily lives of sanctifying the Divine Name: behaving honestly and treating others with dignity.
A Jew who commits a crime violates the teaching of My firstborn son is Israel.
This is what God had in mind when he gave Moses the task of redeeming the Israelites from
slavery. As long as he refused to let them go, Pharaoh prevented the firstborn nation from carrying
out its task of redeeming humanity—and prevented God from adopting the other nations as his
children as well. Therefore, Pharaoh sinned not only against the Jewish people, but also against his
own people, the Egyptians, and against the entire world. His stubbornness ultimately led to the
death of the Egyptian firstborn. (Darosh Darash Yosef, pp. 144-145)

 שמות:שמות ה

ß ÏàßÉ Îà Þæ ēóÏ ÇæĹĵÇ ēóÏ ĵÇ õ Ïä çäãË òÏ Û ÏëÛÉ ÛßÏ
Ïä ÇäÞÎ ÛæÏ ÛÉ ÇçéÎ ĸäĵÌ íóÎ ĤÉ Îà ÛõÏ ÜÏ éÇ õäÜÌ ĵÇ ÛâÏ óÇ ÛÏ ÜÇ
ÛóÏ ÏëãË ßóŊń
Ï ñË õÜäÎ ìÇëĹ
Ì ßæ ĸä ÌçãÇ ÇòéË Çç ÛĤÏ ÜĹÇ
äßŊé
Ë ÞÏ òÊ Ïç õÜäÎ óË ÇòĹ ĸóÎ ĵÇ õ ÎçóÇ ĤÏ õ Ïä õóÎ Ïá ÇÝĹ
ÜßÌ ÇäõÇ ÛË êäÞÌ ßÏ ÛŉÏ ÇçßÑ éÇ ÞË ÛéÏ ÞÇ ÜË äóÌ ÛÉ õóÍ éÍ ÛÉ Îà
ä ÌçĹĿÛË õóÍ éÍ ÛÉ ê ÌæĵÇ ĸäÌŁéË â Ïë Çà àæ Û Ïë Ïç Û ÏëõÇ âÎ
çŊã Çò Û ÏëõÇ âÎ ÜÎļâÎ õÇ ÛË êäÞÌ ßÏ ÛŉÏ ÇçßÑ éÇ ÞË ÛéÏ ÞÇ
ßĮÐÍ é õĹéķÏ òÎ Çç çäÌáÛÈ êÐóßÉ ÛÎ Çç Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ Îà áæ
ä Ìç ÇÝõÇ ÛË ķÇ ÛóĹã
Ï ĵÇ ĸäĤÌ óÇ ĤÎ Çà ç ÎáÛÉ Îà ÛóÏ ĵÇ ÞÇ éÎ Çç
Ë ĤÉ
ßĮÐÍ é ä ËĹâÎ Çà âæ ĸä Ìç òĮÎ ÇëĹ Ïä ÇäÞÎ ÛóÏ òÏ Çä äßŊç
çľÏ õ Ïä Çà ĸäâÌ ÇĿĮÎ äķË Ïä ÇäÞÎ Û ÏļéÎ ÏĶõÇ ńË çľÏ õ Ïä êÐóßÉ ÛÎ Çç
êÐóßÉ ÛÎ Çà ßĮÐÍ é ç ÎáÛÉ Îà ãæ ĸäÞÌ ÇņïÎ äķË Û ÏļõÎ ÛÏ
êÐóßÉ ÛÎ çä ËĿéĹ
Î ç çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëĵÇ äÜÌ ìÏ çľÏ õ Ïä ĹĮ ÏëæĹÇ
ÞÜÎ ĤÉ Îà ßĮÐÍ é èĤË Ïä Çä çä ËçéÎ äķË Û ÏļéÎ ÏĶõÇ ńË çľÏ õ Ïä
ĹíéÏ ĮĹ
Ç ÛŀÏ ĤÎ êéäË ßÌ Çà Ûç ÛŀÏ ĤÎ äÌëäĤÌ Çç Û ÏļõÎ ÛÏ
äßŊé
Ë ÞÏ òÊ ä Ìç ÇÝ äóÌ ÛÉ Îà çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëĵÇ õ Ïä Ïä Çä óä ËæÞÇ äóÌ ÛÉ
Ç ĹíóÏ ÇæĹ êŊßÞĹĵ
Ç ĤÇ ĮË õ Ïä
ĹĿĤÎ êľÌ óõÎ ÜĹÏ Û ĹÞäËÝìĹ
Ïä Çä óéÎ ÛÉ ê ÎëÞÇ Ëľ ßÐíóÇ ïÎ Çç ĹóéÏ ÛÉ Îà êÐóßÉ ÛÎ Çà ßĮÐÍ é
äéÎ ÞÏ òÊ êĹĶâäÎ Ëà äŀË ĤÎ õ Ïä â ÎĿĮÎ çÛÌ óÏ įÇ ËäÞÇ ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ
Û Ïç Ïä ÇäÞÎ ÛéÏ ĮÇ ßÐíóÇ ńÎ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Ü ÛóÏ ĵÇ ÞÇ éÎ ĵÇ
õ Ïä ÛâÏ ÏĿĮÎ Çç ĸäóÌ éÇ éÌ Çç çĵÌ òÎ ÛÉ äķË ä Ëç ä Ëç ÇĶõÇ ÛË
õ Ïä îÛÎ Çà Ïä ÇäÞÎ ÛéÏ ĮÇ ä Ëç ä Ëç ÇĶõÇ ÛË Û Ïç çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä
ÛßÏ ÏçÛÈ ĹóéÏ ÛÉ Îà Ý â ÎĿĮÎ ÛÉ Û Ïç çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä






















êŊ ŚçŀÏ ĵÎ ēóÍ ķş Í ÜÎ äßŭ Ë Çä Îà  כדĔÓóÐÍ æĵÇ şĔ ÇëĵÔõ
Ë ÛÍ ÝóÐŝ Ì ß äūæÐË ëÛÓ Ï
óÐñŠ ßóÐť Ï ńñË âņŰÎ ŉË Îà  כהŊõäÓ éË ßÉ Įņş Ì ÜÇäÎ Îà ßŝ ÏàÐß Çä ĹßūĮÌ ÇĶïÇ Ëļ Îà
äůľË óéÛÐ
Í ŉŞ Îà àäŚ Ïç ÇÝóÎ Çç íş ÎĶŉÎ Îà ĸëÏ ŝ ĵÇ õū ÎçóÇ ĤÔõ
Ï ÛÍ õŢ ÐóæÇ ŉË Îà
êõŭ Î âÉ ßóŝ Ï éÇ ÛÓ Ï áÛţÏ ĹŁŚŀÍ éË îóşÍ ļË Îà  כוäÓ Ëç ßŉş Ï ÛÎ èäéŤ Ë ķÔê
Ï õÎ âÉ
õÛóŭ Î Çò Ëç ēŤ Ìç êÐóŝ ßÉ ÛÔç
Ó Î ÛÓ Í ßŢ ÏàÐß Çä óéÛÐ
Í Ŭļ Îà  פ כזõ ÓĕĹŀ Îç èäéş Ë ķÏ
ÔòİÎ Ëļ Îà èäßĕ
ş Ë ÛÓÈ ßÏ óŭßÎ ĵÇ ĹßŤĮÌ ÇĶïËÇ ļÓ Îà ē ÍçļÌŠ Îà ßóŚÏ ĵÏ ÞÇ ŀË ßÎ ßşĮÐÍ é
óūĮÍ ÛÉ ßş ÏàÐß Çä äóŭ Ì ÜÇ ķÔç
Ë ľÏ õŤÛÌ êÐóŝ ßÉ Ûū Î Çç ßŢ ĮÐÍ é ÞŬ ÌĶ Îļ Îà  כחŊ Óç
Ó Ï ľÏ õŭÛÌ Çà ŊâŚ ÏçĮÇ
ßşĮÐÍ é ē Íçŭ Ìļ Îà  כטĹßÓ ÏĹñË óŭĮÍ ÛÉ õÐõÐş ÛßÔç
óūĵÌ ÞÎ Çä Îà  לçÛÓ Ì óÏ įÇ Ëä äŭ ÌëĵÇ äş Ìë Çò ËáÔçľÔõ
Ï ÛÍ Ĺïŝ ìÇ ÛūÎ Îļ Îà êÐóŚ ßÉ ÛÓ Î Çà
ßŚĮÐÍ éÔçÛÍ ßş ÏàÐß Çä óŭĵÍ ķÔó
Ë ĮÍ ÛÉ èäóŝ Ë ÜÏ ķÇ ßÔç
Î ľÏ õÛţÌ êÐ ŝóßÉ ÛÓ Î
ÔäÓľË ĹíŪ éÇ ĮËÇ ļÓ Îà èŚĤÏ ßÏ êéş Ì ÛÓÉ ļÎ àÓ Î  לאèÓĤÏ ßÏ äŭ ÌëäĤÌ Çç õÐõÐş ÛßÓ Ï įĤŭÎ Îļ Îà
ĹÞş ÇņËļÓ Îà èäÇëÏŝ ĤÔõ
Ï ÛÍ ßŢ ÛÏ óÏ äŬ Ëæ Çà çÛŠ Ì óÏ įÇ Ëä äū ÌëĵÔõ
Ç ÛÍ ßť ÏàÐß Çä ÞòŰÎ ïÏ
Ĺóş éÛÐ
Ç Óļ Îà êÐóŝ ßÉ ÛÓ Î Çà ßūĮÐÍ é ĹÛĵţÏ óâÎŠ ÛÎ Çà  ה אäíäÜô Ĺ ÓàâÉ ŉÓ Î ĮÓÇ Ëļ Îà
ÔõÛÍ âŢ ÎĿĮÎ çÛŝ Ì óÏ įÇ Ëä äūßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ßŢ ÏàÐß Çä óŬéÎ ÛÔßÐ
Ï ľÓ ßÐĤŚ óÇ ńÔç
Î ÛÍ
óūĮÍ ÛÉ ßŢ ÏàÐß Çä äéŬ Ë ßÐíŝ óÇ ńÎ óéÛÐ
Í ūļ Îà  בóÓĵÏ ÞÇ ŀË ĵÎ äçş Ë ĹĶÐâŭ Ïä Çà äŀŝË ĤÎ
ßŝ ÏàÐß ÇäÔõÛÍ äŢ ŉË ĤÇ ÞŰ Î Ïä Û Ŭĕ çŚÛÌ óÏ įÇ ËäÔõÛÍ âş ÎĿĮÎ Çç ŊçÐŝ òĵÇ íūéÎ ĮÇ ÛÍ
èäóş Ë ÜÇ ĤÓË ßÏ äŭßĕ
Ì ÛÈ Ĺóŝ éÛÐ
Ç ūļ Îà  גâÓÎ ÌĿĮÎ ÛÉ Û ŭĕ çÛş Ì óÏ įÇ ËäÔõÛÍ èŭ ÎÝ Çà
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ĔóÐÍ æĵÇ Ĕ ÇëĵÔõ
Ë ÛÍ ÝóÐÌ ß ä ËæÐëÛÏ ß ÌŁßË - behold, I am going to slay your firstborn son. In the patriarchal
society of antiquity, the father represented the law because he was the strongest. Tyranny reigned
supreme. A family’s oldest son was second only to his father. He had authority over his younger
siblings. He could often be cruel and prey on the younger children, using his size to exploit his
younger brothers and sisters.
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out, behold, I am going to slay your firstborn son.’ ”* 24 Now he was on the way, in
an inn, that the Lord met him and sought to put him to death.* 25 So Zipporah took a
sharp stone and severed her son’s foreskin and cast it to his feet, and she said, “For you
are a bridegroom of blood to me.” 26 So He released him. Then she said, “A bridegroom
of blood concerning the circumcision.” 27 The Lord said to Aaron, “Go toward Moses, to
the desert.” So he went and met him on the mount of God, and he kissed him. 28 And
Moses told Aaron all the words of the Lord with which he had sent him and all the signs
that He had commanded him. 29 So Moses and Aaron went, and they assembled all the
elders of the children of Israel. 30 And Aaron spoke all the words that the Lord had spoken
to Moses, and he performed the signs before the eyes of the people. 31 And the people
believed, and they heard that the Lord had remembered the children of Israel, and they
kneeled and prostrated themselves.
1 And afterwards, Moses and Aaron came and said to Pharaoh, “So said the Lord God
of Israel, ‘Send out My people, and let them sacrifice to Me in the desert.’ ” 2 And
Pharaoh said, “Who is the Lord that I should heed His voice to let Israel out? I do not
know the Lord, neither will I let Israel out.” 3 And they said, “The God of the Hebrews

5

In American youth gangs, young people join together to terrorize adults, although in earlier
times the idea of a child robber or murderer was unheard of. The origin of this phenomenon is the
parental home in which the oldest child used threats and violence to discipline his siblings. After a
while, an organizational conspiracy developed.
Sociologists and historians speak of an ancient patriarchal slave society. The Israelites were
not slaves to Pharaoh only, but were subject to the cruelty of every Egyptian who wielded power.
The unifying element of that society was fear. One who would punish a nation must destroy their
gods—in other words, their philosophy. The slaying of the firstborn destroyed the Egyptians’ ability to use force and inspire fear. (Darosh Darash Yosef, pp. 143-145)

ŊõäéË ßÉ ĮņÌ ÜÇäÎ Îà ß ÏàÐß Çä ĹßĮÌ ÇĶïÇ Ëļ Îà êŊçŀÏ ĵÎ ēóÍ ķÍ ÜÎ äßË Çä Îà - Now he was on the way, in an inn, that the Lord met
him and sought to put him to death. The ultimate goal of the impending struggle with Pharaoh and with
Egypt was to replace the Egyptian conception of the firstborn, which involves the imposition of power and coercion, with the Jewish conception, which is based on sanctity and communal responsibility.
The infant firstborn child is a source of boundless pleasure. The joy that parents experience
upon the birth of a first child exceeds the joy that they experience at the birth of the following children. God’s claim is more encompassing regarding the firstborn because he is the most precious.
Whatever belongs to God carries kedushah. Moses could not become the instrument of this transformation until he had done his duty toward his own firstborn son. (Darosh Darash Yosef, pp. 142-144)
Ĺëä ÌçĤÏ ÛóÏ Çò Ëë èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ĹóéÛÐ
Ç ļ Îà - And they said, “The God of the Hebrews has happened upon
us.” When Moses invoked çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ two verses earlier, Pharaoh replied that he was not acquainted
with this deity. Moses then replied to Pharaoh, referring to èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ . At the burning bush, God
commanded Moses to invoke this latter name upon first confronting Pharaoh (3:18). Why then did
Moses use çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ in his initial request to Pharaoh?
Nachmanides (5:3, s.v. ĹëĤÌ ÏĶïÇ ËäÔêńÍ ) explains that that the term èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ refers to the God that

 שמות:שמות ה



ē ÎçßÉ éÎ êĤÎ Çľ çä Ìá Ìë Û Ïë ÏçĤÉ ä Ëç ÇĶõÇ ÛË äÛÌ ÞĹßä
Ï ÞË
Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ âĵÎ ÞÎ ÇëĹ ÛóÏ ĵÇ ÞÇ éÎ ĵÇ êäéŊä
Ë ÛõÏ ÏçŉÇ
çŊã ÇòÜË ŊÛ ÛõŊé
Ï ĵÇ Û Ïë ÏŁĤË óÇ ĤÎ Çä ÛéÏ ÇçķË Û ÏëßÏ ÏçÛÈ
ßĮÐÍ é ÛéÏ Çç è ËäóÎ ñÇ éË ÞÇ ÛľÏ ÇçéÎ êŊß Çç óéÎ ÛÉ Îà Þ
Ĺçä ËáÛÈ êŊßÞÌ ÜŊí
Ï éÌ ÛŀÏ ĤÎ õ Ïä êĹçĻÇ ÜÎ ŉÇ êÐóßÉ ÛÎ Çà
êĤÎ Çľ êäÛäË ËĶìÎ ÛßÏ ßÐíóÇ ńÎ óéÎ ÛÉ Îà ß êŊæ ÇëâÎ ÇçïÏ Çç
êŊß ÇëâÏ ÇçńÏ éË êŊßõÇ Ïä êĹçĻÇ ÜÎ õĹÇ ÛĤÏ óÇ ÛÎ ÞÇ ÛŀÏ ĤÎ
êäËëŊã ÇçĮË õ Ïä ÛĹßßÎ ÛéŊä
Ï ĵÇ ßÐíóÇ ńÎ Þä ËņïĹÎ à




óĵÏŠ ÞÇ ŀË ĵÎ èäéťË Ïä õĮÍ çŰ ĮÇ űēóÍ ķű Í ÛŁÔß
Ï Ū æÏ ÇçÓ Ìë ĹëäŚ ÌçĤÏ Ûóū Ï Çò Ëë
ÜóÓÍ âÏ ÜÍ ŊÛŭ óÜÍ ķş Í ĵÎ ĹëĤŝÌ ÏĶïÇ ËäÔêńŰÍ Ĺëäßĕ
ŝÌ ÛÈ ßū ÏàÐßäÓ Îç ßŢ âÏ ĵÇáÇ Ëë Çà
êÐóŝ ßÉ ÛÓ Î Çà ßūĮÐÍ é ßŀÏ Ïçţ è Ëäóŝ Î ñÇ éË ē ÍçūéÍ èŢ ßÍ ÌçÛÉ óéÛÐ
Í Ŭļ Îà ד
óéÛÐ
Í ūļ Îà  הèÓæäÍ õÌ ÓĕÜÇ ìË Çç Ĺæş Çç àäŚįÏ ĤÉ ŀÓ Î éÓ Ë èşĤÏ ßÔõ
Ï ÛÍ Ĺíäóŭ Ë ïÇ ŉÎ
èõÐş Ï Û èŭŉÍ ĵÎ ĮÇ ßË Çà ðóÍ ÛŚ Ï ßÔè
Ï ĤÎ ßŉş Ï ĤÎ èäŭĵË óÔê
Î ßÌ ßÐíŝ óÇ ńÎ
èĤŝÏ ĵÏ èäį
ū Ë ÇÝÐ ÓŁßÔõ
Î ÛÍ ÛĹßŚ ßÎ èŊ ūļĵÎ ßÐĤş óÇ ńÎ àŭñÎ Çä Îà  וèõĕ
Ó Ï ÜÇ łË éË
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Abraham had widely promulgated. This reference to God was well known among the nations,
including to Pharaoh. çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ , on the other hand, was first introduced by God at the burning
bush, a name which links God with the Nation of Israel, a link that had never been made before.
As a result, Pharaoh was unfamiliar with this name.
Had the elders accompanied Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh, Moses would not have used this
name, since it was not to be revealed to the elders until the Torah was received at Mount Sinai.
Only after the revelation at Mount Sinai would they be granted permission to refer to God in this
way. When Moses realized that only he and Aaron were going to appear before Pharaoh, he thought
the absence of the elders gave him license to use the new name of God that had been revealed
to him at the burning bush—this was, he surmised, why God had revealed that name to him.
However, when Pharaoh indicated that he was unfamiliar with çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ , Moses realized that God
had commanded him to use the name of èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ so Pharaoh would immediately recognize it.
The absence of the elders was not relevant. He therefore changed his next reference to God to äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ
èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ as God had originally instructed. (Moriah, 1970)

Ĺëäßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ß ÏŊßä Îç ßâÏ ĵÇáÇ Ëë Çà óĵÏ ÞÇ ŀË ĵÎ èäéË Ïä õĮç
Í ĮÇ ēóÍ ķÍ Û ÏŁÔßæÏ Çç Ìë - Now let us go on a three-day journey in the
desert and sacrifice to the Lord our God. Why did Moses make this request? If Pharaoh had granted
permission for the Israelites to go the desert to sacrifice, God’s Name would have been promulgated
throughout Egypt. Pharaoh refused this request because he did not recognize the God of Israel, äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ
çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä. As a result, Pharaoh was beset by the plagues, which forced this recognition upon Pharaoh.
(Haggadah Siach Hagrid, p. 55)

ÜóÍ âÏ ÜÍ ŊÛ óÜÍ ķÍ ĵÎ ĹëĤÌ ÏĶïÇ ËäÔêńÍ - lest He strike us with a plague or with the sword. Fate in the life of a
people, as in the life of an individual, signifies an existence of compulsion. The individual, against
his will, is subjected and subjugated to the national, fate-laden reality. The sense of a fate-laden
existence of necessity gives rise to the historical loneliness of the Jew. With the appearance of the
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has happened upon us.* Now let us go on a three day journey in the desert and sacrifice
to the Lord our God,* lest He strike us with a plague or with the sword.”* 4 But the king of
Egypt said to them, “Why, Moses and Aaron, do you disturb the people from their work?
Go to your own labors.” 5 And Pharaoh said, “Behold, now the people of the land are many,
and you are stopping them from their labors.” 6 So, on that day, Pharaoh commanded the

first Jew—our father, Abraham—loneliness entered the world. He was called Abraham the Hebrew,
äóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ èóÏ ÜÇ ÛÎ , (Gen. 14:13) for all the world was to one side, while he was to the other side, óâÌ ÛÎ óÜÍ ĤÌ .
In contrast to fate, destiny signifies a deliberate and conscious existence that the people have
chosen out of its own free will. A life of destiny is a life with direction; it is the fruit of cognitive
Ì ÛÈ but also
readiness and free choice. The Almighty revealed Himself to Moses not only as èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
as çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ (verse 1), who awaits man and invites him to serve Him. Jacob was given the name
Israel, çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä, by the angel he had beaten, who proclaimed him the victor over his fate, a fate which
Jacob had now elevated to destiny. (Kol Dodi Dofek, pp. 80-82, 90-91)
The Midrash states that when he first heard the unfamiliar name çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ from Moses, Pharaoh
entered his palace and reviewed each nation and its god and told Moses that he could not find
çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ among them. Pharaoh was only familiar with èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ , the God of the subjugated,
fate-laden Hebrews. He had not yet encountered the God of a nation freely choosing their destiny.
Pharaoh, in effect, asked Moses: Do the Israelites in my country serve çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ in whose name
you are now prophesying? Do they know this God and make their existence subservient to Him?
Do the Hebrew taskmasters and the lowly, degraded slaves recognize the authority of çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ ?
Tell me, Moses and Aaron, does çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ dwell in the tents of your brothers, who now thirst for
the pleasures of this world? Does God’s presence hover over their private lives? Has God bestowed
the glory of Godliness on their repulsive existence?
Moses and Aaron agreed with Pharaoh; they knew well the terrible tragedy of the nadir experienced by the Israelites, their lowliness and their spiritual degradation. Pharaoh was correct in
asserting that the Jews of Egypt did not thirst and yearn for çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ . Moses and Aaron, therefore,
did not continue prophesying in the name of çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ .
The Israelites, however, do relate to the name èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ . They still serve èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ , representing fate. Although Israel rebelled against çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ and chased Him away, it is impossible to rebel
against èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ . To disregard the commands of èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ will, in the end, result in calamity and
destruction, with a plague or with the sword.
Moses and Aaron, in effect, replied to Pharaoh: were it not for èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ , you could not have
decreed your wicked edicts against Israel, you could not have bathed in the blood of their children, and could not have oppressed them via brick and mortar. Were it not for the wrath of äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ
èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ , the Israelites would enjoy a this-worldly life, distracted from their destiny and their great
obligations. Were it not for èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ , you could not have descended to the level of a bloodthirsty
animal. Were it not for èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ , you would act as an enlightened, cultured and ethical monarch.
Were it not for the wrath of èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ , the children of Israel would enjoy the goodness of this land
and its blessings. èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ decreed that their assimilation in Egyptian society would not be realÌ ÛÈ , èäóË ÜÇ ĤË ßÏ äßĕ
Ì ÛÈ will
ized, the desire to be absorbed in it not fulfilled. If the Hebrews forget çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äßĕ
indeed visit them with a plague or with the sword. (Divrei Harav, pp. 58-59)
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èŤĤÏ Ïç êÜÍ ŉů Í õõŰÌ Ïç êĹïŧ ìÛÐ
Ë õÓ Û ūĕ  זóÐéÛ
Ó Ìç àäóş Ï ãÐÇ ĮÔõ
Ó ÛÍ Çà
èşßÍ Ïç ĹĮŭ ĮÇ Óò Çà Ĺæŝ ÇçÓ Ìä èßţÌ èÐĮŚ ÇçĮË çŊéū õÇ ľË èäşëË ÜÌ ÇĿßÎ êÐĵŭ Çç Ëç
çŊéŬ ŉÇ èäįÐË Ű í èű ßÌ óūĮÍ ÛÉ èäëË ť ÜÌ ÇĿßÎ õ ÍëÐľŰ õÇ éÔõ
Î ÛÍ Çà  חêÜÍ ŉÓ Í
èßŝÌ èäńū Ë óÇ ËëÔäÓľË ĹŁŚŀÍ éË ĹĤş óÇ ÇÝõË Û ŭĕ èßäŝÍ ÌçĤÉ Ĺéäį
ū Ë ŉÏ èŢ ÐĮ ÇçĮË
ĹëäÓßĕÛÓ
Ì Ìç ßŭâÏ ĵÇáÇ Ëë ßşæÏ ÇçÓ Ìë óÐéÛ
ŝ Ìç èŢ ä ËòĤÐÉ ñÓ èŬßÌ êľÔç
ÌŠ ĤÎ
ĹĤş ĮÇ ËäÔçÛÎ Çà ĸŚÜÔĹį
Ï ĤÓÉ Îä Çà èäĮş Ë ÏëÛÓÉ ßÔç
Ï ĤÎ ßÞÐŤ Ï ÜĤÓÉ ßÏ ÞůĵÎ æÇ ŉË ט
ÔçÛÍ Ĺóŭ éÛÐ
Ç Óļ Îà àäóŝ Ï ãÐÇ Įū Çà èŢ ĤÏ ßÏ äŬįÌ ÇÝÐ Óë ĹÛť ñÇ ļÌŰ Îà  יóòÓÍ ĮÔä
Ï óÌ ÜÇ ÞË ĵÇ
êÜÍ ŉÓ Í èş Íæ Ïç êõÐŭ Ì ë äËŁŤ ÍëäÛÌ ßÐíŝ óÇ ńÎ óūéÎ ÛÏ ßÐľţ óÐéÛ
Ś Ìç èşĤÏ ßÏ
êäŭÛÌ äūľË ĹÛŚñÏ éÇ ŉË óşĮÍ ÛÓÉ éÌ êÜÍ ŉŝÍ èŢ æÍ Ïç ĹâŬ Çò ĹæŰ Çç èŉŠÍ ÛÎ יא
è ËäóŚ Ï ñÇ éË ðóūÍ ÛÔç
Í æÏ ĵÇ èşĤÏ ßÏ ðïŭÍ Ïļ Îà  יבóÓÜÏ ķÏ èşæÍ õÇ ÞÐÎ ÜÓ ĤÓÉ éÌ íóŤ Ï ÇÝ Ëë
Ĺ ŬĿľÎ óÐéÛ
Ś Ìç èäñū Ë ÛÏ èäįş Ë ÇÝÐ ÓŁßÎ Çà  יגêÜÍ ŉÓ Í Îç Įòş Î ĮŭĮò
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SHEMOS 5: SHEMOS

taskmasters of the people and their officers, saying, 7 “You shall not continue to give
stubble to the people to make the bricks like yesterday and the day before yesterday. Let
them go and gather stubble for themselves. 8 But the number of bricks they have been
making yesterday and the day before yesterday you shall impose upon them; you shall
not reduce it, for they are lax. Therefore they cry out, saying, ‘Let us go and sacrifice to
our God.’ 9 Let the labor fall heavy upon the men and let them work at it, and let them
not talk about false matters.” 10 So the taskmasters of the people and their officers came
out and spoke to the people, saying, “So said Pharaoh, ‘I am not giving you stubble.
11 You go take for yourselves stubble from wherever you find [it], because nothing will
be reduced from your work.’ ” 12 So the people scattered throughout the entire land of
Egypt, to gather a gleaning for stubble. 13 And the taskmasters were pressing [them],
saying, “Finish your work, the requirement of each day in its day, just as when there
was stubble.” 14 And the officers of the children of Israel whom Pharaoh’s taskmasters
had appointed over them were beaten, saying, “Why have you not completed your
quota to make bricks like the day before yesterday, neither yesterday nor today?” 15 So
the officers of the children of Israel came and cried out to Pharaoh, saying, “Why do
you do this to your servants? 16 Stubble is not given to your servants, but they tell us,
‘Make bricks,’ and behold, your servants are beaten, and your people are sinning.” 17 But
he said, “You are lax, just lax. Therefore, you say, ‘Let us go, let us sacrifice to the Lord.’
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ŊáâÉ Îà ãä êĹëŉÇ ŉË Û ÏļÎëÜÌ Çç èŊæìĹ
Ç êŊæ Çç ÜßÌ ÇäõÇ Ëä
Û Ïç óéäÏ éÌ Çç ĮäÜË ĵÇ êŊßõÇ Ïä çÛÌ óÏ įÇ Ëä äÌëÜÇ ä ÌæóÇ ìÏ
ĸäéŊä
Ì ĵÇ èŊä è ÎĶõÇ ńË êŊæäÌëÜÇ ËĿéË êĹíÇëéÇ õË
êäéË ÇäòÏ êÐóßÉ ÛÎ õ Ïä Çà ßĮÐÍ é õ Ïä ĹíóÏ ĤÉ Îà æ
ßÐíóÇ ńÎ èÞÏ ņÊ éË êŊß ÇòńÎ éË ĵÇ êŊßõĹé
Ç ķÏ òÎ Çç
äķË íóÏ ńÇ õÇ Ëä Çà êŊæä ÌçĤÉ Ïä Çä ä Ëç ÇĶõÇ Ëä êŊß Çç ĹóéÏ ÛÉ Îà Ûæ
äÌëäĤÌ ÜĹÇ ßÐíóÇ ïÎ äÌëäĤÌ ĵÇ Û ÏëâäÏ óÌ õ Ïä êĹŉĮÇ ÛÍ ÜÇ ÛÎ
Û ÏëõĹç
Ï ĻÏ òÎ Çç êŊßäÞäÌ ĵË ÛĵÏ óÇ âÎ êŉÎ éË Çç äßŊķ
Ë ÜÇ ĤÎ
ÛéÏ Çç Ïä Çä óéÏ ÛÉ Îà Ïä Çä èÞÏ òÊ ßĮÐÍ é ÜõÏ Çà Üæ
äËëŉÏ âÇ ÏçĮÇ ê ÎëÞÇ ÛéÏ ÇçĹ êäÞÌ ßÏ ÛŀÏ ĤÎ Çç ÛŉÏ ĮÇ ÛÌ ÜÇ ÛÎ
ēéÏ ĮÇ ÜË Û Ïç ÏĿéÎ Çç ßÐíóÇ ńÎ õ Ïà Çç õä ËĿĤÎ êķÏ ĤË éĹ
Ì Ýæ
õ Ïä ÛŉÏ ÜÎáÇ ĮÌ Û Ïç ÛÜÏáÏ ĮÌ Çà êäÞÌ ßÏ ÛŀÏ ĤÎ Çç ĮÛÌ ÜÇ ÛÎ
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ĸäĤÌ óÇ ÛÎ éÌ êĹŁ ËæóÌ õÏ Çä ÛïäÏ ËòõÎ
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óÐéÛ
Ś Ìç íóū Ï ĵÇ èõÐş Ï Û çŤÛÌ óÏ įÇ ËäÔäÓ ÌëÜÇ äóů Ì ãÐÇ ĮÓ ĹÛŧ óÇ Ëļ Îà  יטĹëŉÓ Ì ŉË
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Ë Óĕ
ÔõÛÍ ĹŢ í ÇĶïËÇ ļÓ Îà  כŊéŊä
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ş Ï ñÌ ĵÇ èõÛ
Ś Ï óÏ Çò Ëç èäÜş Ë ŅÏ Ëë êÐóŝ ßÉ ÛÔõ
Ó Î ÛÓ Í Çà ßūĮÐÍ é
ãÐńŚ ĮÇ Ëä Çà èş Íæä ÌçĤÉ ßŤ ÏàÐß Çä ÛóůÍ Ìä èßŝÍ ÌçÛÉ Ĺóū éÛÐ
Ç Óļ Îà  כאßÐĤÓ óÇ ńÎ
äū ÌëäĤÌ ÜĹÇ ßŢ ÐíóÇ ïÎ äŬ ÌëäĤÌ ĵÇ ĹëâäÌŠ óÔõ
Ì ÛÍ èŉū Í ĮÇ ÛÎ ÜÇ ßË óůĮÍ ÛÉ
Í õÓÍ Ïç àäÞŝ Ï ÜÏ ĤÉ
ßŤĮÐÍ é ÜĮůÏ Ïļ Îà  כבóäãïé ĹëÓ ÌÝóÇ ßÏ Çç èÞş Ï ÏäĵÇ ÜóŭÍ âÔõ
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Î ÛÍ ŉÏ ÇçŅş Î ßÔÛ
Ë Óĕ çŭŅÌ ßÎ Çà ßŚ ÍĺßÎ èūĤÏ Ïç íóş Î ßÌ
óéÛÐ
Í Ŭļ Îà  ו אĔÓŀÍ ĤÔõ
äūľË ßÐĤŚ óÇ ïÎ Çç ßşįÍ ĤÈ ÛÓ Í óŭĮÍ ÛÉ ßÛŝ Í óÇ õË ßŉū Ï ĤÎ ßĮÐÍ ŝ éÔçÛÍ ßŢ ÏàÐß Çä
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SHEMOS 6: SHEMOS

And now, go and work, but you will not be given stubble. Nevertheless, the [same]
number of bricks you must give.” 19 The officers of the children of Israel saw them in
distress, saying, “Do not reduce [the number] of your bricks, the requirement of each
day in its day.” 20 They met Moses and Aaron standing before them when they came out
from Pharaoh’s presence. 21 And they said to them, “May the Lord look upon you and
judge, for you have brought us into foul odor in the eyes of Pharaoh and in the eyes of his
servants, to place a sword into their hand[s] to kill us.” 22 So Moses returned to the Lord
and said, “O Lord! Why have You harmed this people? Why have You sent me? 23 Since
I have come to Pharaoh to speak in Your name, he has harmed this people, and You have
not saved Your people.”
1 And the Lord said to Moses, “Now you will see what I will do to Pharaoh, for with
a mighty hand he will send them out, and with a mighty hand he will drive them out
of his land.”
18
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